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Delegations
From: Denise Joseph-Dowers, Manager, Governance and Board Services
The following delegation requests have been submitted in accordance with the Board’s
procedure for hearing delegations.

Part A. Oral Delegations
re O. Reg 464/97 Obligations Not Being Met
1. George Petrovic
re Effective Reading Instruction
2. Josette Meade, Parent, and Shari Kudsia

Part B. Written Delegations

re Anti-TOPS and Anti-Asian Safety Concerns at MGCI
1. Lily Fei, Parent
re O. Reg 464/97 Obligations Not Being Met
2. George Petrovic
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We are afraid for our child returning to school in person, and we need your help. They have been
repeatedly exposed to threats, anger and microaggressions as a student in the TOPS Program at Marc
Garneau Collegiate Institute. Sadly, they have learned to cope by ignoring this.
Most recently the multiple online threats, lies, cyberbullying and hacking by @fsociety_toronto towards
TOPS students, TOPS teachers and the TOPS program has exacerbated the situation. By failing to
denounce @fsociety_toronto’s defamatory and baseless claims, the MGCI administration and TDSB send
a message that such behaviour against TOPS and Asian students is acceptable.
There has been much resistance and a lack of transparency from Marc Garneau CI administration and
TDSB despite many attempts at obtaining information. This has led us to lose all confidence and trust in
the MGCI administration’s ability to protect and safeguard our child, both online and in person.
We request TDSB specifically denounce the threatening and defamatory online anti-TOPS attacks which
have created an unsafe school environment in the midst of already rampant anti-Asian sentiment.
Also, we request an explanation as to why TDSB failed to follow Procedure PR729: Reporting and
Responding to Racism and Hate Incidents Involving or Impacting Students in Schools in addressing this
issue.
Furthermore, we need to be convinced that there are reliable measures in place to address hate and
protect TOPS students, especially upon returning to in person learning. Our children need to be protected
from this and any violence planned against them.

thank you
Lily, Parent of MGCI student
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My name is George Petrovic, I wish to speak on behalf of myself. I am an alternate member of
SEAC but I wish to speak in a personal capacity and not on behalf of the committee.
Subject - The Board is not meeting its obligations for SEAC under O. Reg. 464/97 in a
numerous ways
Preamble - the Board is required to establish a Special Education Advisory Committee under O.
Reg. 464/97 for the purposes of receiving recommendations about special education issues.
TDSB SEAC is not functioning effectively as intended by the regulation as evidenced primarily
by the fact that the committee has made no recommendations to the current Board. I propose
that the Board itself is responsible for much of this ineffectiveness.
supporting arguments:
1. The Board is responsible for determining the membership composition of the committee
subject to the requirements of the regulation. For PIAC, a similar statutory committee,
the board specifies membership selection and composition through PR558. However,
for SEAC I cannot find anywhere how the Board sets out to assure that the membership
composition meets the requirements in the regulations.
2. Unlike for PIAC, the membership selection process is not transparent. The Board does
not know why it is approving new members (or denying potential members) other than
due to a brief recommendation from SEAC to do so.
3. The Board does not have a functioning mechanism for monitoring when members
vacate their seat. A member of the Board on leave has vacated their seat by way of
being absent from the committee meetings without being authorized at each meeting
and this now places the Board in a position of non-compliance with regards to its
obligations per O. Reg. 464/97
4. The Board does not have sufficient controls to ensure that its follow-up to SEAC
recommendations is compliant with its obligations per O. Reg. 464/97. As an example,
the previous SEAC made a number of recommendations to the Board which appear to
remain unaddressed. The minutes of the Board's May 23, 2018 meeting indicate that
the response (a letter to be drafted) to the recommendations were approved on the
consent agenda with no discussion. It does not appear that SEAC was invited to
address the board as was its right. It also appears that the letter was never written or
presented to SEAC.
5. PSSC makes a practice of reviewing the Terms of Reference for the CACs. However
unlike for all other CAC's the SEAC Terms Of Reference is not posted publicly, the
membership isn't clear on the details of the TOR, and it appears that elements are
outdated or lost to time.
6. Per O. Reg. 464/97, the Board shall ensure that SEAC is provided an opportunity to
participate in the review of the Special Education Plan, budget process, and financial
statements. However there doesn't appear to be any effective process and timelines in
place for the review of the budget and financial statements. Nowhere are these required
consultations codified in the policies or procedures of the Board
7. It doesn't appear that SEAC is completing the required annual report and self evaluation
that TDSB requires of the CACs
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8. Per O. Reg 464/97, the Board has an obligation to provide SEAC membership with
information and orientation about the role of the committee and the relevant Ministry and
Board policies. This appears to not have been provided for some time.
Questions?

Thanks for your time
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Community Advisory Committee
Name of Committee:

Urban Indigenous Community Advisory Committee (UICAC)

Meeting Date:

18th, May 2021

A meeting of the Urban Indigenous Community Advisory Committee convened on 18th,
May 2021 from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on ZOOM, with Elder Dr. Joanne Dallaire presiding.
Attendance : Dr. Joanne Dallaire (Elder, Chair), Pauline Shirt (Elder), Dr. Duke Redbird
(Elder), Tanya Senk (System Superintendent, Indigenous Education, TDSB), Christina
Saunders (Principal, TDSB), Robert Durocher (VP, TDSB), Jim Spyropoulos (Executive
Superintendent, TDSB), Isaiah Shafqat, (Indigenous Student Trustee), Tracy Mackenzie
(Community Liaison, TDSB), Mary Doucette (OA, TDSB), Barbara-Ann Felschow (Retired
Principal, TDSB), Natasha Gleeson (SST, TDSB), Marilyn Hew (TYRMC), Paige Kreps
(Toronto Inuit Association), Ryan Neepin (Teacher, TDSB), Dr. Bob Phillips (Community),
Adrienne Plumley (Instructional Leader, TDSB Joe Rock (City of Toronto), Waabshka-Mkwa
(2Spirits), Brandie Wilson (NLC, NCFST), Selina Young (City of Toronto), Michael Sanders
(Principal, TDSB), Clayton Shirt (Elder), Pardeep Nagra (Manager, Employment Equity,
TDSB), Jessica Medeiro (NLC East), Michael Griesz (Principal, TDSB)

Also present were: Dan Maclean (Trustee, Ward 2), Alexander Brown (Trustee, Ward 12),
Michelle Aarts (Trustee, Ward 16)

Regrets:
Ixchel Bennet (VP, TDSB)
Part A: Recommandations
No recommendations to report.

Part B: For Information Only
Facility, 16 Phin – Mobility, Accessibility, Health & Safety, Renovations.
Round table discussions continue with the Elders and Parent Council.
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Indigenous Student Trustee:
Isaiah Shafqat continues planning a 2S Pride Event with Robert Durocher (VP, TDSB), which
aims to create a space that is inclusive for our 2S and Indigiqueer students for them to share
their stories.

Hiring practices, recruitment, retention and mobility.
Discussions regarding the Indigenous Trustee were highlighted at our last meeting. Dr. Susan
Dion spoke to putting together a subcommittee to further discuss and work on the appointment
of an Indigenous Trustee. Discussions ongoing.
Pardeep Nagra presented the Employment Equity Report to the members and has committed
to presenting on an annual basis.

Part C: Ongoing Matters
No matters to report

Report Submitted by: Tracy MacKenzie
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Name of Committee:

2SLGBTQ+

Meeting Date:

27th April 2021

A meeting of the 2SLGBTQ+ CAC convened on Tuesday 27th April 2021 from 5:00pm to
7:00pm in a virtual zoom meeting with Sandy Spyropoulos presiding. A discussion with
the individuals in attendance took place.
Attendance:

Anne Creighton (Pflag), Cheryl Dobinson (Planned Parenthood Toronto
and Co- Chair), Markus Dokis (ODE), Jacq Hixson-Vulpe (The 519 and
Co-Chair), Wayne Martino (University of Western Ontario), Saige
McMahon (2-Spirited People of the 1st Nations), Rachel Paris
(Community Member),
Anne Penner (Planned Parenthood Toronto), Terrence Rodriguez
(Rexdale Community Health Centre), Vivian Tran (Community member)
Trustees: Trustee Trixie Doyle, Trustee Chris Moise (Co- chair), Student
Trustee Isaiah Shafqat
Staff Lead: Sandy Spyropoulos
Administrative Support: Melanie Pearce
Staff:
Arthur Burrrows (VSS Secondary teacher)
Ryan Eaton (Community Services)
Ken Santos (Glenview Elementary Teacher)
Guests:
Ros Salvador (TDSB Human Rights Office) Peter Singh (Executive
Officer IT services) Shulin Dave (IT Services) Kevin Bradbeer (IT
services)

Regrets:

Trustee Alexander Brown
Trustee Dan Maclean
Robert Durocher (Staff)
Maya Edwards (Student)
Andrea Landaeta (Student)
Amanda Pearse (Luminous community services)
Jim Spyropoulos

Part A: Recommendations
N/A
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Part B: For Information Onl y
Two-Spirit Pride events taking place in June:


Wednesday, June 16 - Launch of Two-Spirit Pride and in the afternoon a youth
panel



Thursday, June 17 - We will have authors and Elders



Friday, June 18 - Two-Spirit and Indigiqueer artists share their stories on a panel



The goal is to build a strong impactful event for groups and communities

The committee was updated on the revisions being made to Transgender guidelines.
The CAC highlighted the following concerns:


Can the OSR be changed in appropriate circumstances to reflect gender
appropriate name?



There is no policy at the TDSB right now for changes to be made without parental
consent



Parents can access report cards until students are 18

In accordance with the Terms of Reference section on “Working Groups” 1The
2SLGBTQ+ Community Advisory Committee has decided a sub committee is developed
to review policies and make recommendations when discussing matters of 2SLGBTQ
students with consultation of other CACs
Part C: Ongoing Matters
Report Submitted by: J. Spyropoulos

1

o
o
o
o

The committee will strike working groups and/or ad hoc committees as is seen fit. Working Groups will operate as follows:
Working groups may be led by voting and non-voting members
Non-committee members may participate but not lead
An lead must be identified to report back to the full committee
Notice of lead resignations must be made to the Community and Trustee chairs, as well as staff
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Name of Committee:

Black Student Achievement Community Advisory Committee

Meeting Date:

June 7, 2021

A meeting of the Black Student Achievement Community Advisory Committee convened on June 7, 2021 from
7:07p.m. to 10:00 p.m. in a virtual meeting with Co-Chair Alexis Dawson and Trustee Chris Moise presiding
Present:

Alexis Dawson, Co-Chair, (Community Rep), Trustee Chris Moise (Trustee Co-Chair), Sharon
Beason (Parent/ FSLAC Rep), Tina Beason (Student Rep), Sophia Ruddock (Parent Rep), M.
Blacksmith Ben-Moodie (Police), Lisa-Marie Williams (Amgen Canada), Christopher
Mammoliti, Trustee David Smith, Nissi Alan-Shitu (Student Rep), Zaneta Wilkinson (Student
Rep), Dwayne Clarke (Student Rep), Mikhail Burke (University of Toronto)
Staff Lead: Associate Director Curtis Ennis, System Superintendent Jacqueline Spence
Administrative Support: Oyin Orekoya

Staff:

Richardo Harvey, Rosalie Griffith, Jamea Zuberi, Mahnaz Mirkhond-Chegini, Yvette
Blackburn, Jennifer Brown, Randy Samuel, Deborah Castello, Karen Murray, Grace-Camille
Munroe, Tatiana Munroe, Khadra Hussein, Omar Kowthar, Darlene Jones, Trixie Doyle

Guests:

Amie Presley (Research Coordinator, Research and Development), Michelle Munroe
(Central Coordinator, Parents and Community Engagement)

Observers

Matthews Ronell, Osagyefo McGregor, Dr Mrs Gloria Emenogu, Kowthar Omar, Jemaine
Wallace, Michelle Molubi, Favour Aina, Anuppiriya Sriskandarajah, Novelette Michelle

Regrets:

Cherie Mordecai-Steer (Social Service/CAS)

Part A: Recommendations
Be it moved that the Black Student Achievement Community Advisory Committee make the following 5
recommendations, with respect to the Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) evaluation component that the Ministry of
Education requires to be a part of the integrated Math and Health mark as part of the updated curricula.
BSACAC recommends the following actions for the Board of Trustees:
1. Continue to delay the rollout of the SEL evaluation for Math and Health (grades 1-8) through the 2021-22
school year.
2. Proactively consult the BSACAC, UICAC, SEAC and all other committees whose communities might be
impacted, prior to considering any possible rollout.
3. Invest in research to identify best practices for assessing social and emotional learning. Research should also
identify equity concerns.
4. Communicate to all teachers the following Ministry-provided direction that was previously provided to all
Directors of Education:
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“The overall expectations A1 related to social-emotional learning skills in The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8,
Mathematics (2020) and The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8, Health and Physical Education (2019) for the
2020-21 school year.
The following comment may be used on the report card: “Students’ social-emotional learning skills have not
been evaluated”.
5. Write a letter to Education Minister Stephen Lecce demanding that the Ontario government immediately
assemble a committee made up of Black and Indigenous education advocates who will review all curriculum
updates moving forward in order to ensure that racist policies and curriculum are addressed before being
released to the public.
Part B: For Information Only
Co-Chair updates included:
 Regarding the renaming of schools’ exercise that is being considered by the Board, co-chair Dawson has
requested from System Superintendent Jacqueline Spence if the opinion of the Indigenous community can be
prioritized before seeking BSACAC’s opinion to enable BSACAC make informed recommendations.
 A motion was presented at the last FBEC meeting to keep the 2021-22 funding level for Secondary Alternative
schools (under which the Afrocentric school falls) the same as this current year. Possible reduction in student
enrolment may affect the funding to these schools in 2021-22.
Staff update to BSACAC included:
 BSACAC members are encouraged to attend the upcoming virtual budget townhalls sessions on June 10,
2021.
 The mental health and well-being series will be sent out June 22nd for student, families and staff titled
Transitions to Summer. It will give families tool kits to support them over the Summer.
 The first day for students next school year will be September 9, 2021.
 The findings of the CAC Policy Consultation and Review was presented to the committee.
 Staff from the Centre for Excellence gave an update on the Launch event and feedback from the focus groups
that have been conducted so far with students. More focus groups with other segments of the community
are ongoing.
New members were approved by the committee. Their term will run September 2021- September 2023. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Corrections Representative - Yasmina Drame
Communications/Media Representative - Alicia Malcolm-Anderson
Black/African History Representative - Kwasi Adu-Poku
Social Service/CAS Representative - Derry Gittens
Police Representative – M. Blacksmith Ben-Moodie
Health/Mental Health Representative - Simonne Cumberbatch
Community Representative - Tina Beason
Education/ Guidance Representative - Sharon Beason
Parent Representative - Sophia Ruddock

Part C: Ong oing Matters
NIL

Report Submitted by Curtis Ennis
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Name of Committee:

Community Use of Schools Community Advisory Committee

Meeting Date:

11 May 2021

A meeting of the Community Use of Schools Community Advisory Committee convened
on 11 March 2021 from 8:01 a.m. to 9:25 a.m. via Zoom with Co-Chairs Michelle Aarts
and Judy Gargaro presiding.

Attendance
via Zoom:

Michelle Aarts (Trustee), Judy Gargaro (Etobicoke Philharmonic Orchestra),
Dan MacLean (Trustee), Lynn Manning (Girl Guides of Canada, Ontario
Council), Heather Mitchell (Toronto Sports Council), Patrick Rutledge (Big
League Book Club), Susan Fletcher (SPACE), Alan Hrabinski (Toronto
Basketball Association), Sara Somerset (Jack of Sports), Graham Welsh
(Toronto Sports Social Club), Dave McNee (Quantum Sports and Learning
Association), Dennis Keshinro (Belka Enrichment Centre).
Also present were TDSB Staff: Maia Puccetti (Executive Officer, Facilities &
Planning), Ugonma Ekeanyanwu (Acting Facility Permitting Team Leader),
Ndaba Njobo (Facility Permitting Coordinator), Shirley Adderley (Manager,
Facilities Issues & System Liaison), Jonathan Grove (Interim Senior Manager,
Plant Operations), Meenu Jhamb (Administrative Assistant), Tina Androutsos
(Executive Assistant, TDSB).

Guests:

Elizabeth Lukie (Hutt Piano Class), Terrance Philips (Phillips Basketball
Academy), David Smith (Trustee), Emily Langer (Young People’s Theatre),
Aina Favour (York University Student).

Regrets:

Sam Glazer (Congregation Beth Haminyan), Narni Santos (The Learning
Enrichment Foundation), Ralph Nigro (TSAA), Gerry Lang (Citizens For Life
Long Learning), Doug Blair (North Toronto Soccer Club).

1
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Part A: Recommendations
None
Part B: For Information Onl y
Update on Permit Use
Staff provided an update - permits have been cancelled until the end of June, given that
the provincial Stay-at-Home order is in place to at least June 3rd and typically school-year
permits do not extend beyond mid-June. The issuance of permits for field use is also on
hold pending further direction from the province and Toronto Public Health (TPH). Staff
responded to a question regarding the no-charge permits that are provided to the 44 Local
Neighbourhood Support Programs (LNSP) schools – the issue is if summer camps are
permitted by TPH and what are the health and safety requirements for these camps.
Staff also spoke about planning for a gradual, phased return of community use of schools
starting in the fall, after school resumes – subject to direction from TPH. Staff in the Permit
department would be able to activate this plan within a week’s notice from TPH. Outdoor
use of fields may also be approved after June 3. Staff will provide an update at the next
CUSCAC meeting.
Part C: Ongoing Matters
Onboarding for New Committee Members
Co-chair Gargaro provided an update that this work continues, including work to update
the CUSCAC web page information and provide some information regarding acronyms
used for Board meetings/events. CUSCAC members requested that we make sure that
there be generic language and that accessibility is addressed.
Focus on Youth Update
Staff confirmed that there will be FOY students hired by Facility Services in the summer,
to assist with caretaking. It was confirmed that summer school will be virtual this summer.
Other TDSB departments may also be hiring FOY students but not clear if the work will
be in-person or virtual. Trustee Aarts mentioned that there will be an update on Focus on
Youth presented at the May 12 Facilities Business Enrolment Committee (FBEC)
meeting. CUSCAC members had concerns that there was not enough time to plan if
2
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community groups were to have access to FOY students. There was a further concern
about the cost of permits if there was not support from Continuing Ed through FOY.
Trustee Report
Trustee Aarts provided further information regarding the Focus on Youth (FOY) funding.
$3.08M FOY funding has been approved for 2021/2022 however the Priority Schools
Initiative (PSI) funding, a portion of which was used to support FOY programs, still
remains eliminated. More information will be provided at the May 12 FBEC. Staff from
Continuing Education who oversee the Focus on Youth program will be invited to provide
an update at the next CUSCAC meeting in June.
Trustee Aarts also provided an update that the Ministry is directing school boards to plan
for return to school in September - very little additional pandemic-support funding will be
provided. The Board has been advocating for vaccination of students and staff before the
start of school in September.
Other Business
As all the Community Advisory Committee meetings stop over the summer, there was
some discussion as to how gather feedback from CUSCAC in time for a possible
September return of permitting schools. Executive Officer Puccetti suggested that staff
could present the plan for the gradual permitting of schools at the next CUSCAC meeting
in June. And the Permits department can also send an update email to all permit holders
in mid-August.
Also, representatives from SPACE Coalition are working on a briefing note to send to the
Minister, regarding the value and importance of community use of schools, and the role
of the community advisory committee.

Report Submitted By: Maia Puccetti

3
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Community Advisory Committees
Name of Committee: Early Years Community Advisory Committee (EYCAC)
Meeting Date:

May 14, 2021

A meeting of the Early Years Community Advisory Committee convened on May 14, 2021
from 10:00a.m. to 12:00p.m. in a Virtual Zoom Meeting, with Community Co-Chairs: Pam
McArthur and Jill Oakes presiding.

Attendance:
Pam McArthur (Community Co-Chair/ Runnymede Adventure Club), Jill Oakes (Community
Co-Chair/ YMCA Child Care), Diane Banks (Toronto Public Library), Patricia Chorney Rubin
(George Brown College), Shiromie Ganesh (Heart Beatz Child Care), Anabela Ferreira
(Woodgreen Child Care), Dan MacLean (Trustee), Nicola Maguire (LEF), Stephanie Nickle
(Woodgreen Child Care), Kim Rogers (Sunshine Child Care), Ann Marie Schiraldi (Toronto
Children’s Services), Irena Setnik (Silver Creek Pre-School), and Patrina Stathopoulos
(Dandylion Daycare)
Also present were TDSB Staff: Marisa Chiu (Executive Officer of Finance), Cynthia
Grundmann (Senior Policy Advisor/Manager Early Years and Child Care Services), Karen
Guthrie (Early Years Coordinator, Child Care Services), Liz Hoang (Child Care Services
Manager), Nadejda Lekosky (Early Years Coordinator, Child Care Services), Anastasia Poulis
(Centrally Assigned Principal, Early Years), Indushan Rajakulasingam (Business Analyst, IT
Portfolio Management & Communications), and Peter Singh (Executive Officer, Information
Technology/Information Management and Freedom of Information and Privacy)
Also present were Guests: Michelle Aarts (Trustee), Robert Spencer (Parent and Community
Member- ICCAC)

Regrets:
Rachel Chernois-Lin (Trustee), Jeff deFreitas (PLASP Child Care Services), Nancy Hendy
(Toronto Children’s Services), Jennifer Story (Trustee Co-Chair), and Lorrie Weddell (NYAD Donwood)
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Part A: Recommendations
No recommendation.

Part B: For Information Only


An update on EYCAC membership was provided by Community Co-Chairs’ Jill Oakes and
Pam McArthur. The following representative was introduced as a new member replacing
past member Nicola Maguire, Director of Early Years Learning Enrichment Foundation
(LEF).



TDSB staff shared the slide presentation, research data and a link from Ontario Public
Health and Strides that was presented during the May 13, 2021 Toronto Child and Family
Network (TCFN) meeting. The data was on the health and well-being of children and
families during the COVID-19 pandemic (see attached).



TDSB staff confirmed plans to run the Extended Day Program Summer Camp from July
5th to August 20th at select schools, pending approval from public health officials.



An update was provided by Cynthia Grundmann, Senior Policy Advisor/Manager, Early
Years and Child Care Services who shared the following information:
Emergency Child Care (ECC) update:



Emergency Child Care programs are currently operating at 23 sites in TDSB
schools. These programs serve students in Grades K-6 whose parents/guardians are
considered essential workers. TDSB recognizes the importance of this service for families
and has committed to providing access to program space in TDSB schools. At this time,
TDSB does not have any further information around when schools will reopen however
confirmed that Emergency Child Care services for eligible families will continue for the
duration of the remote learning period and until face to face instruction resumes.
Permits update:



At this time, the TDSB has not reached a decision on community access and summer
permits. While TDSB has accepted summer permit applications, these will remain on hold
until further direction is provided from the Province and Toronto Public Health.
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TDSB School Calendar:








The proposed 2021 holiday calendar was sent to child care partners on April 26th and the
draft 2021-22 school year calendar will follow shortly. Both have been submitted to the
Ministry of Education and are pending approval.
December 31st is TDSBs New Year’s statutory holiday and as a result permits cannot be
offered on this day.
Toronto Children Services (TCS) shared that the budget process for licensed operators will
not have any financial impact related to the December 31st statutory holiday closure. More
information will be provided once the Children’s Services budget cycle is finalized.
Operators were encouraged to speak to their consultant about specific changes related to
their program locations and operating days.
It was confirmed that Before-and After-School Programs can operate summer
programming until the first day of school instruction (TBC September 9, 2021), including on
professional learning or professional development days in early September.
This year the last day of classes for elementary students is June 29, 2021. The last
elementary school PA Day is June 4, 2021.
https://www.tdsb.on.ca/About-Us/School-Year-Calendar

Part C: Ongoing Matters









Peter Singh, Executive Officer, Information Technology/Information Management and
Freedom of Information and Privacy, Indushan Rajakulasingam, Business Analyst, IT
Portfolio Management & Communications, and Marisa Chiu, Executive Officer of Finance
provided an update on the Wi-Fi access request for child care operators.
Peter stated that TDSB is only looking at infrastructure that is currently in place for child
care centres. There is no funding to facilitate the development of new infrastructure in
order to provide Wi-Fi access to child cares. If a site (school location) does not have Wi-Fi
infrastructure in place, TDSB is not in a position to initiate this installation. It was noted that
child cares operating in exclusive space would not be included in wall to wall infrastructure.
Peter shared that Wi-Fi service could be available this September if everything
(administrative processes, etc.) is in place. Free service cannot be provided as the Board
will incur costs to provide and manage this service to child cares.
Peter and other departments are looking into how is TDSB going to charge and manage
fees/payments for this service to cover TDSB costs. Some key questions that need to be
addressed include: How is the user ID going to be maintained when a staff move from one
location to another? What happens when a staff leaves and a new staff ID is required? It
was noted that each time any service data is added/modified, TDSB resources are going to
be needed.
Marisa stated the billing process could be a quarterly, semi-annually, or annually to reduce
the amount of transactions and related administration. It is expected that there will be
substantial labour required initially to set up the vendors for billing and managing changes
to users accounts/IDs.
Report Submitted by: Cynthia Grundman
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Health and Well-being of Children and
Families during the COVID-19 pandemic

Sarah Carsley, PhD
Applied Public Health Science Specialist – Healthy Growth & Development
May 13, 2021
Toronto Child and Family Network
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Who I am
• I want to start by positioning myself as a settler on
Indigenous land and as a white, cis-gender woman. I
hold many privileges that I continue to benefit from
including being White, able-bodied, fluent in English,
gainfully employed and highly educated. I
acknowledge that these identities affect the lens I
bring to my work. I am committed to listening,
acknowledging, and reflecting on the privileges I hold,
and the knowledge I prioritize and share.

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Outline
• Describe evidence from our rapid review
• “Negative impacts of community-based public health measures on
children, adolescents, and families during the COVID-19 pandemic:
Update”
• Highlight specific Canadian data

• What happened to other public health services during COVID19?
• Briefly describe the impact of public health nurses (PHNs) redeployment on the
Healthy Babies Healthy Children/Nurse-Family Partnership programs

• Identify some health inequities exacerbated by COVID-19
• Provide some suggested recommendations for services to
mitigate these negative effects in communities

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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COVID-19 in Ontario
• Immediate concern about how lockdown measures were going
to affect children and families

https://www.publichealthontario.ca/en/data-and-analysis/infectious-disease/covid-19-data-surveillance/covid-19-datatool?tab=trends
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Initial review conducted in May 2020
• RQ - What are the negative
impacts on health and well-being
of public health measures
implemented in response to a
pandemic (e.g., COVID-19) on
young children and families?
• Looked only at younger children
(<12 years)
• Included evidence from other
pandemics (e.g., SARS, H1N1)

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Updated in November 2020
• Focuses exclusively on studies
published during the COVID-19
pandemic from May to October 2020
• Inclusion criteria was expanded to
include adolescents, including the
priority populations of LGBTQ,
children with disabilities, and children
with pre-existing conditions such as
medical comorbidities and mental
health problems
• The global response to COVID-19 is
specific to COVID-19 epidemiology in
each country or region; therefore, we
have highlighted the study location
rather than the exact public health
measure enacted

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Research Question
• What are the negative impacts on health and wellbeing of children, adolescents and families from the
public health measures implemented in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic?

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Methods – rapid review
• A rapid review is a form of knowledge synthesis based the steps of a
systematic review, making certain compromises in those steps in order to be
timely
• No quality appraisal

• Multiple electronic database search in MEDLINE, Embase, PSYCINFO,
CINAHL, SOCINDEX, and CHILD DEVELOPMENT & ADOLESCENT STUDIES for
peer-reviewed studies
• Also did grey literature search and Google Scholar alert search
• Inclusion criteria:
• During COVID-19 pandemic (about February-September 2020)
• Children or parents with children <18 years

• Exclusion criteria:
• Reviews with no methods, commentaries, editorials and conference abstracts

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Results
• The library database search identified 846 articles, of
which 36 met inclusion criteria
• An additional 20 articles were retrieved from Google
Scholar, including preprints
• Total of 56 articles and 7 grey literature reports

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Results
• Study design
• 36 cross-sectional (2
repeated cross-sectional)
• 5 longitudinal cohorts
• 6 descriptive studies
• 3 reviews
• 1 case-series, 1
qualitative,
• 2 mixed methods

PublicHealthOntario.ca

• Study location
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Canada
US
China
Italy
Spain
France
UK
Israel
Germany
Norway
Many more….
10
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Results
• Study population
• All ages of children, multiple were only adolescents, mostly
parent-reported outcomes
• Sub-populations:
• Children with severe obesity, physical disabilities, early life stress
(ACEs), preexisting mental health issues
• One study focused on adolescents identifying as LGBTQ

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Results - Outcomes
• Child mental health and well-being
• Anxiety, depressive symptoms, post-traumatic stress
symptoms, and general mental health outcomes (e.g. is your
child’s mental health worsening?)
• Child behaviour – conduct problems, emotional problems,
hyperactivity-inattention problems
• Suicide rates, suicidal ideation, self-harm
• Child maltreatment (reported physical and psychological
abuse and neglect)
• Substance use (alcohol, cannabis, vaping)

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Increased Depression Symptoms
• Based on a validated depression measure, all children
(those with pre-existing mental health diagnosis and
those without) experienced increased depressive
symptoms during the 1st lockdown (Cost et al. 2021)
• Many children and youth without preexisting mental
health problems have maintained high levels of
depressive symptoms despite return to school in the
fall (unpublished data)

Cost KT et al., Mostly worse, occasionally better: impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the mental health of Canadian children and
adolescents. Eur Child Adolesc Psychiatry. 2021 Feb 26:1–14. doi: 10.1007/s00787-021-01744-3.
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Increased Substance Use
• A higher proportion of students reported their
substance use (alcohol, tobacco, cannabis) increased
during the second wave (December-March 2021;
winter 2021) compared to the first wave (Spring 2020).
• Similarly, a higher proportion reported using
substances to cope with COVID-19 (unpublished data)

Ontario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion (Public Health Ontario), COMPASS Team. Health behaviours of Ontario
secondary school students during wave 1 of the COVID-19 pandemic. Toronto, ON: Queen's Printer for Ontario; 2021. Available at:
https://www.publichealthontario.ca/-/media/documents/ncov/sch/2021/02/summary-report-compass-en.pdf?la=en
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Parent-related outcomes
• Overall, parents reported higher levels of stress, anxiety and
depression symptoms
• Parent-related outcomes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parenting practices (harsh, focused soothing, structured, avoidant)
Parent-child relationships
Parental stress or perceived stress
Parenting stress
Parent mental health (anxiety or depressive symptoms)
Parent resilience
Family functioning

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Parent-related outcomes (2)
• Ontario Parent Survey – spring 2020
• 1 in 3 parents or caregivers reported moderate to high levels
of anxiety, and almost 60% reported symptoms that met the
criteria for depression
• Parents also reported difficulty in managing their children’s
behaviour (31%), and their child’s anxiety and depression
(48%)
• 40% of parents reported their child’s mood/behaviour had
deteriorated
• Family dysfunction was also measured with 21% of parents reporting
getting into long arguments with their children and 49% indicating a high
level of conflict with their spouse
Gonzalez A. Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on Ontario families with children: findings from the initial lockdown [Internet].
Hamilton, ON: McMaster University; Offord Centre for Child Studies; 2020 [cited 2020 Nov 30]. Available from:
https://strongfamilies.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/OPS-Executive-Report-v6-FINAL.pdf
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Nutrition and Food Insecurity
• Nutrition and food insecurity
• 1 study examined food choices and weight control behaviours
in adolescents that may be related to disordered eating

• We found that changes to nutrition and eating
behaviours were not necessarily negative
• Although food insecurity appears to be increasing at a
population-level, eating habits improved for some individuals
due to decreased exposure to restaurants and fast food
options
• However, anecdotally there have been reports from tertiary
care centres (e.g. Sick Kids) that eating disorder risk
behaviours have increased
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Movement behaviours (physical activity, sedentary
behaviour, screen time, sleep)
• Canadian Data: Maximum City Report – spring 2020
• 51% were sleeping more, 31% were spending more time
trying to fall asleep
• 83% were spending more time using technology
• 53% were spending less time being physically active
• 47% felt like they are not spending enough time outside and
49% are not connecting with nature

Maximum City. COVID-19 child and youth well-being study: Canada phase one executive report [Internet]. Toronto, ON: Maximum
City; 2020 [cited 2020 Nov 30].
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Physical Activity/Outdoor Play
• Canadian data
•
•
•
•

56% of children aged 5-17 years decreased outdoor activities
53% had less walking and biking
51% had less outdoor play
Indoor play increased by 53% and screen time increased by 79% (Mitra et
al,. 2020)
• Only 4.8% of children and 0.6% adolescents were meeting the combined
movement behaviour guidelines during COVID-19 restrictions.
• Both children and adolescents had lower overall physical activity levels,
less outside time, more sleep time and more screen time. (Moore et al.
2020)

Mitra R, et al. Healthy movement behaviours in children and youth during the COVID-19 pandemic: exploring the role of the
neighbourhood environment. Health Place. 2020;65:102418; Moore SA, et al. Impact of the COVID-19 virus outbreak on movement
and play behaviours of Canadian children and youth: a national survey. Int J Behav Nutr Phys Act. 2020;17(1):85.
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Health services utilization
• Pediatric emergency department visits and
hospitalizations
• ED visits decreased by about 60-70%
• In some cases severity of illness was higher than usual
resulting in increased hospitalizations, however this result
was inconsistent between studies

• Access to health care and community services
• Delays in diagnostic services, cancelled medical appointments
• Delays in parents seeking care for their children (“Coronaphobia”)
• Reduced case openings for child protective services
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Limitation of the literature
• Majority are cross-sectional study designs
• Some studies had small sample sizes and lacked
generalizability
• Convenience samples – possible selection bias
• Most data was parent-reported – possible information
bias
• However many of the studies used validated measures for
mental health outcomes

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Limitations (2)
• The study samples in European, Australian, US, or
Canadian studies were predominantly white families
with high income and education.
• This may lead to these studies’ results biased to the
null, if families from diverse ethnicities or racialized
communities, who are more likely to experience
greater social and health inequities which may be
exacerbated during the pandemic, are systematically
underrepresented.

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Discussion
• Large quantity of evidence concerning the mental health of
children and parents during the COVID-19 pandemic
• It was found that overall parent emotional regulation and
mental health was highly correlated with their child’s mental
health and stress
• Family-related variables would be likely to constitute risk or
protective factors for children
• The majority of the included studies determined perceived
parental stress as a mediator of the association between COVID19 public health measures and child mental health

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Discussion
• Although schools were re-opened in September and in
March, the school environment has changed, extracurricular activities have been canceled, and the
effects of stress during crises are cumulative
• It might be expected that health and well-being
outcomes will become more apparent and potentially
worsen with time

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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www.phnprep.ca
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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What happened to other public health services during
COVID-19?
• E.g., Healthy Babies Healthy
Children
• Decreased overall services
and in-person visits
• Increased case-loads for
remaining nurses, reliance on
family home visitors, need to
prioritize/triage services

Jack, S. et al., (2021). The impact of COVID-19 on Ontario’s Public Health Home Visitation Programs for Families with Young Children:
An Environmental Scan. School of Nursing, McMaster University.
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Home visiting services during the pandemic
• A third of public health units stopped all in-person visits, and
had substantial reduced capacity for virtual visits

Jack, S. et al., (2021). The impact of COVID-19 on Ontario’s Public Health Home Visitation Programs for Families with Young Children:
An Environmental Scan. School of Nursing, McMaster University.
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Health inequities
• Families who received continued care, nurses
reported…
• Increased need to address health & social issues
exacerbated by the pandemic
• Intimate partner violence
• Mental health

• Public health units have prioritized public health nurse
home visits and supports for families with greatest
needs, however case complexity has increased

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Health inequities
• BIPOC children/youth were 2.5 times more likely than their
white peers to say they are afraid to go outside during COVID-19
• More than one third of East Asian children/youth reported
experiencing COVID-19-related racism or discrimination in the
fall
• Significantly more students who participate in school online or
hybrid (compared to in person) reported worsened negative
emotions (e.g. more worried, sadder, more alone)
• Children/youth who live in apartment buildings reported
greater declines in physical activity, time outdoors, and play
time vs. those who live in houses
Maximum City. COVID-19 child and youth study: Self-reported healthy behaviours, well-being and school experiences of young
Canadians during the pandemic [Internet]. Toronto, ON: Maximum City; 2021 [cited 2021 Apr 13]
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Protective factors
• Behaviours that were associated with better subjective
well-being and found the following to be protective
factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical activity
Time outside
Less time on screens
Participating in school in-person
Having a pet
Having a friend or sibling to talk to
Having access to outdoor space

Maximum City. COVID-19 child and youth study: Self-reported healthy behaviours, well-being and school experiences of young
Canadians during the pandemic [Internet]. Toronto, ON: Maximum City; 2021 [cited 2021 Apr 13]
PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Considerations for community services
• Strategies to support school-aged children, particularly
focused on improving mental health and increasing
outdoor physical activity, will be needed
• Improving opportunities for time outdoors and
connection to nature
• Outdoor play
• Recreational activities
• E.g. sports, day camps, summer camps

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Public health priorities in a post-COVID recovery
• Mental health promotion
• Continuing work on adverse childhood experiences
and promoting the enhanced 18-month well-baby visit
• Reintegration of public health services for children and
families required for COVID-19 recovery
• What aspects of virtual service delivery is maintained?
• How do operationalize new models with client preference at
the centre?

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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Discussion/Questions

PublicHealthOntario.ca
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For More Information About This Presentation, Contact:
Sarah.Carsley@oahpp.ca

Public Health Ontario keeps Ontarians safe and healthy.
Find out more at PublicHealthOntario.ca

McMaster
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McMaster University's Offord Centre for Child Studies launches
follow-up Ontario Parent Survey after 14 months of the pandemic
One year later, researchers want to know how parents have coped with COVID
HAMILTON, ON - Researchers from McMaster University and Offord Centre for Child Studies
have launched a follow-up province-wide survey to measure and understand how families with
children are still coping with COVID-19. The new Ontario Parent Survey will launch Monday May
3, one year to the day of the first survey's launch.
"The follow-up survey is being conducted because we had such an amazing response from caregivers
across the province," says lead researcher Andrea Gonzalez, Associate Professor and Tier II Canada
Research Chair in Family Health and Preventive Interventions. "The findings were shared widely
with many partners, including local public health units and Public Health Ontario, community and
mental health agencies, Early Years Centres, school boards and other community agencies, which
helped inform some service and program allocation."
The results of the 2020 survey were quite concerning, and provided a snapshot of the situation
experienced by parents and caregivers after only three months of COVID and the initial public health
measures. The most significant and troubling findings found almost 57 per cent of careg ivers/parents
reported high levels of depressive symptoms, and 40 per cent of caregivers /parents reported
deterioration in their children's behaviour or mood. Parents had also reported high levels of conflict
with their partner since the lockdown began , and just over one-third reported some loss of income.
The 2020 study findings were summarized under five themes: I) caregiver mental health; 2)
children's mental health; 3) impact on family relations; 4) impact on financial needs; and 5) positive
experiences. The new survey will continue these themes.
" We would now like to see how families are faring a year into the COVID pandemic and how the
rollercoaster ride of public health measures and school openings and closures are having an impact
on children and parents /caregiv ers," says Gonzalez. " We also want to know what parents and
families may need moving forward as we slowly begin to emerge from the pandemic and plan for the
future."
The research showed the stressors affecting families and households mostly are related to work/life
balance - parenting and child care, assisting children with their schoolwork at home, and working
more hours , many from home. Parents said they were concerned by the inability to visit family or get
support from extended family members. And they also reported a serious distress about working on
the frontlines or returning to work and exposing their family to the virus.
... 2
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"The 2020 survey was conducted after only three months of COVID lockdown," says Gonzalez." It's
now been 14 months since the COVID pandemic started. Ontario is in crisis state with a third wave
of COVID and infection rates increasing. We've seen school closings, last minute remote learn ing,
restrictions on some businesses but not others , and lockdowns and confusion that have made life for
parents /caregiv ers and students very challenging."
Both study's general themes focus on the well-being and health of children and parents/careg ivers,
family stressors, family relations , and how COVID has had an impact on individuals and families.
"This follow-up study will help inform community practice on how to assist families through these
very challenging times, now and in the future," says Gonzalez. "Given the findings of this survey
may be used to inform service provision and the development of family resources , it is important to
hear from families that reflect the diverse range of races, ethnicities, socioeconomic status, and
family structures of which the province is composed."
Starting Monday, May 3 and for six weeks, parents and caregivers can participate in the survey by
going to www.OntarioParentSurvey.ca
The Offord Centre for Child Studies is a multi-disciplinary research institute established in 1992.
Through collaboration across fields such as child psychiatry, psychology, epidemiology,
pediatrics, policy deve lopment , social work, and nursing, the Centre's aim is to better understand
children's mental health problems with the overall goal of improving the lives of children and
youth.
For more information, contact:
Andrea Gonzalez
Associate Professor
Tier II Canada Research Chair in Family Health and Preventive Interventions
McMaster University
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural Neurosciences
Offord Centre for Child Studies
Tel: 905-510-1652
gonzal@mcmaster.ca

-30-
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McMaster University’s Offord Centre for Child Studies launches
follow-up Ontario Parent Survey after 14 months of the pandemic
One year later, researchers want to know how parents have coped with COVID
HAMILTON, ON — Researchers from McMaster University and Offord Centre for Child Studies
have launched a follow-up province-wide survey to measure and understand how families with
children are still coping with COVID-19. The new Ontario Parent Survey will launch Monday May
3, one year to the day of the first survey’s launch.
“The follow-up survey is being conducted because we had such an amazing response from
caregivers across the province,” says lead researcher Andrea Gonzalez, Associate Professor and
Tier II Canada Research Chair in Family Health and Preventive Interventions. “The findings were
shared widely with many partners and helped inform some service and program allocation.”
The results of the 2020 survey were quite concerning, and provided a snapshot of the situation
experienced by parents and caregivers after only three months of COVID and the initial public health
measures.


The most significant and troubling findings found 57% of caregivers/parents reported high
levels of depressive symptoms, and 40% of caregivers/parents reported deterioration in
their children’s behaviour and/or mood.



Parents had also reported high levels of conflict with their partner since the lockdown
began, and just over one-third reported some loss of income.

The 2020 study findings were summarized under five themes: 1) caregiver mental health; 2)
children’s mental health; 3) impact on family relations; 4) impact on financial needs; and 5) positive
experiences. The new survey will continue these themes.
“We would now like to see how families are faring a year into the COVID pandemic and how the
rollercoaster ride of public health measures and school openings and closures are having an impact
on children and parents/caregivers,” says Gonzalez. “We also want to know what parents and
families may need moving forward as we slowly begin to emerge from the pandemic and plan for the
future.”

…2
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The research showed the stressors affecting families and households mostly are related to work-life
balance – parenting and childcare, assisting children with their schoolwork at home, and working
more hours, many from home. Parents said they were concerned by the inability to visit family or get
support from extended family members. And they also expressed distress about working on the
frontlines or returning to work and exposing their family to the virus.
“The 2020 survey was conducted after only three months of COVID lockdown,” says Gonzalez.” It’s
now been 14 months since the COVID pandemic started. Ontario is in crisis state with a third wave
of COVID and infection rates increasing. We’ve seen school closings, last minute remote learning,
restrictions on some businesses but not others, and lockdowns and confusion that have made life for
parents/caregivers and students very challenging.”
Both studies general themes focus on the well-being and health of children and parents/caregivers,
family stressors, family relations, and how COVID has had an impact on individuals and families.
“This follow-up study will help inform community practice on how to assist families through these
very challenging times, now and in the future,” says Gonzalez. “Given the findings of this survey
may be used to inform service provision and the development of family resources, it is important to
hear from families that reflect the diverse range of races, ethnicities, socio-economic status, and
family structures of which the province is composed.”
Starting Monday, May 3 for six weeks, parents and caregivers can participate in the survey by going
to www.OntarioParentSurvey.ca
Thank you for your support.
Andrea Gonzalez
Associate Professor
Tier II Canada Research Chair in Family Health and Preventive Interventions
McMaster University
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural Neurosciences
Offord Centre for Child Studies
Tel: 905-510-1652
gonzal@mcmaster.ca
The Offord Centre for Child Studies is a multi-disciplinary research institute established in 1992.
Through collaboration across fields such as child psychiatry, psychology, epidemiology,
pediatrics, policy development, social work, and nursing, the Centre’s aim is to better understand
children’s mental health problems with the overall goal of improving the lives of children and
youth.
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Name of Committee:

Environmental Sustainability Community Advisory Committee

Meeting Date:

4, May, 2021

A meeting of the Environment and Sustainability Community Advisory Committee convened on
May 4, 2021 from 6:31 p.m. to 8:05 p.m. via Zoom Video Conferencing, with Sheila CaryMeagher presiding.
Attendance:

Sheila Cary-Meagher (Community Co-Chair), Manna Wong (Trustee, Ward
20), Michelle Aarts (Trustee, Ward 16), Lindsay Bunce (EcoSchools Canada),
Barbara Falby (For our Grandchildren), Haley Higdon (Natural Curiosity),
Anne Keary (Parent), Debby Martin (Community Member), Bob Spencer
(Community Member),Vince Schutt (Enviromentum), Stefan Sommer (CUPE
and Andrea Stephens (Parent).
Also present were: Biz Ahrens (TDSB), Richard Christie (TDSB), Esther
Collier (TDSB), Kelly Crosthwaite (TDSB), Kristen Evers (TDSB), David
Hawker-Budlovsky (TDSB), Grace Keeble (TDSB), Peyton Leung (TDSB),
Linda Naccarato (TDSB), Naomi Quarcoopome (TDSB), Leah Robertson
(TDSB), Gigi Shanks (TDSB) and Jenn Vetter (TDSB).

Regrets:

Hilary Inwood (OISE), Catherine Leighton (TRCA) and Brenda Simon
(Natural Curiosity).

Part A: Recommendations
No recommendations to report.
Part B: For Informa tion Onl y
The Senior Manager, Sustainability, provided an overview of the TDSB’s 2020/21
environmental initiatives, focusing on governance, partnerships, teaching and learning and
facilities and operations.
ESCAC provided feedback on what environmental initiatives the TDSB should prioritize in the
2021/22 school year.
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ESCAC was informed that a session will be scheduled in June 2021 for members to provide
feedback on indoor solar signs.
ESCAC’s Annual Report was reviewed and an end of year survey was distributed.
Part C: Ongoing Matters
No ongoing matters to report.

Report Submitted by: Richard Christie
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Environment and Sustainability
Community Advisory Committee
2020-2021 Annual Report
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Co-Chair Message
Greetings,
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Environmental Sustainability Community Advisory Committee
(ESCAC) met virtually during the 2020-21 school year. Although the format of meetings changed
considerably as we pivoted to operating virtually, 2020/21 was still very much a productive year for the
committee.
We look forward to continuing to explore opportunities to support the TDSB’s environmental
sustainability initiatives in the year ahead.
Sincerely,
Trustee Manna Wong and Sheila Cary-Meagher

CAC Mandate/ Purpose

a. To identify and discuss issues of environmental sustainability and climate change as they relate
to the TDSB, by facilitating ongoing feedback from the community through the engagement of
students, parents, and parent groups, community advocacy groups, non-profit organizations,
members of the general public, TDSB staff, etc.
b. To make recommendations to the TDSB regarding environmental concerns.
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CAC Activities
1. ESCAC recommended to the Board of Trustees that:
a. Signage be developed and posted at all schools with solar panels to draw attention to the
presence of solar panels on school rooftops; and
b. The amount of electricity generated by these solar panels be reported annually.
2. The Beach Community Energy Co-operative shared the culminating summer project of Ryerson
University students, proposing ideas for the creation of community energy hubs.
3. ESCAC provided input on potential options for solar signage.
4. ESCAC provided feedback on the draft content and structure of a community climate action
guidebook, planned to be developed in collaboration with the City of Toronto.
5. An overview of the EcoSchools Canada program was presented to ESCAC.
6. A representative from Shift Action for Pension Wealth and Planet Health delivered a presentation
to ESCAC and shared details of how individuals can encourage large pension funds to take
climate action by decarbonizing their holdings
7. ESCAC provided feedback on an outdoor learning online portal that staff developed in response
to the Use of Outdoor Spaces for Instructional Time report that was presented to Board in January
2021.
8. ESCAC provided feedback on what should be included in a long-term plan for encouraging and
supporting all schools to use outdoor spaces for instructional time throughout the day.
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Committee Members
Community Co-Chair(s): Sheila Cary-Meagher
Trustee Co-Chair(s): Manna Wong
Michelle Aarts (Trustee)
Lindsay Bunce (EcoSchools Canada)
Richard Christie (Staff)
Esther Collier (Staff)
Kelly Crosthwaite (Staff)
Andrew Davies (No. 9)
Priyan De Silva (Staff)
Val Endicott (Community Member)
Kristen Evers (Staff)
Barbara Falby (For our Grandchildren)
Sunday Harrison (Green Thumbs Growing Kids)
David Hawker-Budlovsky (Staff)
Hayley Higdon (Natural Curiosity)
Hilary Inwood (OISE)
Anne Keary (Parent)
Debby Martin (Community Member)
Chris Metropolis (Staff)
Linda Naccarato (Staff)
Erin Pan (SustainEd)
Naomi Qarcoopome (Staff)
Gigi Shanks (Staff)
Brenda Simon (Natural Curiosity)
Stefan Sommer (CUPE 4400)
Bob Spencer (Parent)
Andrea Stephens (Parent)
Jenn Vetter (Staff)

Text goes here
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2020/21 ESCAC Self-Evaluation
Somewhat Agree

Strongly Agree

Neutral

Somewhat Disagree

Strongly Disagree

1. I understand the goals and purpose of ESCAC

7

2. The goals and purpose of ESCAC align with the actions/decisions made by the committee.

6

3. The virtual ESCAC meetings held in 2020/21 were effective.
4. The frequency of meetings is sufficient.
5. The length of meetings is sufficient.

4

5

2

5

1

6
4
7

1

9

2

1

8. Our membership represents the talent and skill set required to fulfill the goals and purposes of the
committee.

5
5

2

10. Our committee has the respect and support of key stakeholders within our organization.

5

2

5

4

1

9. Attendance for meetings are consistent and members arrive on time.

11. As a general rule, when I speak I feel listened to and that my comments are valued.

3

1

3

6. Meeting agenda and materials are shared in advance to allow for appropriate review and preparation.
7. The minutes of our meetings are accurate and reflect the items discussed.

1

2

3

3
2

1
2

11. If you responded "disagree" or "strongly disagree" to any of the above questions, do you have any suggestions of how we could improve?
Get back as soon as possible to face to face meetings
Perhaps making a stronger distinction between policy and action would help. Also, some issues could be clarified by attaching them to motions, with timelines for delivery. I was concerned, for
example, that when the issue of engine idling was addressed, there seemed to be a weak outcome, when the subject could have been referred, possibly by a trustee, to the TDSB's Budget
committee for discussion and adoption, making it an actionable item, beyond that of the the local school, and completed in a timely fashion. There could be an additional requirement, in the case
of engine idling, for some feedback, with reference to improved health outcomes of students and staff, by tracking absenteeism, etc.
I am not sure what the question means. How you can improve what? The questions or the sharing of what is learned and expressed within the committee. The quality of the content of the
discussions?
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12. Any additional comments?
Really well organized and managed. Such great work, the parents and staff need to know. Richard's presentation could be shared far and wide.
I missed several meetings this year with all the disruptions, so that is why some of the attendance and effectiveness of meetings was lower.
I am not sure the school board at large values environmental sustainability as fully as I think it should. The top leadership seems to be preoccupied, disarrayed and disinterested. They would
benefit from taking the (subsidized!) EE AQs!!
I was impressed with the efforts to establish outdoor spaces for learning. This is a top down approach that is obviously successful when directives come from the TDSB.
What is the purpose of this survey? What does the Board expect to learn from such a superficial questionnaire? Shouldn't you be asking about the quality and effectiveness of the committee. I
hope that the folks doing this survey shares with our committee what they learned from this exercise.
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Name of Committee:

Equity Policy Community Advisory Committee

Meeting Date:

Monday, April 26, 2021

A meeting of the Equity Policy Community Advisory Committee convened on Monday, April 26, 2021
from 6:36 pm to 8:10 pm on Zoom with Parent Co-Chair Aleem Punja presiding.

Members in
Attendance:

michael kerr (Colour of Poverty-Colour of Change), Dennis Keshinro
(Community Co-Chair), James Li (Trustee), Dan MacLean (Trustee), Tesfai
Mengesha (Success Beyond Limits), Aleem Punja (Parent Co-Chair), Sophia
Ruddock (Parent)

Staff Present:

Karen Murray (Centrally Assigned Principal), Irit Kelman (Manager, Human
Rights Office), Precious Sidambe (Administrative Assistant), Alice Te
(Learning Coach)

Regrets:

Sharon Beason (Parent), Catherine Maloney (Parent), Pablo Vivanco
(Jane/Finch Community and Family Centre)

Part A: Recommendations
Nil
Part B: For Information Onl y

Anti-Racism Resource Guide
Centrally Assigned Principal, Karen Murray and K-12 Learning Coach, Alice Te presented on
the Anti-Racism Resource Guide developed by ETFO and the TDSB. The content of the
resource guide, including the historical context and implementation were discussed.
Trustee Co-Chair Update
Trustee Co-Chair gave an update to the committee on the:
 Board’s budget process and the Grant for Student Needs
 Ministry of Education and eLearning
 Student technology for remote learning
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New Membership Selection Criteria
Staff presented information on the processes that other community advisory committees have
undertaken in selecting new members. The committee decided that a working group of three
members will be established to review the applications. This will include reviewing the criteria
and requesting additional information if needed. In addition, as a majority of the current
membership terms have expired, the committee decided to extend the existing members’
membership for one year
Deferred Agenda Items
In recognition of Iftar, the following agenda items were deferred to the next meeting:
 Debrief: Partnership Office & Collaborating with CACs Presentations
 P031, Human Rights Policy Public Consultation
 Discussion: COVID-19 Recovery Plan Motion
 Staff Update from CAC Admin Team Meeting
Part C: Ongoing Matters
Nil

Report Submitted by: Irit Kelman
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Name of Committee:

Equity Policy Community Advisory Committee

Meeting Date:

Monday, May 31, 2021

A meeting of the Equity Policy Community Advisory Committee convened on Monday, May 31, 2021
from 6:41 pm to 8:33 pm on Zoom with Community Co-Chair Dan Keshniro presiding.

Members in
Attendance:

Staff Present:

Regrets:

Michael Kerr (Colour of Poverty-Colour of Change), Dennis Keshinro
(Community Co-Chair), James Li (Trustee), Dan MacLean (Trustee), Sophia
Ruddock (Parent) Catherine Maloney (Parent), Sharon Beason (Parent),
Irit Kelman (Manager, Human Rights Office), Clinton Mikhow (Acting
Administrative Assistant)

Pablo Vivanco (Jane/Finch Community and Family Centre), Tesfai
Mengesha (Success Beyond Limits), Aleem Punja (Parent Co-Chair)

Part A: Recommendations

COVID-19 Recovery Plan From an Equity Lens
Whereas, with respect to the motion passed at the April 6, 2021, Planning and Priorities
Committee regarding a COVID-19 Recovery Plan, the Equity Policy Community Advisory
Committee recommends:
(a) that the Director explore fuller relationships and partnerships with a rich diversity of
equity informed community, and academic based researchers with appropriate and
relevant experience and expertise in order to:
i.
extend the dedicated research capacities of the TDSB and;
ii.
broaden the perspectives that are coming to the table to help achieve equitable
learning outcomes for all TDSB learners.
(b) that a robust TDSB equity lens is used when disaggregating the data to analyze the
impact of COVID-19 across the range of equity seeking groups based on race, gender,
sexual orientation, disability etc so that we can understand the different impacts on
Black, Indigenous, LGBTQ+ and other important sub-groups
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Part B: For Information Onl y

Trustee Co-Chair Update
Trustee Co-Chair gave an update to the committee on the:
 Pride Month and Indigenous Month
 IT Devices Loaned to Students
 School re-opening and the pandemic
 Webcast for June 10th Budget
 Governance and Policy Board meeting on June 2nd

New Membership Working Group
A working group of three members volunteered to review the applications for new committee
members. Selection criteria was discussed. Staff were asked to request additional information
from parent applicants to indicate what equity lens and/or lived experiences they have, as well
as their familiarity with TDSB Equity Policy and commitments to ensure a diversity of views
and substantive engagement. Members discussed amending the terms of reference to
increase membership or encouraging non-members to participate in meetings.
Debrief Collaborating with CACs Presentations
Update was provided that a meeting with all the CACs will take place in the Fall.
COVID-19 Recovery Plan Motion
Members discussed the recent board recovery plan motion passed at the April 6, 2021,
Planning and Priorities Committee. Members noted that the reference to TDSB Black,
Indigenous, and racialized students in the preamble of the motion did not seem to be reflected
in the language of the motion. Members voted to make two recommendations to PSSC to
ensure that sufficient focus was being placed on the effect on BIPOC and other equity-seeking
groups, not only socioeconomic status.
Staff were asked to invite Dr. Cameron and/or their team to attend the next meeting to discuss
how equity is embedded into their research.
Deferred Agenda Items
The following agenda items were deferred to the next meeting:
 Staff Update from CAC Admin Team Meeting
Part C: Ongoing Matters
Nil

Report Submitted by: Irit Kelman
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Name of Committee:
Meeting Date:

French as a Second Language Community Advisory Committee
11 May 2021

A meeting of the French as a Second Language Community Advisory Committee convened on May 11,
2021 from 7-9pm via virtual Zoom with Parent Co-Chair Lynne LeBlanc presiding.
Attendance:

Guests:
Regrets:

Lynne LeBlanc (Parent Co-Chair W8), Lisa McAvoy (Parent Vice-Co-Chair W2), Sharlene
Henry (Parent Vice-Co-Chair W5/W6 Alt), Charles Zhu (Parent Vice-Co Chair W11), Doug
Kwan (W2 Alt), Crystal Stewart (W6), Mandy Moore (W7), Geordie Sabbagh (W8 Alt),
Wilmar Kortleever (W11 Alt), Randy Samuel (W14), Kathleen Meek (W15 Alt), Christie
Dunbar (W16)
Also present were: Trustee Rachel Chernos Lin (Trustee Co-Chair W11), Trustee Robin
Pilkey (W7), Trustee Dan MacLean (W2), Mary Cruden (Canadian Parents for French),
Sharon Beason (CPF Alt), Curtis Ennis (Interim Associate Director), Angela Caccamo
(Centrally Assigned Principal), Linda Edwards (Centrally Assigned Principal, Virtual French
Programs), Kirsten Johnston (Program Co-ordinator)
Trustee Trixie Doyle (W14), Elaine (Parent), Favour Aina, Michelle Molubi
Matt Forrest (Parent Vice-Co-Chair W9), Deloris Williamson-Braham (W5/13), Caroline
Tolten-Paterson (W7 Alt), Polina Osmerkina (W10), Hans Bathija (W10 Alt), Sarah Smith
(W15), Nancy White (W16 Alt), Gail Miller (W22), Rosemary Sutherland (CPF Alt)

Part A: Recommendations
Nil
Part B: For Information
The Annual General Meeting of the committee to elect the parent co-chair and vice co-chairs and
approve the annual report will be held on June 8, 2021.
Program Area Review (PART) Update (Eglinton, John Fisher and Bannockburn)
PART meetings are being held regarding proposed solutions to the Yonge and Eglinton area capacity
pressures and overcrowding at Eglinton PS. The proposal includes reopening Bannockburn (currently
leased outside of the TDSB) in Sept 2023 as an FI Centre and making John Fisher (currently an FI
Centre) a dual track (offering English and FI). Bannockburn can support 314 EFI students at full
capacity. TDSB will continue to have 6 French Centres, and grow from 64 to 65 dual track schools.
The FSLAC is seeking a better solution that works for all area families: English or French Immersion and
those in new highrise developments. Concerns were discussed. The proposed solution is overly
complicated and maintains long bus rides for JK-5 FI students from the new high rises that are
redirected residential developments from Eglinton to Whitney and Rippleton, whose French Immersion
associated schools are Winchester and Dunlace. This may discourage parents in the affected redirected
residential developments from applying to FI. FSLAC shared information that was made available at the
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PART meeting regarding pupil places in the combined space at a single-track Bannockburn and a dual
track John Fisher. John Fisher has been built into a centre of excellence in FI for over 30 years and has
French before and afterschool childcare.
French Review
Items in progress include JK entry EFI and the new MFI and developing and solutions to improve equity
of access e.g., expansion in Etobicoke, Scarborough. The staff report on this is tracking to Planning and
Priorities Committee for October 2021 with a September 2022 implementation. In response to
Members, staff shared that information about any new sites would be shared as soon as possible to
facilitate community awareness and that the review of middle and secondary sites is also under
consideration.
Core French, Secondary Enrolment
In referencing the 3-Year FSL Plan, Core French retention between GR9 and GR10: 28% of eligible
students (those not in FI/Ext) enrolled in GR10 Core French in 2016. In 2019, that increased to 34% -- a
6% increase versus the 2% goal set in the FSL Action Plan filed with the Ministry of Education. This can
be attributed to hard work with secondary core teachers to enhance learning experiences, focusing on
student engagement and confidence, and the authentic/action-oriented approach of the Common
European Framework of Reference (CEFR).
Special Ed. Needs -- Inclusion Update
There are extensive department learning plans focusing on: inclusion of students with special
education needs, including the use of differentiated instruction, accommodations and modifications to
programming, removing barriers to learning, ensuring that educators and administrators are aware of
Ministry of Education’s document on inclusion of students with special education needs in FSL
programs. Some of the most recent work has been with MFI modules where 1 of 5 sessions focused
specifically on inclusion, primary reading diagnostic tools, what to do if students are struggling,
Academic Pathways and collaborating with Early Years Depts and Special Ed Dept on the role of IEPs in
the very early years. Next year, staff look forward to the possibility of working with Principals on the
question of attrition. and connecting with the Research Dept on the creation of an Exit Survey for those
leaving the program. In response to member questions, staff shared that they are working on getting
more recent numbers of the participation of students with IEPs in FSL programs. The last available
public data was from 2016/17 as part of the French Review report. Members shared lived experience
and comments on counselling out of FSL programs and lack of support equal to English program
students. Staff support the inclusion of all students in FSL -programs and that PD sessions for FI
teachers in Early Years on explicit reading instruction were delivered this year and more are being
developed.
JK Entry
Media, communications, social media campaigns, marketing and bilingual school registration banners
will be ready for EFI application period in November 2021. Initial costs for banners at EFI schools will be
covered centrally. The EFI brochure will be translated in 22 languages, and available on the TDSB
website. Staff are working with the Early Years Dept, EarlyON and Child Care centre teams to ensure
the EFI application period /JK registration activities are aligned. In response to Trustee and member
comments, Staff will consider banners and leaflets for feeder schools and EFI schools and putting EFI
information in the September mailings that Trustees send to all ward residents. Staff shared that work
is being done on Before and After Childcare information sharing during the EFI placement offers.
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Part C: Ongoing Matters
Nil
Report Submitted by: Curtis Ennis
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Name of Committee:

Inner City Community Advisory Committee (ICCAC)

Meeting Date:

22 April 2021

A meeting of the Inner-City Community Advisory Committee convened on Thursday, April 22
from 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. Virtual Meeting Co-Chairs Emmy Pantin and Trustee Michelle
Aarts presiding.
Attendance:

Trustee Michelle Aarts, Co-Chair; Emmy Pantin, Co-Chair; Sheila CaryMeagher, Community Member; Rachel Chernos Lin; Trustee Ward 11; Trixie
Doyle, Trustee Ward 14; Laurie Green, St. Michael’s Hospital; Michael Kerr,
Colour of Poverty – Colour of Change; Omar Khan, Parent; Christopher
Mammoliti, Trustee Ward 4; Dan McLean, Trustee Ward 2; Cherie Mordecai
Steer, Parent; Sejal Patel, Ryerson University; Meaghan Phillips Shiner,
Parent; Isaiah Shafqat, Indigenous Student Trustee; Robert Spencer, Parent;
Crystal Stewart, Parent; Vicky Tourkolias, Toronto Public Library

Regrets:

Anna-Kay Brown, Jane Finch Education Action Group; David Clandfield,
Community Member; Josette Holness, City of Toronto; Ingrid Palmer, Parent

Part A: Recommandations
Whereas the 2021/22 federal budget proposes a monumental investment in child care of about
$30B over the next five years and $8.3B per year thereafter to support early learning and child
care; and
Whereas these funds are designed to address gaps in women's labour force participation; and
Whereas the national goal is to reduce child care fees by 50% by the end of 2022 and to
facilitate regulated child care at an average cost of $10 per day by FY25/26; and
Whereas schools in the TDSB host most of the City of Toronto’s daycare programs; and
Whereas the Inner City Community Advisory Committee (ICCAC) has always been and
continues to be critically involved in improving all educational programs and their availability for
the most economically distressed populations in Toronto pursuant to the TDSB equity policy
framework;
Therefore, be it resolved that:
The TDSB trustees approach relevant federal and provincial MPs and MPPs to urge quick
action to adopt the new federal funding and work with municipal and education partners to
establish affordable child care in areas of need and help the many people who have lost child
care due to the COVD 19 pandemic.
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Part B: For Information Onl y
David Cameron, Senior Manager, Research and Development presented how the LOI criteria
is used when ranking schools and he also presented the preliminary Student Achievement
Data Report.
The Community Support Workers shared information on programs currently running in the
communities, which included parent academy events. They also shared an overview of the
supports being provided to families.
The LOI Working Group will send out an invitation to School Councils and other CACs to join
this Working Group to assist with the review of historical data on the LOI and resources
available to MSIC schools.
An ICCAC Child Care subcommittee be established to review any new policies or strategic
plans for child care programs in Toronto to ensure that new or expanded programs are placed
in priority needs areas.
The Child Care Subcommittee will invite other CACs, such as Early Years Community
Advisory Committee, Equity Policy Community Advisory Committee, Black Student
Achievement Community Advisory Committee, etc. to join and assist with the work of this
subcommittee.
Part C: Ongoing Matters
The MSIC update was deferred to the May 20, 2021 meeting.
Report Submitted by: Sandy Spyropoulos, Executive Superintendent, Learning Centre 4
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Name of Committee:

Inner City Community Advisory Committee (ICAC)

Meeting Date:

20 May 2021

A meeting of the Inner City Community Advisory Committee convened on Thursday, May 20
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Virtual Meeting Co-Chairs Emmy Pantin and Trustee Michelle Aarts
presiding.
Attendance:

Trustee Michelle Aarts, Co-Chair; Emmy Pantin, Co-Chair; Diana Banks,
Toronto Public Library; Sharon Beason; Sheila Cary-Meagher, Community
Member; Rachel Chernos Lin; Trustee Ward 11; Trixie Doyle, Trustee Ward
14; Laurie Green, St. Michael’s Hospital; Josette Holness, City of Toronto;
Omar Khan, Parent; Christopher Mammoliti, Trustee Ward 4; Dan McLean,
Trustee Ward 2; Ingrid Palmer; Parent; Sejal Patel, Ryerson University;
Robert Spencer, Parent; Crystal Stewart, Parent; Fiona Yang, Catholic
CrossCultral Services

Regrets:

Anna-Kay Brown, Jane Finch Education Action Group; David Clandfield,
Community Member; Michael Kerr, Colour of Poverty – Colour of Change;
Cherie Mordecai Steer, Parent; Meaghan Phillips Shiner, Parent; Isaiah
Shafqat, Indigenous Student Trustee; Aamir Sukhera, The Neighbourhood
Organization

Part A: Recommendations
No Recommendations
Part B: For Information Onl y
Sandra Best, Senior Director, Strategic Planning, Donor Relations & Communications Toronto
Foundation for Student Success provided an overview of what is happening in our system to
support food insecurity and the work they have been doing to support families and students
during COVID-19 and school closures while students are in remote learning.
Trustee Aarts shared that ICCAC continue to look at reimaging and refocusing the work of the
committee. The committee is also looking at a new name for the committee as “inner city” does
not fit with our Toronto communities. The committee will resume anti-racism and antioppression training.
Trustee Aarts provided an update on the TDSB plans for school reopening for September.
The LC2 and LC3 Community Support Worker shared information on the work they have been
doing in the communities to support with food security due to COVID-19.
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Part C: Ongoing Matters
The MSIC update was deferred to the June 17, 2021 meeting.
The LOI working group had their second meeting and are looking to have a panel discussion
with research, policy, and programing.
Report Submitted by: Sheryl Robinson Petrazzini, Executive Superintendent, Learning
Centre 3
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Statutory Committee

Name of Committee:

Parent Involvement Advisory Committee (PIAC)

Meeting Date:

18 May 2021

A meeting of the Parent Involvement Advisory Committee convened on 18 May 2021, from 7:00 p.m. to
10:08 p.m. via ZOOM platform with PIAC Co-Chairs D. Williams and Felicia Seto-Lau.
Attendance

Sharleen Ahmed (W15 Rep), Kaydeen Bankasingh (W8 Rep), John Bakos (W8 Alt), Janice
Barnett(W11 Alt), Shanti Chand (W19 Alt),Cecile Farnum (W9 Alt), Jenny Gannon (W14 Rep),
Denese Gascho (W10 Rep), Sharon Grant (W4 Rep), Jess Hungate(W5 Rep), Madelaine
Hamilton(W 16 Alt), Zuojun Han (W 20 Alt), Jaimala(W5 Alt), Nadia Judunath(W22 Alt),
Wilmar Kortleever(W11 Rep), Felicia Lau (PIAC Co-Chair), Susan Lee(W 12 Rep) , Chris
Levien(Ward 20 Rep), Abdullah Mamun (W19 Rep), Nicole Marshall (W22 Rep), Towhid
Noman (CLG), Kate Leuschen Millar (W16 Rep), Seema Mitchell(W18 Rep), Azeem
Mohammed (W21 Rep), Anees Munshi (W21 Alt), Aretha Phillip (W13 Rep), Mark Ramcharan
(W18 Alt), Alice Romo (W7 Rep), Patricia Seedial (W4 Alt), Nazerah Shaikh (W14 Alt), Andrew
Waters (W9 Rep), D.Williams (PIAC Co-Chair), Glenna Wellington (W17 Alt),Albert Wong(W
12 Alt),
System Superintendent Ian Allison, Exec Sup Shirley Chan, Trustee Trixie Doyle Associate
Director Curtis Ennis, Michelle Munroe (CTRL Coord, PCEO), Exec Supt Uton Robinson

Regrets

Syed Sumar Alam (W13 Alt), Neil Faba (W15 Alt); Dean Gray (W6 Alt), Vivek Rao (W2 Alt),
Saira Somani (W3 A), Charlotte Schwartz (W 10 Alt), Mirian Turcios (W6 Rep),

Part A: Recommendations
PIAC Recommends that the Toronto District School Board organize a survey or other consultation to ask
all parents & families in the Virtual School for their feedback on parent(/guardian/caregiver)
engagement during the past school year, including but not limited to:
- general impression of the year
- parent/family engagement that supported them (best practices)
- parent/family engagement that was lacking (lessons/ideas to learn for next year)
- parent/family engagement to implement in the 2021/2022 school year.
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Part B: For Information Only
PIAC may make recommendations to the Ministry of Education on issues of concern to parents and
guardians at the TDSB, be it resolved that PIAC will adopt the letter regarding the potential of
permanent remote learning in Ontario as drafted by the Consultations Working Group and send it to the
Minister of Education at the earliest possible opportunity.
Staff Update
Virtual School 2021-22
Board is working on transitioning virtual students to their local school, staffing allocation has been
allocated to local schools. Board communication to families to make more informed decision regarding
the learning selection for the school year 2021-22.
Graduation
Staff is working on celebrating milestones of all students in an appropriate way.
For secure presentation of graduation the ceremony will be tapped and not live streamed.
Safety Hazards of Underutilized Schools
Caretaking staff have been taking care of schools on a regular basis and were able to address many
safety hazards in schools.
Water safety
Staff are mindful of the presence of lead in the water in some schools, staff have been instructed and
are following the required water safety procedures.
Extracurricular
The Board is looking at e- sports to engage virtually and IT staff are working on providing the network
support for e-sports in schools.
Part C: Ongoing Matters
PIAC Co-Chairs update
Ontario PIC connection
PIAC Co-Chairs continue to collaborate with Ontario PIC Connection and Ministry of Education and
shared information/resources on the following:
 Future of de-streaming in Ontario’s secondary schools
 Centralization/Privatization of E-Learning/Remote Learning
 Forming of the “Ontario PIC Association”
 Upcoming meeting with the Ministry of Education in June 2021 on parent engagement.
TDSB Human Rights webinar
The session was organised by PIAC’s Consultations WG and TDSB’ s human rights office and was well
attended on April 21, 2021.
PIAC’s BREAKING BARRIERS BY CHANGING BIASES
PIAC Spring Event WG was a successful weekend virtual event on May 1 and May 2, 2021.
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PIAC’s Google Drive
The PIAC Google Drive Sub-Working group have worked on organizing and for PIAC members accessing
documents in the PIAC Google Drive .
Join the conservation series
The final conversation of this school year by PIAC/PCEO is on June 3, 2021 - “The Future of Education”.
Caregivers/Parents as Parents Partners 2021
The planning for the event has begun. The event to be held on Saturday, October 24 and Sunday,
October 25, 2021 tentatively.
PIAC Post
The post was published on April 27, 2021 and distributed.
Annual Strategic Planning Session
PIAC ‘s Annual Strategic planning session to be held on June 5, 2021. The session to have a guest
speaker on Anti- Oppression and Equity followed by Q& A.
Report Submitted by Associate Director, Curtis Ennis and
Michelle Munroe Central Coordinator PCEO
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Statutory Committee
Name of Committee:

Special Education Advisory Committee

Meeting Date:

3 May, 2021

A meeting of the Special Education Advisory Committee convened on May 3 at 7:00 pm
through electronic means. Steven Lynette chaired the meeting. The meeting was
livestreamed on the TDSB website.
Association for Bright Children (ABC)
Autism Society of Ontario – Toronto
Black Parent Support Group
Community Living Toronto
Epilepsy Toronto
Down Syndrome Association of Toronto
Easter Seals Ontario
Integrated Action for Inclusion (IAI)
VIEWS for the Visually Impaired
VOICE for Hearing Impaired Children
Learning Disability Association
CADDAC
LC1
Aline Chan
LC2
Jordan Glass
LC3
Olga Ingrahm
LC4
Diane Montgomery
TDSB Trustees
Alexander Brown

Melissa Rosen
Lisa Kness
Tracey Burrell
Tracy O’Regan
Steven Lynette
Richard Carter
Aliza Chagpar
Tania Principe
David Lepofsky
Shanna Lino
Nadia Persaud
Juanita Beaudry
Nora Green
Jean-Paul Ngana
Kirsten Doyle
Izabella Pruska-Oldenoff,
Michelle Aarts

Also present were:
Angela Nardi-Addesa, System Superintendent, Special Education and Inclusion
Janine Small, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education
Jennifer Newby, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education LC4
Effie Stathopoulos, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education LC1
Susan Moulton, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education LC2
Cindy Zwicker-Reston, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education LC 3
Vanessa Pfaff, Acessibility
Wendy Terro, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education
Amie Presley, Research
Wendy Keene, Centrally Assigned Principal
Mun Shu Wong, Media Services,.
David Cameron, Research Department,
Garry Green. Transportation,
Lorraine Linton, System Superintendent,
Lianne Dixon, TDSB SEAC Liaison
Regrets: Andrew Gold, Associate Director
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Part A: Recommendations
Nil
Part B: For Information Onl y
Leadership, Learning and School Improvement Department Reports and Updates:
A motion was presented by the SEAC Special Education Plan Working Group and was
passed unanimously by email follow up after the meeting.
This motion (Appendix A) recommends that the document (Appendix B, Special
Education Plan – SEAC Feedback, separate document) created by the working group
with feedback and recommendations for changes to the Special Education Plan be
forwarded to staff and Trustees for their review and consideration in formulating the
2021 Special Education Plan and future programming.
Reports
Specialized Programs
The TDSB will establish two types of Specialized Programs:
a) Local Specialized Program refers to a program within a school with a specific
focus (e.g., the arts, athletics, skilled trades, etc.) that is available to students
registered at that school.
b) District-wide Specialized School/Program refers to a school/program with a
specific focus (e.g., the arts, athletics, skilled trades, etc.) that is available to students
from across the district.
https://www.tdsb.on.ca/About-Us/Policies-Procedures-Forms/PolicyConsultations
In the discussion that followed the presentation, concerns were raised about the equity
of specialized programs and the accessibility to these programs by students with special
needs.
Further consultation was requested and follow-up around this process will be shared
with SEAC members.
Medication



Ministry of Education Policy/Program Memorandum No. 81: Provision of Health
Support Services in School Settings
TDSB Operational Procedure PR 580; Special Education Plan Section C:
Inclusion Strategy pages 39 and 40

Oral medication is administered either by pupil, parent/guardian, aide or other personnel
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Injection of medication is administered by pupil as authorized, parent as authorized or
health professional. Training is provided by the attending physician except for the
Health professional who is trained by the Ministry of Health.
Discussion took place around the policies and the need for updates. Follow up
regarding when policy and procedures will be updated will be shared with SEAC
members.
Transportation
Bussing concerns were raised including:







training of drivers,
installation of harnesses,
access to community schools,
management of behaviour issues,
the need to teach the skill of taking the bus.
revision of current policy timeline

The need for an update of the TDSB Transportation Policy was discussed and the
timeline will be shared with SEAC members.
Part C: Ongoing Matters
Working Group Updates
The Special Education Plan working group will send out a motion for approval to
present feedback document to Trustees.
A Working Group was formed to revise the current SEAC Terms of Reference.
Report Submitted by: Lianne Dixon
Appendix A
WHEREAS TDSB’s SEAC formed a working group to seek and facilitate feedback on
TDSB’s Special Education Plan (the “Plan”); and
WHEREAS feedback on the Plan was sought and obtained from SEAC representatives,
parents, and other advocates for students with special education needs, in order to help
better educate and support these students; and
WHEREAS a variety of feedback and recommendations were obtained and SEAC
wishes to communicate this feedback and these recommendations to SEAC, staff,
Trustees and others;
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BE IT RESOLVED that the attached feedback document and its recommendations for
changes to the Special Education Plan be promptly forwarded to staff and Trustees for
their review and consideration in formulating TDSB’s 2021 Special Education Plan and
future policies and practices regarding educating students with special education
needs.
Appendix B, Special Education Plan – SEAC Feedback (separate document)
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TDSB - Special Education Plan ("Plan") - SEAC Feedback by
Sections
Section D: INCLUSION DELIVERY MODEL BY EXCEPTIONALITY
Two Notes on This Document
Texts preceded by asterisks are notes and comments of the Special Education Plan working group, which produced this document,
and are informed by discussions with and among SEAC representatives, parents, and members of this group.
The Table of Contents is hyperlinked within this document, so just click on the part you want to read.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Early Intervention Programs
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Kindergarten Early Language Intervention (KELI) (p. 45)
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Diagnostic Kindergarten Program (DK) (pp. 45-46)
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Resource Support
Regular Class Placement (p. 43)

Special Education Class Placement
Special Education Class with Partial Integration (p. 44)
SEAC Feedback: Clovis Grant
●

Paragraph on partial integration: significant concern about the implementation of a more inclusionary model and elimination
of the HSP program, my concern is the lack of support that will be provided in-class to teachers. Without the adequate
support in place, the only recourse would be for kids to remain in ISPs based on the high numbers of kids that will be in a
classroom. What are the measures that will hold the Board accountable with providing the supports in place and not use the
Inclusion model as a money saving measure? Why do teachers have to constantly fight to get the appropriate EA/SNA
support in place to support their class? It is unfair to the teachers and unfair to the children, and this inclusion model is just
an exercise on paper with no real way to implement. I am also concerned about the lack of training had by many teachers to
truly be able to implement an inclusion model. In the past, only specific teachers interested in spec ed would take the AQ.
What is being put in place to provide teachers with the mandatory training needed to implement an Inclusion model? What
are the accountability measures to ensure that assessments of students who are in ISPs annually also consider opportunities
for these students to move towards a more inclusive model? My concern is that ISPs become a "life sentence" for students.

Top of the Document

Special Education Class Full Time (pp. 44-45)
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Early Intervention Programs
Kindergarten Early Language Intervention (KELI) (p. 45)
Diagnostic Kindergarten Program (DK) (pp. 45-46)

Intensive Support Programs (ISP) (p. 46)
Intensive Support Programs and Locations by Exceptionality (pp. 47-84)
In this section, each subsection below outlines the definition of the exceptionality, the determination of the exceptionality, the IPRC
placement process and options, program descriptions and locations.

SEAC Feedback: George Petrovic (LC4)
●

This section covers the entire identification and placement methodology by exceptionality. It's not just limited to ISP but also
covers regular class placement, so I recommend the heading be updated to reflect this.

Top of the Document

Behaviour (pp. 47-49)
SEAC Feedback: Clovis Grant
●

Behaviour as a category should be eliminated. It is a catch-all category that I am not sure how effective it is, and it seems to
be the place where racialized and low SES students with no real special education needs end up.

Top of the Document
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Communication (pp. 50-63)
Autism (pp. 50-52)
SEAC Feedback: Julie Diamond (Autism Ontario)
●

A selection of professional learning opportunities are still available to meet teacher needs, tiered according to differing
degrees of teacher experience and expertise in working with students with Autism Spectrum Disorder. My question is that I
find '... according to differing degrees of teacher experience and expertise...ASD' explanation vague. Which teachers fall into
which categories of all, some and few? It would be helpful to know if there is some expectation or criteria.

Top of the Document

Deaf and Hard of Hearing (pp. 53-55)
SEAC Feedback: Paul Cross (VOICE)
●

Deaf and Hard of hearing students are a relatively small population at TDSB. But as of June 2019, according to the Special
Education Report, there were 260 students in the board.
○

How they are placed in classrooms is likely of interest. At VOICE, of course, our focus is on Deaf and HH children who
learn to speak and who listen using hearing technology including hearing aids and cochlear implants.

○

For many of our parents, it’s a goal to have their children placed in what the board would call a “regular” classroom.
For many other families, whose children communicate with American Sign Language (ASL) the goal might be to have
a classroom of peers; an ISP (intensive support program). That may be their gold standard.

○

As of June 2019, the board had 111 students in regular classrooms; 141 in ISP; 8 in HSP. Total = 260 + 11 pupils in
Deaf/HH pre-school*

○

I also noted students and services for Blind and Low Vision needs; some overlap (i.e., children with Usher Syndrome)
29 in regular classrooms; 11 in ISP; 0 HSP. Total 40.
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○

Page 155 in the report shows the itinerant teachers and support staff dedicated:
■

29 Hearing Itinerant – who visit students in their home school

■

1 (I believe) audiology technician

■

16 Blind/low vision itinerant

■

9 ASL facilitator/interpreter

■

11 Deaf/Blind intervenors

●

There’s a significant point to me on page 165 regarding staff allocation, including the duties of the Special Education
Coordinator for Deaf/HH programs. Important because auditory-verbal learning or auditory-verbal therapy are very
important but were not previously well-supported in TDSB, especially before 2020. So, it’s relevant to note the staff listed in
other areas as therapists, including physio and occupational therapists, page 157. Helpful auditory-verbal learning and / or
auditory-verbal therapy should also be provided to Deaf and Hard of Hearing students.

●

Perhaps TDSB will implement principles of auditory-verbal learning in pre-school/JK now?

●

I understand more students across TDSB will soon have the option of choosing to learn ASL at school; that’s a good thing to
know.

●

So, we have a small population, and a concern at VOICE has always been to make sure they don’t get overlooked or fall
through the cracks, so-to-speak. Some get very few itinerant visits. I received few requests for support from parents over
my years at SEAC.

●

For me the issue with the Special Education report or plan is this cataloging and numeration; it does not really reflect student
needs, how they are met, and outcomes. Much discussion at meetings surrounds even lower incidences of students in
extreme high needs; so, one needs to be vigilant on behalf of the families we represent.

Top of the Document
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Learning Disability (pp. 56-59)
SEAC Feedback: Nadia Persaud (LDAT)
See multiple comments on learning disability from the Nadia Persaud, the LDAT representative, in the “Additional Comments”
section and elsewhere below.
Top of the Document

Speech Impairment (pp. 60-61)
Language Impairment (pp. 62-63)

Intellectual (pp. 64-73)
Developmental Disability (pp. 64-66)
SEAC Feedback: Aliza Chagpar (Easter Seals)
●

P. 66 "The programs have consultative support of Professional Support Services staff, such as an occupational
therapist/physiotherapist (OT/PT), speech-language pathologist, psychologist and social worker, who provide input regarding
programming strategies to address the often complex needs of this community of learners."
○

●

This paragraph on supports reads as though PT/OT/SLP services are offered in this placement as opposed to having
access to services regardless of placement. It is recommended that this be clarified.

It is recommended to have a roadmap for parents that is almost like a comparison tool to help parents, especially those who
have English as a second language, understand what changes occur between placements and what changes between
exceptionalities. Even parents for whom English is a first language are very confused with the wording. It would be helpful to
have a visual way to quickly say what's available between different supports.

Top of the Document
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SEAC Feedback: Izabella Pruska-Oldenhof (LC 4)
●

P. 64 The Ministry of Education definition of developmental disabilities included in SEP: "MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
DEFINITION
A severe learning disorder characterized by:
a. an inability to profit from a special education program
for students with mild intellectual disabilities because of
slow intellectual development;
b. an ability to profit from a special education program that is
designed to accommodate slow intellectual development;
c. a limited potential for academic learning, independent
social adjustment, and economic self-support."

●

Developmental Disability is an umbrella term, which encompasses cognitive and physical disabilities that originated in an
individual before 18 years of age. Some people might have intellectual or physical developmental disabilities, and some have
both. I fully understand that TDSB's SEP, like those of other school boards in Ontario, follows the Ministry of Education's
Special Education in Ontario, Kindergarten to Grade 12: Policy and Resource Guide (2017)
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/document/policy/os/onschools_2017e.pdf, and therefore includes the Ministry’s definitions for
all exceptionalities. However, the Ministry’s definition of developmental disabilities might be quite confusing for parents,
especially those for whom English is the second language, and also quite possibly the teachers, as it departs from the
established definitions of developmental disabilities in the medical literature, as well as in other provincial documents and
policies that are actually consistent with the medical. As members of SEAC we have the responsibility to make sure that
definitions—including those created by the Ministry of Education—are consistent and follow those created by experts in the
field and that they avoid obscurities.
○

I pasted below the definition that our provincial government uses in its 2008 Act, "Services and Supports to Promote
the Social Inclusion of Persons with Developmental Disabilities.":
Services and Supports to Promote the Social Inclusion of Persons with Developmental Disabilities Act,
2008, S.O. 2008, c. 14
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DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY
(1) A person has a developmental disability for the purposes of this Act if the person has the prescribed significant
limitations in cognitive functioning and adaptive functioning and those limitations,
(a) originated before the person reached 18 years of age;
(b) are likely to be life-long in nature; and
(c) affect areas of major life activity, such as personal care, language skills, learning abilities, the capacity to
live independently as an adult or any other prescribed activity. 2008, c. 14, s. 3 (1).
(2) In subsection (1), “adaptive functioning” means a person’s capacity to gain personal independence, based on the
person’s ability to learn and apply conceptual, social and practical skills in his or her everyday life;
(“fonctionnement adaptatif”) “cognitive functioning” means a person’s intellectual capacity, including the capacity
to reason, organize, plan, make judgments and identify consequences. (“fonctionnement cognitif”) 2008, c. 14, s.
3 (2). https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/08s14?_ga=2.138940855.565426110.1613080438379761557.1613080438#BK3
○

The Provincial Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services definition of developmental disabilities is also
consistent with the 2008 Act.
"Generally, developmental disabilities: affect a person’s ability to learn and apply conceptual, social and practical skills
in their everyday life; affect a person’s intellectual capacity, including the capacity to reason, organize, plan, make
judgments and identify consequences; originate before a person reaches 18 years of age; and are likely to be life-long
in nature" https://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/developmental/information/index.aspx
■

○

It is important to note that the Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services makes a point to
emphasize that this is the new definition of DD and "The new definition of developmental disability is not
based strictly on IQ. It also considers how a person handles common demands in life and how independent
they are compared to others of a similar age and background". In other words, it includes both the intellectual
and physical.

Ontario Ministry of Education definition is also quite problematic in terms of choices of words, e.g., "profit", which
might be more appropriate in the ministry of finance, and "inability to profit" and "limited potential" cast these
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students in a very negative light and thus border on being offensive. Plus, this is less a definition, which describes the
condition, and more what one would consider as "outcomes'' of having this condition. The ministry presents it as a
learning disorder but often DD comprises other, more complex and comorbid disorders.
○

For sake of clarity, I would recommend that in addition to the existing Ministry’s definition of DD, that TDSB either
include the definition of DD from the "Services and Supports to Promote the Social Inclusion of Persons with
Developmental Disabilities Act, 2008, S.O. 2008, c. 14." or a paraphrased version of it somewhere in the DD section of
Special Education Plan.

Top of the Document

Giftedness (pp. 67-70)
SEAC Feedback: Nadia Persaud (LDAT - Learning Disabilities Association of Toronto)
○

P. 69 “Once an offer of placement to a Special Education Class for Giftedness has been declined and a student is
attending the regular class, a later requested change in level of support from the regular program to a Special
Education Class placement must be done through a Central or Learning Centre Review IPRC.”
■

If the child has been identified before with a placement to a special education class for giftedness, why are
they then again required to go through a central or learning centre review IPRC?

■

This is perceived by parents as an unnecessary, excessive ‘barrier to entry”, designed only as an additional
hurdle to block or discourage families from pursuing placements in Gifted ISPs (MR).

■

This is also procedurally incorrect. After a Gifted identification has occurred, a change in placement should
only require a standard IPRC meeting, which the parent should be able to request in writing to the Principal in
the ordinary course. The choice of placement, including a request to change the placement, is the parent’s
decision, and requires no extraordinary placement hearing. If the identification criteria have been met, an
ordinary placement hearing (a regular IPRC) is sufficient. (MR)

■

It is recommended that this unnecessary hurdle be eliminated.

Top of the Document
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SEAC Feedback: Melissa Rosen (ABC – Association for Bright Children)
A summary of feedback on the Giftedness section of the Special Education Plan is provided in SEAC Feedback: Melissa Rosen
(ABC – Association of Bright Children) of the Additional Comments section in this document.
Specific feedback on the Giftedness section of the Special Education Plan is provided in Appendix C: Recommended Changes
to 2020 SEP – Giftedness Section.
More detailed feedback and additional recommendations are provided in Appendix D: Feedback on TDSB 2016 Special
Education Plan regarding gifted students: Melissa Rosen
Also, some myths and misconceptions are explored in Appendix B: Some Myths and Misconceptions about Gifted Education:
Melissa Rosen
Top of the Document

Mild Intellectual Disability (pp. 71-73)

Physical (pp. 74-77)
Blind and Low Vision (pp. 74-75)
SEAC Feedback: Nadia Persaud (LDAT, Learning Disabilities Association of Toronto)
●

P.75 “The TDSB does not have Special Education Class placements solely for students with the Blind and Low Vision
exceptionality. All students who receive support through the TDSB Vision Program attend their local schools or, when placed
by IPRC, may attend another specialized program that addresses an additional special education exceptionality-related
instructional or support need. As of June 2018, TDSB is serving 396 students with Blind/Low Vision special education needs.”
(p. 75)
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○

Not enough support for the blind and low vision exceptionality as they are still attending local schools unless IPRC is
requested to attend a specialized program. There is evidence that TDSB encounters this population and therefore it is
recommended that TDSB should consider programs in local schools.

Top of the Document

Physical Disability (pp. 76-77)

Multiple Exceptionalities (pp. 78-79)
There are questions that were raised about this category. It may be helpful to clarify the applicability and use of this category.

Regional Support Services (pp. 80-83)
External Options for Full Time Support (pp. 83-84)
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Additional Comments on the Entire SPED Plan & Other General Comments
SEAC Feedback: Clovis Grant
●

SPED Section C: P. 24, Inclusion Strategy Reasons for an IEP
○

"It is the principal’s responsibility to ensure that parent(s)/guardian(s) are informed about interventions used to assist
a student who is having difficulty meeting the grade level expectations."
■

●

This needs to also include more than awareness of the interventions but also impact to the student's academic
future on the different choices that are made with respect to Accommodations, vs Modifications vs Alternative.

SPED Section C: P. 34 SEPRC steps
○

Language should be tightened to state that the parents may still register their child at their home school while the
principal identifies "access to central resources ".

○

Too often, parents have to withhold the child from school when, in fact, they are allowed to register their child. With
no timelines in place as to when resources will become available, there is no obligation on the part of the principal to
help speed this process along and the child is stuck at home as a result.

Top of the Document

SEAC Feedback: George Petrovic (LC4)
●

Compliance of TDSB’s SPED Plan with the Ministry of Education standards:
○

The Ministry sets standards for special education plans and the TDSB plan is not compliant with the Ministry standards
in multiple ways. Some of the most obvious issues are:
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1 - Consultation - where is the process for how parents of special education students can provide their feedback, and
where is the consolidated list of the feedback received?
2 - IPRC process - where is the list of the number of IPRC referrals, reviews, and appeals conducted last year?
3 - Specialized health support services - the chart shown doesn't include the info required by the Ministry.
4 - IEPs - where are the results of the Ministry’s review for the previous year and any response by the board?
5 - Accessibility of school buildings - in multiple ways the TDSB plan is not consistent with the requirement.
*Additional questions were raised in the SPED Plan working group about what are the MOE standards / checklist requirements for
each Board’s Special Education Plan review and MOE approval each year (in July)? It would be appreciated to receive information
about this.
Top of the Document

SEAC Feedback: Diane Montgomery (LC4)
●

After reviewing both section C and D, the biggest parts of my feedback relate to the entire process flow and some missing
pieces of the flow that I think should be highlighted before the IST, which include the ILP, UDL /differentiated instructions
and discussions on anti-oppression, anti-racism, equity and inclusion. As such, I put together a document attached to outline
by feedback and Recommendations of the changes to the referral flow process as well as comments within the relevant
sections and pages of the plan that may also require revisions.

*See the document provided by Diane in the original format as a table in Appendix A: Special Education Plan Feedback by Diane
Montgomery or in the accessible format with a transcription of the table into text in Appendix AA: Special Education Plan Feedback
by Diane Montgomery (accessible version).
Top of the Document
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SEAC Feedback: Nadia Persaud (LDAT, Learning Disabilities Association of Toronto)
Many of my comments relate to the Learning Disabilities section, pages 56-59, and to other areas of the SEP and its implementation.
●

Information in the guide is helpful in supporting parents. The layout is improved, and information is clearer than in previous
years.

●

SPED Section C: Some common questions and feedback around timelines and processes for IPRC, IEPs:
○

IPRC Attendance - Parents not always informed that they can and should attend the IPRC.

○

Parents are often very frustrated because their input is not considered or accepted during the development of the IEP.

○

Information should be clearly included on how parents should proceed if they don’t agree with the IPRC and / or IEP.

○

Individual approaches are so important to supporting children/youth with exceptionalities.

○

Why do students need to be 2 grade levels behind before they are considered for assessment/identification?
■

Identification or intervention comes too late. By the time the assessment, IPRC, IEP processes are complete
the student is more behind and frustrated, making it even more difficult for them to catch up.

*This is unnecessary, extremely stressful, and is very bad pedagogy. Learning disabilities / challenges are often
apparent earlier and should be addressed earlier, to ensure better opportunities for success. Also, this arbitrary
rule unnecessarily penalizes students / families who are struggling on their own to try to stay less than two grade
levels behind.
■

Wait times for assessment are very long (several years in many cases).

*This is unacceptable and is a predictable formula weighted to causing failure and unnecessary hardship.
■
●

Early assessment = earlier support and smaller gaps in learning.

SPED Section C: Issues of non-compliance with IEPs or with the process of obtaining one.
○

The Special Education Plan captures the steps and processes taken to support students in TDSB, yet parents are not
provided with enough information or resources as to what to do if TDSB is not following the special education
process. For example, who do parents contact if the classroom teacher isn’t following the IEP? Information should be
provided on what parents should do when this occurs.
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■

How can they track/document this?

■

Who should they contact at the school/school board if there are problems with the classroom teacher?

■

Clear information on steps to take would diffuse a lot of frustration on the parents end and would reduce
conflict between parents and teachers.
*Addressing this would also be a very effective way to significantly improve students’ learning experience and
outcomes.
*These concerns about issues of non-compliance with IEPs and with the process of obtaining (effective) IEPs
are very frequently voiced by parents of students with all types of learning challenges and exceptionalities. See
additional feedback in *SEAC Feedback: IEPs section further in the document.

○

Parents struggle to request an IPRC meeting or get an IEP for one child and are discouraged to go through the
process again with the school for their other children.
*This seems to some parents to be a deliberate barrier inappropriately created by some staff.

●

More General Comments
○

It is unclear what placements and support are being offered to students in place of other programs that have been
removed, like the Home School Program.
■

○

PPM 8 acknowledges this in these statements: "School boards, schools, and educators may put intervention
strategies in place to support students with learning disabilities through a tiered approach, in which highquality, evidence-based assessment and instruction are systematically provided and respond to an individual
student’s strengths and needs. The nature, intensity, and duration of interventions are always determined on
the basis of evidence gathered through frequent and systematic monitoring of the student’s progress.
Systematic, sequential instructional approaches use specific instructional interventions of increasing intensity
to address targeted learning needs of students with learning disabilities."

There is a need for more teachers trained and/or with experience in special education.
■

Personal Experience - There is a lack of support staff for students in special needs classrooms who require two
to one workers. Staff who are not certified to work two to one with students are supervising to cover off when
primary staff are on break, etc.
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■

○

One parent expressed that TDSB provided the child with additional support from a resource teacher, however
the teacher was presently completing her special education training and did not have enough
knowledge/experience and had not completed the course to put the support in effect.

Consider placements of special education classes and early intervention programs in more schools so students don’t
have to switch schools to get the support they need.

Top of the Document

SEAC Feedback: Juanita Beaudry (Centre for ADHD Awareness, ‘CADDAC’)
•

K - Gr.1 – ‘Primary IEP Strategy’
o The TDSB should reconsider their K-Gr. 1 IEP strategy, while I applaud the effort being made to look further into
anti-black racism within the board, I believe the proposed strategy will have the reverse effect on these children.
This strategy will make it more difficult for black children to receive accommodations without an IPRC designation.
As indicated earlier there are many disabilities that do not fall under the Ministry of Education special education
guidelines, but that does not mean these children do not have a disability and do not require accommodations.

o Before moving ahead with the K-Gr. 1 IEP Strategy, The Centre for ADHD suggests answering the following
questions:
Look further into why these children are recommended for an IEP.
Identify the barrier these children are facing by receiving an IEP if any?
Looking at a breakdown of how many black students are in HSP or ISP programs versus just an IEP?
Understand who is initiating the IEP - teacher or the parent?
Understand how many of these children have a recognized disability as defined under the Ontario Human
Rights Code, i.e., mental illness, neurodevelopmental disorder, etc.
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o

On a side note, in the United States schools have the opposite issue with black students, in that they are not receiving
the accommodation and supports they need because their academic difficulties or behavioral issues are considered
cultural rather than medical. It is never a bad thing to provide a child with too much help!

* See also below additional feedback on the new Primary IEP Strategy.
•

Special Education Policy – Part D – Inclusion: Interpretation of the Categories of Exceptionality
* TDSB’s too literal and narrow interpretation of the Ministry of Education’s categories of exceptionalities in the Education Act
leads to exclusion of numerous students with disabilities. See below for a discussion of recommendations about the important
memorandum from the Ministry of Education (“Categories of Exceptionalities,” Memorandum to Directors of Education, et
al, December 19, 2011) to clarify the Ministry’s categories of exceptionalities and how the boards should interpret them.

Special Education Policy – Part D, Inclusion
The Ministry of Education’s special education guidelines of exceptionalities if interpreted as literally as the TDSB is doing are
discriminatory under the Ontario Human Rights Code. There are many disabilities that do not fit into any of the special education
categories, such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD), Tourette’s, and most
mental illnesses, as an example. Currently the TDSB has approximately 5% or 12,500 students with ADHD, 3% or 7,500 students
with FASD, and 4% or 10,000 students with anxiety in their school board. Based on their current policy the TDSB is failing to meet
the needs of approximately 30,000 students and is infringing on those students’ right to learn.
The Ministry of Education states, “The broad categories of exceptionalities set out in the Education Act are designed to address the
wide range of conditions that may affect a student’s ability to learn, and may include any medical conditions, such as ADHD whether
diagnosed or not, that can lead to particular types of learning needs. The inclusion of some medical conditions in the definitions of

exceptionalities, in policy documents, is not intended to exclude any other medical conditions that may result in learning difficulties,
such as ADHD.” *emphasis added
In December of 2011 the Ministry developed and distributed to all Directors of Education a Memorandum on categories of
exceptionalities, reiterating the above statement and also stating that “Some of the areas in which a student with ADD/ADHD may

have demonstrable learning needs include (but are not limited to) attention/focus, organization, processing speed, working memory,
executive functioning weaknesses, mathematical processes and skills, and expressive and receptive language. A student who
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presents with such learning needs can be identified within the Communication (learning disability) exceptionality category, regardless
of whether the medical criteria for a Learning Disability are met.” *emphasis added
Consequences of not being IPRC’d
1. While the TDSB will provide IEPs for some students without exceptionalities, there is no consistency or equity in how this
occurs across the board (TDSB). It is entirely up to an individual school, often solely at the principal’s discretion, whether an
IEP is implemented and remains in place. So, a child can receive accommodations one year and have them removed the
following year depending on the teacher/principal. When a child is diagnosed with a permanent disability it means the
disability does not go away, therefore the supports and accommodations must remain in place until the child is finished
school. Parents are frustrated that they must fight for an IEP every year, and for some parents this is much more difficult
than others as they can be dealing with their own disabilities. For example, ADHD is hereditary, so approx. 80% of parents of
children with ADHD also have ADHD themselves. I am curious to know if the TDSB takes that into consideration when
working with the families?
2. Parents are also very frustrated when told their child needs to be behind at least 2 years academically in order to qualify for
supports. How far a student is behind academically should not be taken into consideration when determining the need for
support. Supporting a child with a disability such as ADHD (alone) will ensure they function at grade level. Alternatively,
removing those supports because they are functioning at grade level will create stress, anxiety and often a decline in grades
for the student.
3. Also, when an IPRC is not given to a student with a disability, the principal does not have to consider the child’s disability
when punishing the child for behaving inappropriately. Impulsivity, hyperactivity, emotional dysregulation, and impairment in
self-regulation, are all symptoms of ADHD which can get a child into trouble in school. The result is kids are continuously
being suspended or disciplined for their medical disability.
Consequences for Students with ADHD
It is well documented that children diagnosed with ADHD suffer from problems in daily life functioning as well as difficulties in school
(Kuriyan et al., 2013). Classroom challenges mainly include disruptive behaviour and academic underperformance which often persist
into middle and high school. Adolescents with ADHD have lower grades, are more likely to be suspended or expelled, fail a class, and
have higher rates of absenteeism (Kuriyan et al., 2013). Studies show 26% of students with ADHD have failed or repeated a grade
and 32.2% do not graduate high school. (Breslau, 2011, Fried et al., 2013). Because of the difficulties in high school, only 30% of
students with ADHD go on to university with only 15% completing a four-year degree (Kuriyan et al, 2013). Despite the difficulties
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children with ADHD encounter in school; the TDSB does not recognize ADHD as a disability that warrants classroom
accommodations.
Recommendations
1. That the TDSB systemically interpret the Ministry’s categories of exceptionality more broadly as some other school boards
have done and as they have been instructed to do by the Ministry, which would allow more students with disabilities to
receive IPRCs.
2. Provide regular and ongoing education for TDSB staff members on the most common disabilities students within the board
face, so staff are better equipped to deal with situations as they arise.
3. Make the process of providing accommodations and supports easier for TDSB staff and parents (many parents are confused
by the current Special Education system).
Top of the Document

SEAC Feedback: Izabella Pruska-Oldenhof (LC4)
•

Special Education Plan, Section D: List of Intellectual Exceptionalities on pp. 64-73 and in the List of Contents on p. 43
o

For sake of consistency, the list of Intellectual Exceptionalities should follow the same order as in the Ministry of
Education’s other materials, e.g., Special Education in Ontario Guide, which was used in creating this document. Link:
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/document/policy/os/onschools_2017e.pdf
Intellectual: Giftedness
Intellectual: Mild Intellectual Disability
Intellectual: Developmental Disability

•

Special Education Plan, Appendices
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o

Appendix J: Glossary of TDSB Terms – This glossary is only three pages long and is key to understanding of the
Special Education Plan, especially for people unfamiliar with technical terms used throughout this document. I am
thinking of parents here.
Recommendations
Please include the glossary in Section A, as part of the introduction to the Special Education Plan document.
Place it at the end of Section A.

o

Appendices A to K – Appendices in SPED Plan comprise 11 individual documents. However, in order to know what
these documents are one has to download the entire appendices file as the list of these documents only appears in
this document. Moreover, one has to scroll through the entire document to get to the section one needs.
Recommendations
Please divide the appendices into individual documents and make available to download.
At the very least, please include a list of contents of the appendices on the website.
Lastly, since there are 11 appendices in this section of the SPED Plan, please change “Appendix” to its plural
form “Appendices”.

•

Special Education Plan, Table of Contents
o

The entire SPED Plan should have a table of contents available either as a one-page, downloadable and hyperlinked
document or as a text that appears on the webpage with links to individual sections that can be either downloaded as
individual documents or viewed online.
Recommendations
Please created a table of contents available either as a one-page, downloadable and hyperlinked document or
as a text that appears on the webpage with individual links to each section of the Plan (including individual
appendices) that can be either downloaded as individual documents or viewed online.

o

Why doesn’t SPED Plan exist as a website with individual hyperlinked pages for each section but instead has to be
downloaded as a document to seen/read? Text-only websites are quite small in size, quick to load and do not eat up
too much data. This is especially important for people with limited access to the Internet and limited data plans.
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o

•

My suggestions not intended to replace the present option of downloading the entire SPED Plan document as one file.
This is a good option to have, and I am glad that it exists. My suggestions are simple design adjustments that will
provide quicker access to important information contained in the TDSB’s annual SP ED Plan and, therefore, better
communication within its own community (students, teachers, parents) and with the public at large.

Supporting Children and Students with Prevalent Medical Conditions
o

Nowhere in the entire SPED Plan is there any mention of TDSB supporting students with prevalent medical conditions,
which is a relatively new (fall 2018) addition to the Board’s Policy P092: Student Health Support, based on the
Ministry of Education new policy (2018) PPM161 “SUPPORTING CHILDREN AND STUDENTS WITH PREVALENT
MEDICAL CONDITIONS (ANAPHYLAXIS, ASTHMA, DIABETES, AND/OR EPILEPSY) IN SCHOOLS”.
Recommendations
Please include in the SPED Plan a summary of this new addition to health supports available at TDSB.
Please provide in the Plan links to P092 and to other appropriate documents (Individual Plan of Care for each
prevalent medical condition, quick facts, guides, etc.) for each of the four conditions, as per the Ministry of
Education request in PPM161. The Ministry prepared these documents and other useful resources on the four
medical conditions for school boards to use and share on their websites.

o

Please note that although PPM161 “Supporting Children and Students with Prevalent Medical Conditions” is referenced
and reflected in TDSB’s P092, it is doubtful that this addition was well communicated to all TDSB teachers and staff
and implemented since the key documents for implementing it (the customized for each of the four medical conditions
Individual Plan of Care forms that including rescue protocols) are missing on the website, and in personal exchanges
with Special Education teachers none were familiar with it.
Recommendations
Please include in the forms and policy section of the TDSB’s website Individual Plan of Care forms for each
of the four conditions, as per P092: Student Health Support.
The Ministry of Education produced a guide “Administrative Framework—Developing a Board Policy on
Prevalent Medical Conditions” with templates for the boards to use for each of the four conditions. These are
very detailed and serve also as a good learning resource for those with whom they need to be shared at the
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school. Please include on the TDSB’s website guides, quick facts and other informational materials prepared by
the Ministry on these conditions. Please include these in the Special Education section of the website and in
the forms section. Below are links to the templates, as well as a guide and quick facts on the four conditions:
•

Guide (including templates for each condition) https://www.oesc-cseo.org/enca/Documents/PMC_Admin_Framework_Final_Feb28-18.pdf

•

Links to Plan of Care templates: https://oesc-cseo.org/enca/SitePages/RESOURCES/Templates%20&%20Sample%20Documents/Prevalent-MedicalConditions.aspx

•

Quick Facts on Asthma, Anaphylaxis, Diabetes and Epilepsy (would be useful on the Special Ed website
in resources):
o

Asthma http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/healthyschools/pmc_asthma_fact_sheet_en.pdf and a
video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCeNK32gSOc

o

Diabetes http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/healthyschools/pmc_diabetes_fact_sheet_en.pdf

o

Anaphylaxis http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/healthyschools/pmc_anaphylaxis_fact_sheet_en.pdf

o

Epilepsy http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/healthyschools/pmc_epilepsy_fact_sheet_en.pdf

Top of the Document

SEAC Feedback: Steve Lynette (Epilepsy Toronto)
●

In terms of Policy P092: Student Health Support, I think this should go on a list in an Appendix of additional supporting
documents and forms.

●

Also, I believe that this form about administering medication came about as a result of discussions with SEAC and staff.

Top of the Document
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SEAC Feedback: Jordan Glass (LC2)
●

Having had the time to re-read the Plan, I suppose I can only concur with David Lepofsky. The problem with the Plan, from
my perspective, has never been the words in it. They are well and good and say what we want for our children, but the
struggle has always been turning intent into action. That was the crux of the motions David refers to.

Top of the Document

SEAC Feedback: David Lepofsky (VIEWS for the Visually Impaired)
●

SEAC motions #1-5: My feedback is that the Plan needs to incorporate the important measures that Special Education
Advisory Committee recommended in 5 major motions passed in 2016 and 2017. To date, they have not been implemented
at TDSB or incorporated in the Special Education Plan, as far as we have been told.

* The following five recommendation motions were made by SEAC:
Motion #1: The Right of Parents, Guardians and Students with Special Education Needs to Know about TDSB Special Education
Programs, Services, and Supports, and How to Access Them (passed at the June 2016 meeting).
Motion #2: Ensuring that Parents, Guardians and Students Have a Fair and Effective Process for Raising Concerns about TDSB’s
Accommodation of the Education Needs of Students with Special Education Needs (passed at the June 2016 meeting).
Motion #3: Ensuring a Fully Accessible Built Environment at TDSB Schools (passed at the June 2016 meeting).
Motion #4: Ensuring Digital Accessibility at TDSB (passed at the June 2016 meeting).
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Motion #5: The Effective Inclusion of Students with Special Education Needs at TDSB (passed in April 2017, removal of
Recommendation 7 at the November 2017 meeting).
Motion #6: Refusal to Admit (parts of this motion were passed at the December 2017 meeting and in its entirety at the January
2018 SEAC meeting).
Motion #7: Inclusion = ‘Not for Everyone’, + ‘One Size Doesn’t Fit All’ (introduced and passed at the December 2017 meeting,
more details further down in *SEAC Feedback: Inclusion = ‘Not for Everyone’ + ‘One Size Doesn’t Fit All’ (aka ‘Motion #7)
Top of the Document

*SEAC Feedback: Motion #1 and the Need for Real Parent Choice
* In 2016-2017, SEAC passed several motions with detailed recommendations affecting some or many students with special
education needs. The foundational premise of the first motion (‘Motion #1’) was that Parent Choice in placement and other
educational matters should be determinative. This was in response to many long-standing complaints from parents of students with
all special education needs, that some parents felt that some staff sometimes bullied, intimidated, failed to inform, or pressured
parents into acccepting pre-determined placements or types of supports. Parents reported that staff were often either inadvertently
or willfully misinformed about students’ needs and best pedagogical practices, and failed to inform parents about real options or
allow parents to have real choice about education options. Many parents consistently reported the absence of opportunities to
engage in meaningful conversations about needs and reasonable supports, or to have reasonable escalation processes that weren’t
obstructionist, exhausting, or simply a confirmation of the status quo. This was the backdrop informing this first Recommendation
motion, and although some staff and some processes have improved, some have not.
Parents are necessary, supportive, helpful, and well-informed partners in their children’s education, and can and should be treated as
helpful collaborators to achieve reasonable solutions for best outcomes for students. We continue to affirm and recommend the need
for Real Parent Choice and involvement in children’s education, which can help the system to deliver better education more
efficiently and effectively, and most importantly can assist in achieving best outcomes for all students.
Top of the Document
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*SEAC Feedback: Inclusion = ‘Not for Everyone’, + ‘One Size Doesn’t Fit All’ (aka ‘Motion #7’)
Following overly sweeping, “transformative” changes recommended by the EETF in late 2017, after very limited, targeted, and
mostly unknown consultations, the EETF and Director of Education floated and then retracted assertions that ‘SEAC and all special
education advocates all want all special education students to all only be placed (“included”) iin their local ‘regular’ classrooms’. This
was and continues to be absolutely untrue and inaccurate. There is no exceptionality for which all parents and advocates want all
students to be placed in ‘regular’ classrooms for either the full or partial duration of their entire education. Additionally there are
some exceptionalities / students where research (and parents, advocates, and students’ experience) is conclusive that ‘inclusion’ in a
‘regular’ classroom is not ideal or beneficial for some / many students, and can even be detrimental.
Even parents and advocates who wish that in an ideal world their child might effectively be ‘included’ in a regular classroom,
acknowledge that most / all regular classrooms are not able to deliver that ideal environment currently, for the foreseeable future,
and for some students, perhaps ever. The ideal model is currently not feasible for even the best teachers to fully achieve, and the
practical reality is that most teachers are presently over-burdened and under-educated to meet the full array of special education
needs that may land in their ‘regular’ class from year to year.
“UDL” (Universal Design for Learning) and “Differentiation” are postulated as theoretical ways in which classrooms may function
more inclusively, but the reality is that extensive staff training, mentoring, feedback, support, and / or lesson planning investment is
necessary to effectively implement these strategies. However, none of these required investments are currently yet available or
feasible to be sufficiently offered to or required of most or all staff.
SEAC’s ‘Motion #7’ (copied below) was passed in December 2017, in response to and to specifically oppose this misconception, that
all special education students want or will always benefit from inclusion in a regular classroom. The motion was passed in the
context of extensive dialogue that ‘one size doesn’t fit all’ and ‘trying to push (“include”) ALL students into regular classrooms some
or all the time should not be the pedagogical model in any board but particularly in this one’.
It is recommended that real parent and student options and choice for education placements not be limited to or overly weighted /
pushed by staff or by practices and processes for placement (“inclusion”) in a regular classroom. It is further recommended that
viable, accessible, well-supported options for full-time and partial integrated placement in Intensive Support Programs continue to be
very accessibly offered and fully supported by TDSB.
The full text of the motion (‘Motion #7’, passed December 2017) reads:
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“Whereas SEAC recognizes and supports a very diverse variety of Special Education needs and the requirement for an
appropriate variety of beneficial education options for the students both identified and not identified with Special Education
needs in the TDSB; and
Whereas these options must be based on best practices, and education research on how to meet different students' needs,
and should offer relevant options and real parent and student choice; and
Whereas in a Board of this exceptionally large size and diversity of needs, a variety of different options to meet different and
diverse needs should be offered in appropriate classroom environments;
Therefore:
The TDSB Special Education Advisory Committee (SEAC) recommends to the Toronto District School Board that the Toronto
District School Board deliver a variety of appropriate education options to meet diverse Special Education needs, based on
education research, feedback from educators, parents and students on all relevant options, and advocacy by those with
specific involvement and experience with those specific exceptionalities.”
*In the course of preparing the present SPED Plan Feedback document and reviewing TDSB’s and the Ministry of Education’s publicfacing documents, we noticed that SEAC minutes for December 2017 indicate that a motion was brought, however, it neither
specifies that it was Motion #7 nor the nature of this motion and that a vote on this motion took place and was passed at that
meeting. Furthermore, unlike the other six SEAC motions, which were included as individual documents on TDSB’s SEAC website,
Motion #7 document is missing and there is no subsequent mention of it in the minutes of SEAC meetings in the winter and spring
2018.
Recommendation
Please revise the minutes for the December 2017 to reflect that Motion #7 was brought forward and was voted on and passed at
that meeting. In addition, either paste into the body of the minutes the text of motion #7 (provided above) or add it as an individual
document to the December 2017 documents posted on the SEAC website.
Top of the Document
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*SEAC Feedback: IEPs
1) IEPs (Individual Education Plans) are high level working documents outlining what will be done to meet special learning
needs of students whether or not their learning needs have been assessed or formally identified as one of the 12 historically
legislated categories of exceptionalities. IEPs are required for all students who have had IPRCs, but many students have their
learning needs addressed only in an IEP without the additional formal process of an IPRC. Parents must be consulted when
IEPs are reviewed for each reporting period (at least once or twice annually) unless review is waived in writing by the parent.
Parents, students, and teachers all benefit from the continuity of IEPs, in that all current and future successive teachers of
the student have a summary starting working document that highlights strengths, areas of challenges, and plans for how to
address and support those challenges.
2) For many parents and students (and teachers), IEPs are an extremely helpful and necessary ‘life-line’ to understanding and
meeting individuals’ needs and supporting students’ unique learning challenges. For many parents and students an IEP is also
the only thread by which parents feel that they have any right to engage constructively with staff about supporting their
children’s needs, or to require a minimum level of acknowledgement and accountability for supporting those needs.
3) Parents of students with all types of needs have expressed praise for the IEP mechanism, but also often express extreme
frustration with deficiencies in the content of the IEPs, and / or staff’s failure or refusal to follow IEP recommendations, and /
or to construct IEPs that are relevant, concrete, or sufficiently specific to be of any real use.
4)

Frequently cited concerns by parents include:
•

‘unfortunately, my child’s IEP isn’t worth the paper it’s written on, and this is not how an IEP is supposed to work’

•

‘teacher / Principal won’t engage in meaningful dialogue or collaboration with parent to understand student’s needs and
to construct a high-level statement acknowledging needs, and providing some reasonable suggestions for addressing and
supporting these needs’

•

‘parents feel intimidated / bullied by staff that if parent requests or pushes for more specificity or support, then there may
be retribution / no support at all for the student’.

5) IEPs are a minimal, constructive, efficient, and supportive method for sharing information about students and meeting their
needs. It is recommended that staff be encouraged to view IEPs in this way (as a minimal, constructive, efficient, and
supportive method for sharing information about students and meeting their needs), and to view IEPs as a positive,
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collaborative mechanism (i) for better supporting students, and (ii) for reducing teacher stress about student challenges that
aren’t well met and are thus frustrating for teachers, staff’s relationship with parents, students, and the student’s classmates.
6) IEPs are often used to streamline supports to avoid the IPRC process, and to support student needs that are real but don’t
fall within historically narrow named ‘exceptionalities’. This can be of benefit to the system, staff, students, and parents, if
appropriately used. Minimal or vague comments such as “student will receive differentiated instruction” are typically too
vague to be useful, and so it is recommended that some concrete (even if high) level of content be included in IEPs.
7) It is recommended that all staff and parents be provided with and be able to access online, evolving, fulsome menus of ‘best
practices’ IEP content comments, grouped under headings / in clusters / with keyword references for ease of review and
navigation. This would be very educational and timesaving for staff and parents, would easily provide staff with proven tips
that work, and would help staff with overall improvement in classroom management and individual student support. This
would be beneficial for staff, parents, and students, in setting reasonable expectations about workable, customizable, proven,
helpful options for student support and success. This would also save staff and parents from the aggravation and extra work
of everyone having to ‘start from scratch’ and ‘reinvent the wheel’ to originally construct and then progress through IEPs and
student development.
8) It is recommended that TDSB share an information package with all families (and not just with those who have students who
have been formally or informally identified as having special education needs), so that parents understand and can access
information about the range of options, placements, programs, services, supports and accommodations available for students
with special education needs. This includes information and processes about who to approach and how to consult and
collaborate with about IEPs, IPRCs, and informal teacher support of suspected or known special learning needs.
9) It is recommended that TDSB also create (if they have not already created) some accessible webinars to help families learn
how to navigate (and if necessary, escalate) through processes such as IEPs, IPRCs, and where to find substantive content
relevant for both.
10) See also concerns below listed in SEAC Feedback about “Primary IEP Strategy”.
Top of the Document
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*SEAC Feedback: Primary IEP Strategy
Significant and very strong concerns were immediately raised by many SEAC representatives about numerous aspects of the new
“Primary IEP Strategy”, unveiled to SEAC as a ‘fait accompli’ (already implemented and communicated to staff) in early 2021. The
following is: (1) a summary of some of these concerns, and (2) some immediate action items to further consider and address these
concerns.
(1) Concerns about TDSB’s new “Primary IEP Strategy” include:
a. This very significant and dramatic change to IEP policy (essentially eliminating all Primary IEPs) was considered,
implemented, and publicized to and by staff without any advance notice to or consultation with SEAC. In that ALL
students with special education needs typically have or benefit from an IEP, this is extremely concerning.
b. The premise – the justification – for this Strategy is that black students are over-identified in primary years because
(i) they are black, and (ii) the system is racist. With respect, this seems to be an over-generalized, oversimplification
about all staff / the system, and ignores actual learning challenges of students of all races, including black and nonblack students.
c. An attempt to eliminate all or virtually all Primary IEPs based on a single factor (race) seems to ‘miss the forest for the
trees’. This also ignores so many other extremely well-researched, correlative and unrelated factors that contribute to
early education challenges, and an assessment that a student would benefit from an IEP.
d. These other extremely well-researched, correlative, and unrelated factors that contribute to early education
challenges include:
i. ‘late starts’ and ‘lack of school readiness’,
ii. disadvantaged home circumstances (including low parent education levels, single parent family challenges, low
socio-economic circumstances which may be associated with parents’ work schedule challenges and / or lack
of resources impacting student support),
iii. lack of family or cultural emphasis or support at home focusing on education achievement,
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iv. English Language Learner homes and associated challenges,
v. parent challenges impacting children including parent addiction and parent mental health issues,
vi. parent learning challenges including ADHD, LDs, FASD, mental health issues, etc. that can impact on parenting
skills and / or have a hereditary component also being passed to their children, etc.
e. Ignoring all of these other significant, documented factors that impact on achievement in school means that if the
problem issues aren’t identified, then effective solutions will not be identified and implemented. Labelling all issues as
caused by ‘racism’ leads to a limited toolkit of only ‘anti-racism’ training or failing to provide substantive needed
supports if real problems aren’t identified or addressed.
f.

Children of all races may and do experience any or all of the challenges listed in paragraph (d) above.

g. Cancelling IEPs for all or almost all Primary students does a disservice to all students of all races with real learning
challenges, including but not limited to Black students.
h. Research is overwhelming that early identification, intervention, and support of learning challenges is crucial and most
determinative of short and long term positive academic, behavioural, self-esteem, and other development issues.
i.

This new Primary IEP Strategy seems to be both myopic and overly blunt. With respect, it has been observed that it
seems to satisfy some staff’s desire to create a measurable change that can be linked to race (a goal of the MYSP
(Multi Year Strategic Plan)), by being able to report that ‘XX% and YY# of black students’ IEPs have been eliminated’.
However, the goal should be to most effectively and qualitatively address early-identified challenges, to ensure best
outcomes for every unique student, and not to engineer binary, non-qualitative, measurable reportable outcomes.

j.

With respect, additional significant concerns have been raised that this is a non-transparent and inappropriate way for
staff to systemically accomplish cost-cutting and / or to reduce management challenges, by finding ways to
systemically significantly reduce: (i) the number of IEPs overall; and (ii) the identification and support of real special
education and other learning challenges. This is a counter-productive method to address management challenges,
and better solutions must be found that are reasonably and effectively focused on the best interests of all students.
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k. Handcuffing teachers’ and principals’ ability to identify and seek individual education supports AND carry these
forward efficiently into the next school year and into next year’s new teacher’s classroom (via an IEP), ignores many
teachers’ and parents’ identification of and concerns about students’ early learning challenges that need and would
benefit from Individual Education Plans to address gaps before they become larger, more insurmountable, and
emotionally debilitating. The focus should always and only be on what is in the best interests of students.
l.

The ‘solution’ for cancelling all or virtually all Primary IEPs is that all Primary ‘regular’ classroom teachers (despite a
crucially significant lack of special education training or specialization) should ‘since we say so’ now be able to
intuitively and comprehensively meet ALL students’ needs. This is unrealistic and unfair to both teachers and students
(unfair to students both with and without extra learning challenges).

m. This solution will supposedly be accomplished by immediately implementing “UDL (Universal Design for Learning)
principles and “Differentiation” strategies. UDL and Differentiation are strategies (or sometimes, placebo labels) that
are aspirational but currently mostly idealistic and / or theoretical at best. Although attempts have been started to
introduce these concepts to some staff (who voluntarily opt in), realistically the time and work necessary to
consistently implement these strategies effectively in every classroom is a more long-term investment. This longerterm strategy is currently not yet sufficiently professionally developed or supported (now or in the near future) to
adequately support the current significant array of special education learning needs.
n. Concern has been expressed that while IEPs may be unnecessarily sought for a small number of students who may
not need them, there are better ways to address this specific concern than ‘throwing the (whole) baby out with the
bath water’. Very many students of all backgrounds may be negatively impacted by this precipitous change, including
many Black and / or disadvantaged students who are the students we are focusing on trying to better support.
(2) As a result, we recommend that:
(a) Staff should consult with SEAC to seek input before decisions or implementation when considering new strategies,
practices, or policies that will affect students with special education needs.
(b) TDSB’s new “Primary IEP Strategy” be placed on the May and June SEAC meeting agendas, with a detailed report by staff
delivered sufficiently in advance of each meeting that SEAC representatives have an opportunity to fully consider it, and if
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applicable to raise thoughtful, relevant questions in advance of the meeting, for responses and consideration in the
meeting and subsequently.
(c) Staff further consult and collaborate with SEAC representatives and other student and parent advocates, outside of
regular SEAC meeting time, to collaborate on better solutions to address the concern(s) raised by staff regarding the
Primary IEP Strategy, as well as the other concerns articulated above.
Top of the Document

SEAC Feedback: Melissa Rosen (ABC - Association for Bright Children)
Feedback on Giftedness Section of the Special Education Plan
(1) Outline
TDSB’s education of Gifted students was built on significant research, best practices, and learned good pedagogy over
decades, culminating in a gifted program that has been well reviewed, effective, and a lifeline to academic, social, and
emotional development for gifted students from all backgrounds. Unfortunately, many changes have been implemented over
the last handful of years which have worked to erode and reduce access to and the effectiveness of the program. Some of
these reductions, reasons for concern, and recommended changes (many of which are essentially recommendations to revert
to previous much more effective, long-standing practices) are summarized specifically in Appendix C: Recommended Changes
to 2020 SEP – Gifted Students below. More detailed discussion and exploration of these same topics (in the format of
“Questions”, “Concerns”, and “Recommendations”), are contained in Appendix D: Feedback on TDSB 2016 Special Education
Plan regarding gifted students below, which is a copy of feedback previously provided to TDSB about the Giftedness section
of the 2016 SEP (but which never received an acknowledgement or response from TDSB). Also included below is Appendix B:
Some Myths and Misconceptions about Gifted Education, which provides additional information and context for better
understanding of recommendations.
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We very strongly encourage a review of this more detailed feedback and discussion of the Giftedness section of the 2016 SEP
in Appendix D for better understanding and for more specific recommendations. Both of these Appendices C (current
summary) and D (more detail, previously) provide concrete, more detailed feedback, explanation, and recommendations on a
section-by-section basis of the “Giftedness” pages of Section D of the Special Education Plan.
On behalf of ABC, I would be very happy to provide more information, explanation, and / or engage in dialogue and / or
collaborative exploration of reasonable and feasible better education solutions with anyone at any time, about these
concerns, recommendations, and any other issues.
(2) Overview
There are decades of overwhelmingly conclusive peer-reviewed research, and significant, consistent, confirming feedback
from parents, students, and educators, that placement in a congregated gifted class is the best and even necessary
placement for education of many or most gifted students. Although it is important, desirable, and a system goal to have
teachers who are interested in and capable of suitably teaching a gifted class, the most important requirement is to place
gifted students in large cohorts of like-minded gifted peers, in environments in which they have a more suitable breadth,
depth, and pace in class, and also have access to a broad range of extra-curricular challenges and activities, to fill gaps that
classes alone cannot provide. As students age, larger school cohorts, with multiple full classes of gifted students in each
grade across multiple subject areas, become an increasing necessity in order to support expanding and diverging student
interests, career paths, areas of academic and extra-curricular concentration, and social and emotional development.
Notwithstanding conclusive research and overwhelming parent and student feedback, there seems to be a lack of
information, a trend of misinformation, and / or even bias among some staff about what supports are necessary to provide
even minimally appropriate or relevant education for gifted students. This is to be expected in some respects, since special
education is a minimal component of teachers’ education, and education of gifted students is either not taught or receives
only a very brief passing mention. In the absence of education about research on this topic and best practices, some myths
and misconceptions seem to have arisen. Some of these ‘Myths and Misconceptions’ are touched on in Appendix B: Some
Myths and Misconceptions below, and are contrasted with what research and overwhelming parent and student feedback
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consistently conclude. It is necessary to address myths and misconceptions, as a precursor and foundation to providing
guidelines for pedagogically sound and appropriate education of all students, and in this case, gifted students.
(3) Summary of Reasons for Concerns
In this environment, over the last handful of years, TDSB has implemented some: (A) overt changes to the SEP; and (B)
covert changes to many practices, all specifically designed to and having the effect of shrinking the size, effectiveness of, and
access to the gifted program.
This is troubling and inappropriate in several respects, including that:
•

It contravenes settled research and very strong parent, student, and teacher experience and feedback.

•

None of these changes were implemented with prior notice to or consultation with gifted advocates or parents of
gifted students.

•

Education of gifted students in gifted classrooms has no or virtually no different or additional costs as compared with
education of these students in a regular classroom. Therefore, ‘cost’ is not a justification for these changes or
attempts to cut or reduce the program.

•

In that neither research, parent / student choice, nor system cost are a reason to reduce gifted education, it appears
that staff who push for this result are misinformed or perhaps even somewhat biased about this.

•

Additionally, educating full class cohorts of gifted students together is a much more streamlined, efficient, and feasible
option and expectation for teachers, instead of attempting to require every regular teacher to construct and deliver
largely ineffective and unachievable individual gifted ‘differentiation’ in each regular classroom, every year.

•

Lack of access to good Gifted ISPs is most harmful to disadvantaged students, due to their personal / family
circumstances, and / or due to their additional learning challenges (i.e., LDs, ELLs, 2e students, ADHD, ‘students who
don’t live in the right neighbourhood’, etc.). Disadvantaged students such as these are most dependent on public
education to meet their educational (academic, social, and emotional) needs, and to achieve their potential. However,
ALL students, regardless of background or individual profiles, have a right to expect that public education will meet
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their educational (academic, social, and emotional) needs. The public education system, and especially a board of this
size, diversity, resources and efficiencies from economies of scale, needs to and can deliver this for all students.
•

Failure to provide access for all students to good Gifted ISPs contravenes the foundational Purpose of Education, as
stated at the very beginning of the Education Act: “The purpose of education is to provide students with the
opportunity to realize their potential” (Ontario Education Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.2, s. 0.1(2)).

(4) Summary of Changes to Gifted ISPs
The net effects of changes and cuts to Gifted ISPs (summarized here and detailed further in the attached Appendices) are
negative and contrary to public education mandates in that:
•

A significant population of special education students will systemically not have their educational needs met.

•

Students from higher socio-economic circumstances have the option to leave deficient public school programs to be
better educated in private schools, or to obtain outside private educational and extra-curricular enrichments, whereas
less advantaged students and students with multiple learning needs may not.

•

More ‘portable’ (typically neurotypical) gifted students may move to other specialty programs (i.e., STEM, arts,
French, athletics, etc.) which are usually only a partial substitute for specific full-curriculum gifted education, and
which also reduces opportunities for non-identified students to participate in these over-subscribed programs.

•

2e gifted students will have fewer options and smaller cohorts of gifted (neurotypical and 2e) peers, which is
pedagogically limiting. This also deprives 2e students of a significant, necessary peer group and larger, inclusive ISP
neurotypical gifted environment that tends to be more empathetic, tolerant, and socially and academically supportive
of 2e students’ extra challenges. And,

•

Additional challenges are created for already over-burdened regular class teachers (who already cannot meet the full
range of student needs), and for classmates who can be distracted by bored, misbehaving gifted students, or
disoriented by the different learning speeds and strategies common among gifted students.
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(4A) Summary of Some Overt Changes to the SEP
In summary, some of the overt changes to the SEP and system practices have included:
•

Raising or maintaining very high thresholds for identification, so that fewer students can access the gifted program,
and in particular affecting LD, 2e, ELL, ‘lop-sided’, and disadvantaged students.

•

Inserting extra, unnecessary hurdles and barriers to identification, again reducing access, and in particular affecting
LD, 2e, ELL, ‘lop-sided’, and disadvantaged students.

•

Arbitrarily shrinking minimum gifted course selection offerings for secondary students.

•

Arbitrarily shrinking program sizes, especially of well-functioning, successful programs. (See section: “If it ain’t broke,
don’t “fix” it!”, below.)

•

Re-districting boundaries to significantly and arbitrarily reduce the number of students who can access good
programs.

•

Not providing access to waitlists or ‘optional attendance’ types of processes, which are available to all ‘regular’
students, and are an easy and efficient mechanism to provide access for all students to their best possible education
and supports.

•

Inserting arbitrary rules that are barriers to entry, (for example, ‘only one placement will be offered, take it or leave
it’), while simultaneously offering placements that are predictably unlikely to be accepted, due to excessive
commuting distance, program paucity (“programs in name only”), locations in severely ‘under-utilized’ schools, and /
or lack of fit with family or personal circumstances, etc.

•

Re-districting boundaries, shrinking good program sizes, only providing a single (sometimes unpalatable) placement
offer, and not allowing waitlists and ‘optional attendance’ types of processes, are designed to reduce access to a
necessary program. This is a disservice to supporting all students, including those left in smaller, less viable cohorts,
but in particular predictably excludes students ‘who don’t live in the right neighbourhood’.

•

Etc.
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(4B) Summary of Less Visible Changes to Gifted Education Practices
In addition, however, some parents report that sometimes they feel that there is misinformation or a lack of support
for the gifted program, which concerns them. This includes:
•

pressuring advice to parents to not seek or accept gifted placements, and

•

delays for some students in assessments, identification, and placement
o

too late in the school year for students to reasonably consider and accept the gifted placement; or

o

well beyond known deadlines for students to accept competing placements in other programs and
schools; or

o

after the start of the next school year when, predictably, many students won’t undertake that level of
disruption; etc.

To the extent that these delays are a result of inadvertent system backlog, the system’s processes should be revised
to avoid these delays, which are very stressful and concerning to all involved. Also, a perceived lack of support for the
gifted program is inconsistent with settled research and parents’ and students’ prolific feedback on their experience in
gifted ISPs and in regular classrooms. This could be addressed by providing staff with better information, tools, and
coaching, and focusing on more supportive communication to and from staff.
(5) “If It Ain’t Broke, Don’t Fix It!”
All of these changes and others are surprising and concerning, and seem inexplicable, particularly in view of the accepted
adage “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it!”. Gifted ISPs are extensively research-based and have been widely accepted as the
easiest and most efficient method of delivering necessary and effective education to gifted students.
In contrast, these recent changes have the effect of reducing the nature, scope, size, effectiveness, and accessibility of Gifted
ISPs. This raises questions among parents about what motivates these changes, since both research and extensive parent
and student feedback do not support these reductions and changes.
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(6) Equity
Failure to support accessible, properly taught Gifted ISPs with sufficiently large, congregated cohorts is sometimes justified
with a misinterpreted label of “Equity”. However:
•

“Equity” means that ALL students must be provided with their legislated opportunity to achieve their
potential.
o

“Equity” does NOT mean “everyone should be treated the same” (i.e., put in the same general classroom),
since it is fundamentally inequitable to treat students with very different needs and profiles the same (e.g.,
LDs, MID, ASD, ADHD, Giftedness, neurotypical development, etc.). In order for very different students
(among exceptionalities and within exceptionalities) to achieve their potential, they need different
environments and / or supports. What may be beneficial for some students will be ineffective or detrimental
for others, and vice versa.

o

This was the driving purpose, context, and conclusion of Motion #7: Inclusion = “Not for Everyone” + “One
Size Doesn’t Fit All” passed by SEAC in December 2017. (Motion #7 was discussed and reproduced elsewhere
in this feedback).

o

“Equity” also does NOT mean that “everyone has to have the same outcome,” since that is impossible to
achieve. “Equity” misinterpreted as seeking ‘same outcomes’ also:
Contradicts the legislated “Purpose of Education,” which is to allow each child to achieve their unique
potential.
Invalidates different personal goals, aspirations, and educational “Pathways”, which is a fundamental
underpinning of our education system, i.e., each student can independently choose to become a
tradesperson, artist, hair stylist, business owner, physician, IT specialist, teacher, rocket scientist, etc.
And,
Discriminates against or deprives some students of a good education and doesn’t do anything to
advance the prospects of those who are presently not sufficiently supported.
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(7) Summary of Recommendations
In addition to recommendations about specific changes to the SEP noted in Appendix C: Recommended Changes to 2020 SEP
– Gifted Education attached, it is recommended that:
a) Gifted identification thresholds be returned to previous levels for ‘lop-sided’ students and be more flexible for
LD and ELL students – all of whom have needed to receive and continue to need to receive education of a
type and at a level that better matches their abilities, learning needs, and potential.
b) Gifted screening and assessment tools (which are known to miss identifying some gifted students) be used
(as they are designed to be used) to more broadly capture students who might not otherwise be identified,
rather than as barriers to exclude students from further consideration.
c) Processing calendar:
1. The vast majority of Gifted assessments, identification, and placement offers should occur earlier in
each school year, i.e., be completed by February, so that staffing and class allocations can be more
realistically set to accommodate all students at more viable locations.
2. Late placement offers put strain on students, families, staff, planning, and schools, when offers and
enrollment occur after schools have already planned staffing levels and course offerings and schedules.
3. Late placement processes also result in offers to more distant / not viable locations (when a closer
location has ‘reached capacity’).
4. For this and other reasons, late placement offers are predictably less likely to be accepted, and reduce
the opportunity for families to make real, unfettered decisions about their children’s education.
d) Management discretion: For all special education students, all staff participants conduct SSTs, ISTs, IPRCs,
and placement decisions with flexibility and with a focus on the best interests of each child. (Exercising
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management discretion to approve exceptions from literal interpretations of general policies is a suitable and
appropriate use of the experience and expertise of staff in these meetings.)
e) Program boundaries be reset, and some ‘gifted in name only’ programs be closed, i.e., programs that are
called ‘gifted programs’ but have insufficient students, gifted classes / courses, and / or other offerings
(cohort size, extra-curriculars, etc.) to support or retain a viable gifted cohort and sufficient educational
program.
f) Students be given flexibility to cross geographic boundaries to better meet their needs (or to remain with
previous peer cohorts, etc.), if they are willing to travel to do so. (TDSB should not block access to a
program if the student meets the identification criteria, ‘does not live in the right neighbourhood’, and is
willing to literally ‘go the distance’ to access the program.)
g) Program sizes and attendance boundaries be expanded to realistically accommodate all students who wish to
attend that location.
h) Time be given for start-up programs to demonstrate (and obtain a reputation for) being able to provide
gifted education that is not a ‘program in name only’. However, while doing so, parents / students in that
boundary area must also be given real choice about whether they will attend that closer location, or whether
they’re willing to commute to a farther location that they feel better meets their student’s needs, aspirations,
and / or family / carpool needs, previous peer group connections, etc. Refusal to provide this option is
viewed by parents as an ‘offer in name only’, when it seems likely the single offer to a deficient placement
will not be accepted (and is not accepted) by many or most students.
i)

‘Best practices’ gifted pedagogy, classroom tips and examples, and mentoring opportunities be shared online
and in person among staff who teach and work with gifted students.

j) Similarly, ‘best practices’ pedagogy, classroom tips and examples, and mentoring opportunities continue to
be shared and opportunities continue to be expanded online and in person among staff who teach and work
with all types of special education students.
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k) Support for staff: In particular, staff at start-up (newly established) and ‘under-utilized’ gifted program
locations be coached and mentored by, and / or partnered with more experienced gifted educators from
other locations. Also, for staff to obtain or retain gifted class placements, they should be recognized for
demonstrably accessing and implementing the ‘best practices’ and classroom tips and examples referred to
immediately above in recommendations “i” and “j”.
l)

A robust ‘drop down IEP selection menu’ of full text Gifted IEP options (and other exceptionalities’ IEP
options) be offered and made easily available to all staff and to all parents for all-around more effective,
more efficient, and less stressful IEP formulation, support, and processing.

m) Adopt more streamlined, ‘either or’, fewer hurdles, gifted identification pathways to reduce staff workload
and to improve identification practices, access, and inclusivity.
n) Eliminate delays and lack of professional resources in a number of ways by re-thinking and streamlining
processes, including:
1. eliminating unnecessary assessments,
2. increasing staffing levels for needed assessments,
3. starting and concluding predictable and consistent assessment, identification, and placement processes
earlier each school year,
4. which would also eliminate unnecessary staff work, stress, and involvement (e.g., to respond to or
‘manage’ predictable parent complaints about delays; and then to scramble in the late spring to catch
up with continually changing enrollment numbers to re-determine class sizes, staffing needs, etc.),
5. reduce staff burdens for excessive gifted screening barriers, by reducing the use of multiple stage,
elimination assessments,
6. reduce staff burdens by eliminating or reducing reassessment of incoming students identified as gifted
by other school boards,
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7. reduce staff to support ‘rubber stamp’ functions (e.g., eliminate requirement for ‘central staff review’ of
a change in placement status (this is unnecessary for gifted student placements and is viewed as
another unnecessary barrier to entry); e.g., perhaps consider whether in-person full group staff
attendance is needed for more straightforward student recommendations, etc.).
o) Acceleration policy: Implement a multi-faceted Acceleration policy, for subject area and full grade
acceleration. Several meta-studies evaluating full grade and multiple other types of acceleration have all
concluded that acceleration strategies, including full grade acceleration especially in the early years, are
absolutely beneficial for suitable students.
Despite overwhelming research and experiential reports showing significant benefits and no downsides,
TDSB has previously refused to consider or implement an acceleration policy, or even to implement full
grade acceleration requests on an exception basis. In the past, there have even been attempts to hold back
incoming, previously accelerated students, even regardless of their (exemplary) grades and report card
documented maturity levels! Acceleration is a long proven, research validated, beneficial strategy for some
students, that costs nothing and should be implemented as another helpful, available tool in TDSB’s
education toolkit.
p) Primary Gifted education: Implement organized Gifted programming or a Gifted program and/or a
substantially ‘differentiated’, congregated, “Enriched” program for gifted students in kindergarten through
grade 3. Many gifted students have clearly demonstrated exceptional abilities and potential, including
reading, reasoning, calculating, etc., at levels multiple grades ahead of their chronological age peers, well
before entering school, and continuing in K through grade 3.
Currently gifted students have no programming or education at their level for their first five years of public
school. By the time they might finally be moved into a gifted program in grade 4 (their sixth year in school),
many have disengaged, checked out, withered, misbehaved, been ostracized / silenced / and or bullied and /
or have developed negative attitudes about school and its relevance, all of which can persist and have
significant long term negative academic, social, and emotional impacts.
q) High School Gifted education:
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Previously the SEP required that students in gifted programs take (and schools offer) a minimum of 4-4-2-2
courses at the gifted level in each of grades 9 through 12 respectively, although programs typically offered
(and very many students enrolled in) a full array of courses at the gifted level every year across all grades.
Recently there was an attempt (again without prior notice or consultation with staff, parents, advocates, or
students) to change this to a maximum of 4-4-2-2 gifted level credits, which was met with such significant
opposition that the term ‘maximum’ was dropped. The net effect however is that in some gifted ISPs in
grades 11 and 12 only English and Math are offered at the gifted level, which is inadequate for students
who: (a) still learn differently from their peers and need more academic challenge; and / or (b) are often
already self-selecting into (i) full language arts / humanities or (ii) math / tri-science, etc. concentrations in
preparation for specialized post-secondary programs. Offering only one course at the gifted level in either
category – (i) English, and (ii) Math – is insufficient for either type (i) or (ii) specialists, and is insufficient for
all students’ general gifted education.
Offering a limited selection of only 12 fixed courses, out of an array of hundreds of possible courses and
when at least 30 courses must be taken in high school is insufficient for gifted students, who are not gifted
just ‘40%’ of the time, and then only within very limited course selection parameters. This is an additional
reason supporting the original design of and current recommendation to return to the previous more
effective model of identifying and placing large cohorts of high school students in large congregated gifted
sites, in order to be able to offer and fill many more gifted level high school courses. This easily and
efficiently (and at no additional cost) improves education and makes these sites more viable and selfsustaining.
(8) Conclusion
The single, main, necessary system ‘intervention’ for gifted students is minimal: it is to initially properly identify the full range
of gifted students and in a timely manner offer them placement in a sufficiently large ISP cohort and enriched environment
that will meet their developmental needs and that they can access and continue to access. After that (unlike students with
other exceptionalities), most gifted students need only minimal maintenance and follow up.
A focus on facilitating and streamlining initial placement in sufficiently large, diverse, accessible cohorts is the best pedagogy,
is most efficient, and prevents and eliminates a lot of ongoing and later system stress, work, and negative student issues. We
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recommend that this general perspective be applied to the other specific recommendations listed above and in Appendices C
and D.
Top of the Document
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Appendices
Appendix A: Special Education Plan Feedback by Diane Montgomery

Indirect
IEP (nonResource
identified

Regular Classroom
Withdrawal

Class Assessment /
Profile

ILP/ IST

UDL

SST

IPRC

UDL and
Partial Integration
Differentiation

Special Education
Class
Fully SelfContained
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Current Content in Special Education
Plan

Concern /Issues

Recommended Revisions

Assessment

The flow diagram outlining the referral

This flow chart does not consider the steps

Include new bullets with the

and Referral
Process

process includes only the steps class
assessment, IST, SST, IPRC, and

teachers need to take before even starting
the IST (Tier 1) in order to try to assist

addition of Class profile, ILP, UDL,
differentiation

placement decisions.

most students in tier 1. This should
include a class profile (in addition to

(a description of each is outlined in

(pg. 19,
section C)

assessment), ILP and UDL / differentiated

the rest of this chart).

instruction and discussions on equity, antioppression, anti-racism and inclusion.
Class
Assessment
(pg. 19-

Teachers regularly assess and evaluate
the progress of their students. If a student
is experiencing difficulty in school (e.g.,

After a teacher completes class
assessments, they should be tracking this
information on either a class profile or a

TDSB to consider implementing
automated class profiles that are
easily accessible to all teachers, so

section C)

academic, social, behavioural), teachers

version of one as per guidelines in

teachers don’t have to invent their

will review previous and current

Learning for All guide by the Ontario

own or maintain cumbersome

assessment and evaluation information,
communicate with parents/guardians and

Ministry of Education.

manual reporting.
Recommended revision to text:

gather other information around the
learning profile of the student. If
challenges persist, the student may be
referred to an In-School Support Team
(IST).

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/general/el
emsec/speced/learningforall2013.pdf
(pg. 34-38)

If challenges persist, the teacher
will develop an ILP to track
universal classroom strategies that
were applied and collaborate with
In-School Support Team (IST) to
identify more focused UDL or
differentiated strategies.
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ILP (pg. 21section C)

When students have persistent learning
challenges, the need for more and

ILPs are supposed to guide teachers to
Revise section F of current ILP to
identify instructional strategies to meet the indicate that “Instructional,

different kinds of instructional support is
considered. Teachers are expected to

needs of the individual student within
culturally relevant and responsive learning

Environmental and Assessment”
strategies should align with UDL

collect, maintain and use assessment

environments.

principles and differentiated

information to guide programming
decisions and identify learning needs. For
students who are experiencing difficulties
in school the information is recorded in an
Individual Learning Profile (ILP). The ILP
enables teachers to compile a more
detailed and specific collection of
information about the student’s current
abilities, strengths and needs based on
the learning conditions provided by the
teacher. ....... the teacher(s) will revisit
the learning conditions in their classroom,
ensure they are creating learning

instruction.
The current ILP does not specify any
processes to guide teachers to recommend Add a section on the ILP to confirm
instructions following UDL principles and
differentiated instruction or include

discussions on equity, antioppression, anti-racism and

conversations around equity, antioppression, anti-racism and inclusion

inclusion by including questions:

Who is the student being
considered and why?
What UDL or differentiated

opportunities that are culturally relevant

instruction has been provided in

and responsive and provide instruction

the classroom?

that is personalized, targeting the critical
skills that the student requires.

What support can the teacher be
offered to better assist in
programming?

A copy of the current ILP is included in
SEP in appendix F
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IST (pg. 22,
section C)

Team members review the ILP and
collaborate to develop an action plan of

No changes needed to this part of the
process except the description should be

intervention strategies to support both the
teacher with appropriate program

clear.

planning that is reflective of the student’s
identity, voice and lived experiences, and
to coordinate efforts among all staff that
interact with the student.
SST (pg. 22,
section C)

Most student needs can be addressed by
the IST. When the teacher has

This highlights the importance of ensuring
UDL, differentiated instruction and anti-

It is the quality and follow-up of
the process that is necessary in the

implemented learning conditions, CRRP

oppressive, anti-racist, equitable and

stages from classroom assessment

strategies and resources recommended by
the IST to address the student’s needs

inclusive discussions are occurring prior to
development of IEP.

to referral to IPRC that ensures
student who have an IEP will

and the IST subsequently determines if

receive one and that teachers are

more support is required, the student

appropriately addressing the needs

should be referred to the SST. All students
must be reviewed at an IST prior to a
referral to an SST.

of all students without an IEP.

Referral to the SST serves a dual support:
• Teachers will share an overview of the
learning conditions in the classroom that
have been implemented in order to meet
the specific needs of the student.
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• Share specific student data based on the
teacher’s examples of Differentiated
Instruction and UDL, and equally
important, this will allow the teacher to
share the anti-oppressive, anti-racist,
equitable and inclusive pedagogy being
used to support the student.

IEP (pg. 24,

An IEP is developed when the principal, in

There is no specification throughout the

It is also important that parents

section C)

consultation with members of the InSchool Team (IST) or School Support
Team (SST) determines that a student,

referral process of how long the periods
are before students can be referred to the
next stage

can see what is happening at each
stage of the process and how long
each stage occurs before moving to

who has not been formally identified as
exceptional:
• regularly requires accommodations for

the next stage.
I think this is important so parents can
see what steps are being taken or they will

The placement of IEP for non-

want an IEP right away. Timelines will
also ensure teachers are accountable to

identified students should be
placed above the flow chart and

• will be assessed on the basis of modified

implementing appropriate UDL and

link into the regular classroom

and/or alternative expectations

differentiated strategies.

resource support so we know what
type of support is offered to those

instructional or assessment purposes,
and/or

students.
TDSB position is that students who are not
exceptional are entitled to receive
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Resource support for one reporting period
without the development of an IEP. If the
recommendation of the In-School Team
(IST) or School Support Team (SST) is for
continued support beyond that, then an
IEP must be developed.

On the flow chart, IEPs for non-identified
students are placed between SST and
IPRC.

Top of the Document
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Appendix AA: Special Education Plan Feedback by Diane Montgomery (accessible version)

Assessment and Referral Process (pg. 19, section C)
Current Content in Special Education Plan
The flow diagram outlining the referral process includes only the steps class assessment, IST, SST, IPRC, and placement decisions.

Concern /Issues
This flow chart does not consider the steps teachers need to take before even starting the IST (Tier 1) in order to try to assist most
students in tier 1. This should include a class profile (in addition to assessment), ILP and UDL / differentiated instruction and
discussions on equity, anti-oppression, anti-racism and inclusion.

Recommended Revisions
Include new bullets with the addition of Class profile, ILP, UDL, differentiation (a description of each is outlined in the rest of this
chart).

Class Assessment (pg. 19, section C)
Current Content in Special Education Plan
Teachers regularly assess and evaluate the progress of their students. If a student is experiencing difficulty in school (e.g.,
academic, social, behavioural), teachers will review previous and current assessment and evaluation information, communicate with
parents/guardians and gather other information around the learning profile of the student. If challenges persist, the student may be
referred to an In-School Support Team (IST).
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Concern /Issues
After a teacher completes class assessments, they should be tracking this information on either a class profile or a version of one as
per guidelines in Learning for All guide by the Ontario Ministry of Education.
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/general/elemsec/speced/learningforall2013.pdf (pg. 34-38)

Recommended Revisions
TDSB to consider implementing automated class profiles that are easily accessible to all teachers, so teachers don’t have to invent
their own or maintain cumbersome manual reporting.
Recommended revision to text:
If challenges persist, the teacher will develop an ILP to track universal classroom strategies that were applied and collaborate with
In-School Support Team (IST) to identify more focused UDL or differentiated strategies.

ILP (pg. 21, section C)
Current Content in Special Education Plan
When students have persistent learning challenges, the need for more and different kinds of instructional support is considered.
Teachers are expected to collect, maintain and use assessment information to guide programming decisions and identify learning
needs. For students who are experiencing difficulties in school the information is recorded in an Individual Learning Profile (ILP). The
ILP enables teachers to compile a more detailed and specific collection of information about the student’s current abilities, strengths
and needs based on the learning conditions provided by the teacher. ... the teacher(s) will revisit the learning conditions in their
classroom, ensure they are creating learning opportunities that are culturally relevant and responsive and provide instruction that is
personalized, targeting the critical skills that the student requires.
A copy of the current ILP is included in SEP in Appendix F
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Concern /Issues
ILPs are supposed to guide teachers to identify instructional strategies to meet the needs of the individual student within culturally
relevant and responsive learning environments.
The current ILP does not specify any processes to guide teachers to recommend instructions following UDL principles and
differentiated instruction or include conversations around equity, anti-oppression, anti-racism and inclusion.

Recommended Revisions
Revise section F of current ILP to indicate that “Instructional, Environmental and Assessment” strategies should align with UDL
principles and differentiated instruction.
Add a section on the ILP to confirm discussions on equity, anti-oppression, anti-racism and inclusion by including questions:
Who is the student being considered and why? What UDL or differentiated instruction has been provided in the classroom? What
support can the teacher be offered to better assist in programming?

IST (pg. 22, section C)
Current Content in Special Education Plan
Team members review the ILP and collaborate to develop an action plan of intervention strategies to support both the teacher with
appropriate program planning that is reflective of the student’s identity, voice and lived experiences, and to coordinate efforts among
all staff that interact with the student.

Concern /Issues
No changes needed to this part of the process except the description should be clear.
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SST (pg. 22, section C)
Current Content in Special Education Plan
Most student needs can be addressed by the IST. When the teacher has implemented learning conditions, CRRP strategies and
resources recommended by the IST to address the student’s needs and the IST subsequently determines if more support is required,
the student should be referred to the SST. All students must be reviewed at an IST prior to a referral to an SST.
Referral to the SST serves a dual support:
• Teachers will share an overview of the learning conditions in the classroom that have been implemented in order to meet the
specific needs of the student.
• Share specific student data based on the teacher’s examples of Differentiated Instruction and UDL, and equally important, this will
allow the teacher to share the anti-oppressive, anti-racist, equitable and inclusive pedagogy being used to support the student.

Concern /Issues
This highlights the importance of ensuring UDL, differentiated instruction and anti-oppressive, anti-racist, equitable and inclusive
discussions are occurring prior to development of IEP.

Recommended Revisions
It is the quality and follow-up of the process that is necessary in the stages from classroom assessment to referral to IPRC that
ensures student who have an IEP will receive one and that teachers are appropriately addressing the needs of all students without
an IEP.

IEP (pg. 24, section C)
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Current Content in Special Education Plan
An IEP is developed when the principal, in consultation with members of the In-School Team (IST) or School Support Team (SST)
determines that a student, who has not been formally identified as exceptional:
• regularly requires accommodations for instructional or assessment purposes, and/or
• will be assessed on the basis of modified and/or alternative expectations
TDSB position is that students who are not exceptional are entitled to receive Resource support for one reporting period without the
development of an IEP. If the recommendation of the In-School Team (IST) or School Support Team (SST) is for continued support
beyond that, then an IEP must be developed.
On the flow chart, IEPs for non-identified students are placed between SST and IPRC.

Concern /Issues
There is no specification throughout the referral process of how long the periods are before students can be referred to the next
stage I think this is important so parents can see what steps are being taken or they will want an IEP right away. Timelines will also
ensure teachers are accountable to implementing appropriate UDL and differentiated strategies.

Recommended Revisions
It is also important that parents can see what is happening at each stage of the process and how long each stage occurs before
moving to the next stage.
The placement of IEP for non-identified students should be placed above the flow chart and link into the regular classroom resource
support so we know what type of support is offered to those students.
Top of the Document
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Appendix B: Some Myths and Misconceptions about Gifted Education: Melissa Rosen

Some Myths and Misconceptions about Gifted Education

1) All gifted students will be fine, no matter what, and regardless of where they are placed. - False.
Gifted students may already be or are capable of reading, reasoning, computing, and learning in multiple ways several grades ahead
of their chronological age, and they may also have social and emotional development at grade level or a number of grades ahead.
These advanced cognitive and sometimes also advanced social abilities can feel isolating or misunderstood; can be a source of
greater perceptiveness, sensitivity, or even anxiety in unsupportive environments; and / or can be the source of bullying, resentment,
or lack of acceptance or understanding by peers and even by some teachers.
Gifted students typically master new concepts with minimal repetition and often learn with qualitatively very different approaches from
the norm. They not only need (and should expect) to be academically educated and challenged at school (as should all students), but
they also need a normal-sized, sufficiently large group of like-minded and like ability student peers to relate to and connect with
academically, socially, and emotionally.
Gifted students in regular classrooms are typically academically unchallenged, and coast, disengage, and / or misbehave in
response. They often feel that they need to self-censor and hide their abilities, in order to avoid resentment or bullying, or to try to
make social connections with students who may be at significantly different developmental levels. They don’t have the opportunity to
develop study skills and resiliency from learning to stretch, try hard, and ‘try harder’, which can lead to disastrous academic, social,
emotional, and even physical ‘crash and burn’ situations in later grades and post-secondary drop out, when the level of challenge
finally demands more than a minimal ‘night before the deadline’ effort that previously had generated high marks with little investment.
Social and emotional development among peers and relevant, challenging experiences at school are key to all children’s health ,
including gifted children. However, if you’re the only elementary student in your grade who automatically thinks or expresses yourself
in complex paragraphs, matrixes, or vocabulary; are reading, retaining, and wanting to communicate about multi-faceted, lengthy
tomes; are building sophisticated, multi-dimensional games or structures; and / or know and want to share 1,000 facts about anything
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(or everything); and so on, it’s very isolating to not have anyone to talk to / listen to what’s in your head, or who won’t make fun of
you, and who ‘gets’ and can relate to and respond to why and how you think.
Pedagogically, over the last handful of years, there’s been a general improvement in understanding that we need to meet a full range
of students and their diverse profiles in ways that are more relevant and supportive of their diverse realities, and this applies to gifted
students also. While this general perception has improved regarding the need to meet many other diverse special education and
challenged learning profiles, there seems to also be an inverse shrinking of support for properly meeting gifted students’ needs. The
great news is that at a basic, starting level, gifted students can easily, efficiently, effectively, and at no additional cost be reasonably
supported by simply lumping them together in reasonably large cohorts, with teachers who ‘get’ (or are willing to try to ‘get’) them,
and want to support them.

2) “Differentiation” in a regular classroom can sufficiently address gifted students’ education. – False.
In general, ‘differentiation’ is a theoretical, ideal model that in practice is extremely difficult for any teacher to effectively, consistently
implement for any type of special learning needs. For gifted students in particular, it’s usually almost entirely an ineffective placebo
label, beyond the ability or reasonable expectation of a regular classroom teacher to deliver. In any event, differentiation can never
provide the very necessary, gifted peer cohort presence that is an integral, necessary part of adequate gifted education.

3) ‘2e’ students (those who are gifted and have one or more additional exceptional learning needs – e.g., LD, ASD, ADHD, etc.)
should be placed in a regular class and address their ‘other’ needs first. – False.
Research and experience say that often it’s more effective and less stressful to place the 2e student in a (mostly neurotypical) gifted
class so at least one aspect of their learning frustration is automatically addressed, among peers who learn in at least some similar
ways. Then the other (2e) learning needs can be addressed or accommodated more effectively within that better-fitting environment.

4) ‘Zero Sum’ philosophy - False.
Some policies and decisions seem based on a premise that the education system is a ‘zero sum’ closed environment, in which
removing a ‘positive’ (a good program – e.g., French, STEM, arts, gifted, etc.) from some students will somehow miraculously elevate
and eliminate a ‘negative’ for other students not in those programs. This is nonsense of course, but still seems to be the basis of
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seeking to eliminate good programs. (The premise that all students want or would benefit from those programs is also nonsense –
many students of all profiles don’t want and would suffer in an arts / STEM / French / gifted / etc. program – ‘one size’ definitely
doesn’t fit all.) Instead of forcing everyone into a single, generalized, common denominator, the proper solution of course is to raise
the bar and maintain, replicate, and expand access to the well-received and beneficial programs, so that more students – those who
want access - can have access. (A.k.a. ‘expand the pie’, don’t shrink it).

5) “Equity” means that we need to treat all students the same, in order to achieve a goal of all students having the same (even if
universally reduced) outcomes - False.
A related and equally false premise is that if we treat all students the same, that is more ‘equitable’. Or ‘sameness equity’ is more
‘fair’, and we ‘improve’ the system if everyone gets an equivalent (albeit ill-fitting) education. What works for or may be beneficial for
some students may not work for or may be ineffective or detrimental for other students, and vice versa. There are differences among
learning profile categories (e.g., LD, ASD, ADHD, gifted, MID, neurotypical students, etc.), and also differences among different
individuals within different learning profile categories.
•

“Equity” does not mean “everyone should be treated (or will benefit from being treated) the same”.

•

“Equity” also does not mean that “everyone has to have the same outcome”. (This negates individual interests, aspirations,
and Pathways.)

•

“Equity” means that ALL students must be provided with their legislated, equal opportunity to achieve their
potential. (“The purpose of education is to provide students with the opportunity to realize their potential …”. Ontario
Education Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.2, s. 0.1(2)).

For more discussion on equity, please see SEAC Feedback: Melissa Rosen (ABC - Association for Bright Children).

6) Some or all gifted students will be automatically fine (and wildly successful in all aspects of life), no matter what, and it’s unfair to
educate them to possibly ‘exceed’ other students’ performance – False.
This is completely false in all respects. Gifted students and 2e students experience a full range of personal, neurological, social,
emotional, and mental health challenges. Some have significant ‘crash and burn’ consequences (including academic failure,
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emotional collapse, mental health issues, and even death by suicide), which tend to manifest in adolescence and post-secondary
environments, particularly when the K-12 environment has been ill-fitting and has not supported or met their developmental needs.
This also ignores the board’s legislated requirement to educate EVERY student to achieve their potential. The premise of the above
misconception, and the associated idea to hold some – any - students back, is an abrogation of fairness and the responsibility to
educate every child to the best of their ability.
Job #1, the premier raison d’être and requirement of a board of education, is to educate all children, with an array of evidence-proven
pedagogical tools to meet very different and diverse learning profiles and developmental needs. It is not up to some students
(whether gifted, disadvantaged, LD, ADHD, and / or with mental health challenges, etc.) to largely educate themselves, and / or to ‘sit
still and shut up’ while most others in the class receive an education close to their current level of development.
The goal to do more to provide better supports for ALL students who need them - regardless of learning profiles and personal
circumstances – is a goal that we all enthusiastically and passionately support. It is a fact that some teaching and learning
environments will work for some or many students some or most of the time, but will not work for all students all the time. Giftedness
is typically the most numerous exceptionality in school boards. The good news is that especially in large boards, economies of scale
make lumping gifted students together an efficient and achievable model to deliver effective and cost-effective education for these
students.

7) TDSB’s gifted program is not sufficiently representative of all students; this is somehow the fault of the students or their families;
and therefore, the program should be cut or reduced – False.
This blaming of students or the program as a reason to reduce the program itself – instead of improving access to it – is ironic since
TDSB fully controls all levers of identification, placement, access, and marketing the program. Parents and advocates have provided
feedback for years that TDSB’s identification, placement, and access processes would benefit from improvements, and also that
many highly educated, fluent English-speaking parents have encountered so many barriers to entry that they wonder how less
educated, ELL, LD, etc. parents can navigate the barriers or access the system. More streamlined, inclusive, and less obstructionist
practices would improve access to the program for everyone, and reduce unnecessary staff involvement, ‘management’ issues, and
‘regular’ classroom stress.
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8) “Inclusion”: ‘All Special Education students, including gifted students, want and will benefit from Inclusion in a regular classroom’
– False.
In a policy paper entitled “A Case for Inclusive Education”, Gillian Parekh (then a TDSB employee) advocated in favour of “inclusion”
of Special Education students in ‘regular’ classrooms. This policy paper (commissioned by TDSB) was then often cited by TDSB as
the justification for including all special education students in regular classrooms. However, Gifted students are mentioned in this
~40-page policy paper only a handful of times, and always with the caveat that the conclusion stated or research mentioned “does
not include” or “does not apply to” “Gifted students”. As mentioned elsewhere, decades of peer-reviewed actual research
conclusively reach the opposite conclusion for gifted students, noting that congregating in full class cohorts (or where numbers are
insufficient, in clusters) of gifted students, are much better education settings for gifted students than a regular class for a number of
reasons.
Advocates and parents for many other special education (“S.E.”) students from all exceptionalities also agree that although inclusion
for some S.E. students sometimes may be preferred and be most beneficial for those students, often or at some developmental
stages a regular classroom may not be best, and may be a detrimental setting for some S.E. students. This consensus was reflected
in SEAC’s December 2017 motion (Motion #7: Inclusion = “Not for Everyone” + “One Size Doesn’t Fit All”) referred to above.

9) “One Size Fits All” – False.
A parent offered another way of expressing this:
“My son is gifted, and my daughter has a learning disability. My son wears (and needs) a size 11 shoe, and my daughter needs a
size 7 shoe. TDSB (in a misguided goal of ‘equity’, and / or to streamline their management challenges) wants to force everyone into
a median size 9 shoe (regular classroom), but this won’t help, and will actually hurt both of my children.”

10) “Parents, students, advocates, and others think that placing gifted students in a regular classroom is fine” - False.
In late 2017 during a very narrow and not well-publicized window to provide feedback to TDSB on the proposed EETF
recommendations, parents, students, educators, graduates, university professors, and many others gave overwhelming feedback to
TDSB, Trustees, the Director, the media, and in social media circles about the necessity of maintaining the gifted program and other
aspects of sufficient gifted education. Finally, just before submitting his EETF Report to the Board of Trustees, John Malloy was
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required to publicly retract his attempted cancellation of the gifted program. He justified this by saying that TDSB had received
overwhelming public feedback that the gifted program was necessary and that ‘since TDSB was doing a good job, it shouldn’t cancel
a good program’. Malloy specifically noted that in the short window of a only handful of weeks for the public to submit feedback on
the mostly unpublicized but sweeping EETF recommendations, an extremely record-setting amount (7,000 pieces) of feedback had
been received about all the EETF recommendations, and an astounding 5,000 of those pieces of feedback included very strong
and unanimous support for maintaining and enhancing the (then) recent nature, scope, and size of the gifted program.

11) Parents who have their children assessed privately are improperly not conforming within system constraints, and deserve to be
mocked by some staff - False.
Parents obtain private assessments when they don’t have faith in the system or don’t agree when the system refuses or neglects to
adequately educate or assess their children. The only time that staff would hear that a private assessment was obtained is when the
private assessment reveals that the child is in fact gifted (or in other words, when the parent’s opinion was correct, and the system
wasn’t working well, or wasn’t expected to work well to identify or support that student).
One of the worst aspects of this attitude is the lack of recognition that the system’s failure or refusal to identify more gifted students
most harms the ‘non-privileged’ students whose parents don’t have the knowledge, organizational persistence, or resources to obtain
private assessments. Additionally, it is very disappointing that it has been suggested that private assessments are somehow not valid
results of performance. This is not only an unfair accusation that parents behaved fraudulently, but it also irrationally presumes that
private psychologists – whose professional licensing and long-term careers depend on maintaining ethical professional standards to
maintain their licensing and livelihoods – would for some reason jeopardize all this to ‘cheat’ on an assessment for a single
assessment fee that they earn regardless of the outcome of the assessment.
A more constructive and collaborative perspective on private assessments would be that this is a ‘donation in kind’ from parents who
are willing to undertake the investment (albeit sometimes at significant personal sacrifice), and that these private assessments help
to relieve system pressure and backlog, and free up the board’s resources for supporting other students.

12) ‘Too many students are identified as gifted so TDSB should reduce assessments, identification, and placement of gifted students’
– False.
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Canada is perceived worldwide as one of the most desirable countries to live in, and Canadian immigration policies favour and want
to attract highly educated and over-achieving professionals and academics. For business and cultural reasons, these new
immigrants, and many long-time Canadians, move to Toronto in particular for the outstanding employment, business, education, and
cultural opportunities Toronto offers. The City of Toronto is very clearly by a very long shot the hub and nation’s premier center of
academic, business, medical, financial, arts, innovation, research, and other endeavours, which often require and attract
academically and intellectually advanced participants. In that there is a significant genetic component to giftedness, we expect (and
have previously found) that the incidence of giftedness in Toronto among the offspring of these parents is higher than an otherwise
typical national average population. All students, including all gifted students, merit a relevant education and an opportunity to
achieve their potential, without artificial suppression, limiting quotas, inappropriate hurdles, or failure to acknowledge Toronto’s
exceptional opportunities and exceptional population demographics. TDSB previously has had gifted identification rates of about 5%
of TDSB’s student population. This is not surprising and is to be expected in view of Toronto’s unique immigrant and parent
employment magnet demographics.
Top of the Document
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Appendix C: Recommended Changes to 2020 SEP – Giftedness Section: Melissa Rosen

Recommended Changes to 2020 SEP: Giftedness Section
Recommendations and reasons for these recommended changes to the Giftedness section of the 2020 Special Education Plan are
set out below, including page numbers and quotations from the Plan. These recommendations elaborate on the summary of
recommendations on Giftedness by ABC in the main document, SEAC Feedback: Giftedness: Melissa Rosen (ABC - Association for
Bright Children)

1. Pg. 67 B, para. “4” - states that “The WISC-V is administered when the child was at least of grade three age appropriately placed
in and attending grade three.”
This language excludes students who are in grade 3 but accelerated a grade ahead of their birth year (which in itself is a strong
indicator that the student may be gifted). It has also been used (improperly) to exclude students from gifted identification who prior to
grade 3 already have a sufficiently high WISC-V result, obtained in other school boards, or by private assessments when parents
have sought information about their child, such as whether other learning or psychological challenges (LDs, ASD, ADHD, etc.) are
present, etc.
This rigid language is an unnecessary barrier to identification, that is most likely to arise as an issue with students who have already
been identified as gifted or who are predictably very likely gifted. Requiring retesting is unnecessary to assess their giftedness, may
be unnecessarily stressful to the child, and is an unjustified waste of the board and / or parents’ limited time and resources.

It is recommended that this language be softened to be more expansive, realistic, and flexible, to something like: “The
WISC-V will typically be administered by TDSB when the child is in grade 3, or in the year before the child is expected to
be enrolled in grade 4, or as soon thereafter as an assessment for giftedness seems merited.”
The ending clause above is added to make it clear that students (i.e., late arriving to TDSB, etc.) may still be assessed and identified
after grade 3, if they were not assessed earlier.
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2. Pg. 67 B, para. 5 - states that: “The WISC-V is the preferred choice for gifted screening. Other intelligence test results and their
criteria will only be accepted pending approval by a TDSB Manager of Psychological Services.”
Parents have provided feedback that TDSB Psychological Services (and / or some senior TDSB staff) have been rigidly inflexible in
recognizing other tests’ results, including even the WISC-V FSIQ (“Full Scale IQ”). The WISC FSIQ is the gifted identification
standard in some other school boards, and is even described by the WISC board as an equivalent or superior indicator of giftedness,
as compared with the WISC GAI. Although the FSIQ is understandably not used by many boards due to its greater breadth and
expense, which are typically unnecessary to form a sufficient conclusion about whether the student is gifted and should be educated
as such, there are no objectively justifiable grounds to not recognize the WISC FSIQ results if the student has already been
assessed with the WISC FSIQ.
Parents have also provided feedback that transfer from gifted programs in other school boards (including from Toronto Catholic DSB
and school boards in other jurisdictions) can be a very bureaucratic and unwelcoming experience where gifted identification has
previously occurred based on assessments other than the WISC-V GAI. Particularly since the guiding philosophy is to reasonably
and inclusively provide appropriate education opportunities to all students, a more flexible and inclusive posture from TDSB /
Psychological Services would be appropriate. Easy transfer would help expand the number of students enrolled in TDSB, since many
obstructed parents are turned off and decide not to move or to enroll in a private school instead, and a reputation for obstruction
tends to spread. It would also reduce unnecessary workload and use of resources by eliminating redundant assessments and extra
handling by TDSB staff.

It is recommended that TDSB Psychological Services apply and implement a more flexible, inclusive, and streamlined
approach to considering and approving other intelligence test results for gifted identification. This would have multiple
benefits, including better meeting more students’ exceptional learning needs, expanding TDSB’s student population,
and reducing unnecessary staff rework and complaint management.
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3. Pg. 67 B and 68 A - “IPRC Determination of Giftedness for English Language Learners (ELL)” and “for Students with Learning
Disabilities”
This section sets a WISC-V threshold of 98th percentile on the WISC GAI or other Index Scales. (“A score at or above the 98th
percentile on the General Ability Index (GAI), Verbal Comprehension Primary Index Scale, Visual-Spatial Primary Index Scale, or Fluid
Reasoning Primary Index Scale”).
It is helpful that a threshold of 98 th percentile is permitted on a single Index instead of only on a full GAI, however this seems quite
challenging for ELL and LD students to meet close to the same WISC standards as neurotypical and fully fluent English language
students.
ELL and LD students already face additional challenges, including more difficulty in qualifying for achievement-based enrichment
programs, and yet they merit and are able to appropriately benefit from the gifted program. Requiring a 98th percentile WISC
standard (even if on a single Index) is a very high bar for these students. Some flexibility for suitable or motivated students who are
assessed close to that high bar would be more inclusive and provide these students with an opportunity to come closer to achieving
their potential.

It is therefore recommended that some additional flexibility be considered for gifted identification of suitable or
motivated ELL and LD students, such as accepting a slightly lower WISC percentile on the GAI or listed Indexes.
4. Pg. 67 B - “IPRC Determination of Giftedness for English Language Learners”:
Additionally, the criterion that there be ELL support over a minimum of three consecutive reporting periods may be too rigid to
support students who (i.e., as a result of their gifted abilities and / or giftedness + pride + hard work) have accelerated through ELL
support with less than three consecutive reporting periods of ELL support. This is an example of a situation in which managerial /
professional discretion should be permitted in scheduling or holding an IPRC and / or identifying giftedness to determine the most
appropriate placement, even if SEP guidelines are not strictly met.

As a result, it is recommended that the “PLEASE NOTE:” language be made more flexible, to something like: “To qualify
for ELL consideration, there will typically be evidence that …”.
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5. Pg. 68 A - “IPRC Determination of Giftedness for Students with Learning Disabilities”:
The requirement of LD identification that a student be functioning academically three to four grades below grade level in order to be
identified as having a learning disability seems to be far too much for all students with learning disabilities, in that by definition this
means that the student has been noticeably failing for years before LD identification and placement / additional supports will be
provided. In short, this definition seems to literally be setting up these students for failure.
In addition, however, for Gifted-LD students, this criterion, combined with the WISC threshold, suggests that few or no students with
LDs will have their gifted learning strengths, potential, and challenges properly supported. There are two reasons for this. (1) Some /
many Gifted-LD students will struggle with their LD, but valiantly be able to rely on their giftedness to avoid falling three to four grade
levels behind, thus leaving them in a ‘no man’s land’ of no academic support for their gifted potential, and insufficient support for their
LD challenges. (2) By the time an LD student is three or four grade levels behind, they are probably too academically and emotionally
devastated to contemplate a gifted placement, which means they are doubly blocked from achieving their potential. This is very
unfortunate since there are many students who are gifted with LDs, and to reach their academic potential (and for emotional, selfesteem, and mental health reasons) they need to have both of these learning needs supported.

It is therefore recommended that the standard for determining whether a student qualifies for the lowered ‘Learning
Disability (WISC) threshold’ for Gifted identification, be (i) a psychological assessment confirming the existence of a
learning disability, and not be (ii) whether the student has met TDSB’s ‘Learning Disability definition threshold’ (of being
three to four grades behind grade level). The latter (ii) is far too punitive and will disqualify many or most Gifted-LD
students from Gifted Identification and obtaining academic support to achieve their potential.
6. ‘Lop-sided’ Gifted Students:
There are many students who are extremely gifted in one area, and are very bright although not as gifted in another area. As with
other gifted students, a regular classroom typically does not challenge them or meet their needs in the area in which they are very
gifted, and may even not meet their needs in other areas. In contrast, when placed in a gifted ISP, their area(s) of exceptional
strength are appropriately taught, and they also keep pace appropriately in other areas, especially since most subject learning
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consists of overlapping Index areas and abilities. These students are hard to teach well, and they benefit from and are well placed
with the experience, pedagogy, and expertise of the gifted program teachers, and a gifted peer cohort.
Historically, meeting the needs of these ‘lop-sided’ students has always been a strength of the gifted program. All current gifted ISPs
contain ‘lop-sided’ students who were previously identified and placed in gifted ISPs, are succeeding and thriving in the program, and
to an outside observer it is indistinguishable which students were originally assessed as ‘lop-sided’ or not. This previous more
accepting criterion (specified and recommended below) also captures more students ‘at the edges’ and is more inclusive.
The longstanding previous identification criteria for (non-LD or ELL) gifted students was a WISC GAI at or above the 98 th percentile,
OR WISC GAI of 96th or 97th percentile and at or above the 98 th percentile on either the Verbal Comprehension Index or Perceptual
Reasoning Index (for WISC-IV) or for WISC V, at or above the 98th percentile on the Verbal Comprehension or Visual Spatial or Fluid
Reasoning Index. When this was changed to only a WISC-V GAI at or above the 98th percentile, this predictably excluded many
students who are gifted in some areas, and who need, have benefited from, and have indistinguishably succeeded in Gifted ISPs.

It is recommended that the longstanding and more inclusive previous identification criteria for (non-LD or ELL) gifted
students be reinstated to be a WISC-V GAI at or above the 98th percentile, OR WISC GAI of 96th or 97th percentile and at
or above the 98th percentile on the Verbal Comprehension or Visual Spatial or Fluid Reasoning Index.
7. Pg. 67 B and 68 B – “Universal Screening”:
The 2020 SEP has a more flexible and inclusive approach than a few years ago to considering the results of the CCAT-7 and GRS-S
screening assessments for giftedness. This is an important fairness, inclusion, and process improvement and is to be commended.
When first implemented, in response to concerns that teacher nomination of WISC candidates would miss some gifted students,
these two extra assessments (the CCAT-7 and GRS-S) were provided to try to capture a broader and more complete slate of
candidates. Unfortunately, the original approach was to erect a consecutive triple hurdle process in which students were not eligible
to attempt to clear the next hurdle unless the previous hurdle’s threshold had been exceeded. This was problematic because both
the CCAT-7 and the GRS-S are known (and are statistically reported by their creators) to consistently miss identifying some gifted
students who on subsequent WISC testing exceeded WISC standards for giftedness (i.e., WISC > 98th percentile). This original triple
hurdle process was problematic because the net effect was to continue to exclude and miss identifying many gifted students.
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The CCAT-7s are most likely to miss identifying students with LDs, 2e, ELL / new immigrants, profoundly gifted, and students from
disadvantaged circumstances. This is unfortunate since these are also the students who may be more likely to be missed by teacher
nomination, and who may also most need or benefit from gifted class placement.
The GRS-S also has statistically significant miss rates, and has additional challenges in that high ratings in the six assessment
categories (i.e., Leadership, Motivation, Creativity, etc.) in effect tend to be correlated with giftedness, but don’t actually assess
advanced cognitive ability, as the WISC does. Additionally, most / all teachers, especially in the first few months of assessing a whole
new class of grade 3s, can’t be expected to have observed or assessed many of the 72 specific areas of questions, for any, let alone
all students. Also, although the questionnaire asks ‘objective’ questions about the student, it really just (more thoroughly) codifies
teachers’ subjective perceptions of the student, which in effect may just be a more formal method of subjective teacher nominations
(which was a challenge to be addressed originally).
It’s not that these assessments might not help flag more students; the concern is how the assessments are used. When used in their
original TDSB ‘triple elimination hurdle’ model, their miss rates combined with the shrinking funnel design meant that by definition
some gifted students would not be identified. However, these assessments can be helpful when used as additional tools to help
capture students who might otherwise be missed. The creator of the GRS has in effect confirmed this in stating that the purpose of
the GRS is to help cast a wider net for consideration, but the purpose is not to definitively disqualify students who aren’t scored
sufficiently high by their teachers.

To improve accuracy and to reduce staff workload, it is recommended that an ‘either or’ type of process be used to
identify students who might be gifted. For example, if a student nears or exceeds the threshold on the CCAT-7 or the
GRS, then they should be further assessed with a WISC. If the CCAT-7 is the first round of universal screening, then just
use the GRS as a possible alternative assessment for students who weren’t flagged by the CCAT-7 but for whom the
teacher feels there may be potential present (i.e., perhaps student has demonstrated strong creativity, leadership, or
motivation, etc. in class).
In summary, it is recommended to adopt / continue more streamlined, ‘either or’, fewer hurdles, gifted identification
pathways to reduce staff workload and to improve identification practices, access, and inclusivity. (m)
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Hats off, hearty praise, and very strong admiration to leadership and staff for excellent, creative CCAT-7 initiatives and
screening completion during the pandemic!!
As an additional piece of feedback, it is very much appreciated and TDSB leadership and staff are to be heartily commended for their
excellent, creative, and student-focused extra efforts to support students throughout the pandemic, and also specifically for their very
flexible, creative, and result-focused approach to completing all CCAT-7 assessments on time for all students, including virtual
students. (Thank you very much! )

8. Pg. 69 A - “Placement Description of Regular Class Support (Giftedness Exceptionality) Students who have an exceptionality of
Gifted may be offered placement through the IPRC decision to attend the regular class in the student’s homeschool. The student
will have an opportunity to learn with peers and be provided intentional learning support through the IEP.”, and
Pg. 69 A (first box) – “Placement – Regular Class Setting – Giftedness Exceptionality … Withdrawal … Resource …
Indirect Support”, … IEPs, and
Pg. 69 A (bottom) and 69 B (top):
Placement Description …. An Individual Education Plan (IEP) is developed in which provision is made for the accommodations
required to address the student’s learning needs. A plan for some school-based enrichment opportunities can also be developed.
Regardless of classroom placement, an annual Review IPRC meeting is held for all identified students and it is crucial that
development and careful monitoring of the IEP take place.”

Although ‘Withdrawal’, ‘Resource’, and ‘Indirect Support’ options are listed for gifted students in Regular Class placement, we have
not received feedback that parents feel that their gifted students receive or that teachers in regular classes demonstrate use of any of
these options for supporting gifted education in a regular class.

It is therefore recommended that ‘best practices’ gifted pedagogy, classroom tips and examples, and mentoring
opportunities be shared online and in person among staff who teach and work with gifted students, in regular
classrooms and in gifted ISPs. (i)
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Similarly, it is also recommended that ‘best practices’ pedagogy, classroom tips and examples, and mentoring
opportunities continue to be shared and opportunities continue to be expanded online and in person among staff who
teach and work with all types of special education students. (j)
We have received considerable feedback that at a minimum, parents hope that although it is a high-level document, the existence
and content of an IEP might provide some useable guidance and helpful ideas for the over-burdened regular (and ISP) classroom
teachers who are trying to support a very challenging and different array of student profiles every year.
For support of extra learning challenges and for support of 2e students’ other exceptionalities, IEPs do seem to be very helpful for
mentioning accommodations, which are then often well implemented during tests and in much classroom work. However, for gifted
students, a consistent area of IEP challenge seems to be on naming and implementing goals, methods, and actions for supporting
students’ intellectual giftedness and associated advanced learning potential. This is a somewhat less pressing concern for students
placed in gifted ISPs, especially with teachers who are experienced in teaching gifted students, in that hopefully the gifted class
curriculum and general breadth, depth, and pace of instruction will automatically address and generally support all students’ gifted
learning needs. However, for gifted students not placed in gifted ISPs, an absence of specificity, goals, suggestions, and individual
student’s information in IEPs seems to be a much more pervasive and concerning issue for parents and students.
The latter category of ‘gifted students not in gifted ISPs’ includes students in ‘regular’ classrooms, and includes students in ‘special’
programs, such as French Immersion, etc. Parents often place gifted students in French programs (for example), as an attempt to
provide extra challenge and broader curriculum, especially for gifted students who are bored and unchallenged in regular classrooms
and have no other options in the early years. Although the addition of more French is helpful, it is often not sufficient to address
multiple other issues and areas of advanced learning potential. Parents of gifted students in French programs have been told by
teachers that ‘this is already an ‘enriched’ environment; IEPs aren’t applicable here and should not be sought; if you don’t think that
learning French is sufficient then leave the French program and move to a gifted program’. This is not proper and would not be
acceptable for other learning issues (i.e., LDs, etc.) and is not acceptable for gifted students either.
Parents also often provide feedback that they feel that IEP creation, updates, and use is an uphill battle, especially for students not in
gifted ISPs. Feedback from teachers or the substance of conversations with parents often don’t make it into the IEP. Also, many
parents (and perhaps many classroom teachers) don’t know what to put into an IEP to make it helpful, usable, and a time-saving
springboard for this year and next year’s teachers. This concern is most pronounced among parents of 2e students in ISPs and
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regular classrooms, and among parents of students in regular classrooms, in which the ‘system’ supports of a gifted ISP are not
present.

It is therefore recommended that a robust ‘drop down selection menu’ of full text, descriptive Gifted IEP suggestions
(and other exceptionalities’ IEP suggestions) be offered and made easily available to all staff (in regular classrooms,
ISPs, and other staff) and to all parents, for more effective, more efficient, and less stressful IEP formulation, support,
and processing for everyone. (l)
9. Pg. 69 B – “PLEASE NOTE: Once an offer of placement to a Special Education Class for Giftedness has been declined and a
student is attending the regular class, a later requested change in level of support from the regular program to a Special
Education Class placement must be done through a Central or Learning Centre Review IPRC.”
A Central or Learning Centre Review IPRC is an unnecessary escalation for gifted students who seek a change in placement to a
Gifted ISP. (Perhaps this process may be (or may not be) more appropriate for students with other exceptionalities in other ISPs?)
Gifted students may seek movement to or from an ISP for a plethora of reasons including and in addition to academic issues, such
as family issues, transportation logistics, sibling school attendance, peer group misfit, developmental growth spurts, 2e issues / catch
up and other challenges, mass school transition years (i.e. into or out of middle school), etc. For gifted students who have already
been identified, declined an ISP, tried a regular class, but who then seek a gifted class placement, this escalation is viewed as
unnecessary and is viewed as a barrier (albeit perhaps inadvertent) to intimidate families into not moving to a gifted ISP. For gifted
students’ requests, this also seems to be an unnecessary and wasteful use of senior staff’s very valuable time.

Therefore, it is recommended that this process escalation be eliminated, and a request for a placement into a gifted ISP
be considered and handled in the ordinary course in an ordinary IPRC.
Also, to save valuable staff time (to reallocate to other needed assessments and professional support), for
uncomplicated (i.e., not 2e) Gifted IPRC’s, perhaps in person attendance by a psychologist at the IPRC may not always
be necessary. Instead, perhaps a simple written report could be shared to the effect that “the student’s WISC-V
psychological assessment exceeded the 98 th percentile and therefore this student has met the identification criterion for
gifted identification (and there were no other psychological assessments or issues identified)”.
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10. Pg. 69 B – “In Secondary Schools”:
“Students in Grade 9 and 10 are required to take [a minimum of] four special education courses offered for the intellectually
gifted. The recommended [minimum] courses for schools to offer are: English, Math, Science, and Geography/History.”
“Students in Grade 11 and 12 are required to take [a minimum of] two special education courses for the intellectually gifted.
The recommended [minimum] courses for schools to offer are: English and Math.”
Previously the SEP required that students in gifted programs take (and schools offer) a minimum of 4-4-2-2 courses at the gifted
level in each of grades 9 through 12 respectively, although programs typically offered (and very many students enrolled in) a full
array of courses at the gifted level every year across all grades. Recently there was an attempt (again without prior notice or
consultation with staff, parents, advocates, or students) to change this to a maximum of 4-4-2-2 gifted level credits, which was met
with such significant opposition that the term ‘maximum’ was dropped. The net effect however is that in some gifted ISPs in grades
11 and 12 only English and Math are offered at the gifted level, which is inadequate for students who: (a) still learn differently from
their peers and need more academic challenge; and / or (b) are often already self-selecting into (i) full language arts / humanities or
(ii) math / tri-science, etc. concentrations in preparation for specialized post-secondary programs. Offering only one course at the
gifted level in either category – (i) English, and (ii) Math – is insufficient for either type (i) or (ii) specialists, and for all students’
general gifted education.
Offering a limited selection of only 12 fixed courses, out of an array of hundreds of possible courses and when at least 30 courses
must be taken in high school is insufficient for gifted students, who are not gifted just ‘40%’ of the time, and then only within very
limited course selection parameters. This is an additional reason supporting the original design of, and current recommendation to
return to the previous more effective model of identifying and placing large cohorts of high school students in large congregated
gifted sites, in order to be able to offer and fill many more gifted level high school courses. This easily and efficiently (and at no
additional cost) improves education and makes these sites more viable and self-sustaining. (q)

It is therefore recommended that the above two bolded quotations from the SEP be amended to re-insert the concept of
‘minimum’, as inserted above in italics and parentheses (i.e.: [minimum]).
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11. Pg. 69 B – “In Elementary Schools”:
“A program in any given site can reach capacity, which may result in some students being directed to the next closest site
location with available program space.”
“Only one offer is provided – at the nearest location with available space. There are no waitlists.”

Please see comments and recommendations in next section immediately below.

12. Pg. 69 B – 70 A – “Secondary School Boundaries for Students with Giftedness Exceptionalities”:
“PLEASE NOTE: It is possible that a program in any given site can reach capacity, which may result in some students being
directed to another site location with available program space. When placement in a Special Education Class for Giftedness is
offered and declined, attendance in the home school continues in the regular program. For more information about student
placement in TDSB Secondary programs for Giftedness, see the Q and A posted on the TDSB website. Only one offer is provided
– at the location indicated according to the student’s home address according to the Secondary School Boundaries for Students
with Giftedness Exceptionalities. There are no waitlists.”
Gifted ISPs are extensively research-based and have been widely accepted as the easiest and most effective method of delivering
necessary education to gifted students. However, over the last handful of years, several changes to the SEP and to practices around
Gifted ISPs have been implemented, which have the effect of reducing the nature, scope, size, effectiveness, and accessibility of
Gifted ISPs. Some of these changes have included:
•
•
•
•

Arbitrarily shrinking program sizes, especially of well-functioning, successful programs.
Re-districting boundaries to significantly and arbitrarily reduce the number of students who can access good programs.
Not providing access to waitlists or ‘optional attendance’ types of processes, which are available to all ‘regular’ students, and
are an easy and efficient mechanism to provide access for all students to their best possible education and supports.
Inserting arbitrary rules that are barriers to entry. (For example, ‘only one placement will be offered, take it or leave it’), while
simultaneously offering placements that are predictably unlikely to be accepted, due to excessive commuting distance,
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program paucity (“programs in name only”), locations in severely ‘under-utilized’ schools, and / or lack of fit with family or
personal circumstances, etc.
Re-districting boundaries, shrinking good program sizes, only providing a single (sometimes unpalatable) placement offer, and not
allowing waitlists and ‘optional attendance’ types of processes, have the effect of reducing access to a necessary and helpful
program. This is a disservice to supporting all students, including those left in smaller, less viable cohorts, but in particular predictably
excludes students ‘who don’t live in the right neighbourhood’.
Therefore, it is recommended that:
The vast majority of gifted assessments, identification, and placement offers occur earlier in each school year (i.e., be
completed by February) so that annual staffing, course selection, and class allocations that start in March can be more
realistically set to accommodate all students at more viable locations. Late placement offers put strain on students,
families, staff, planning, and schools, when offers and enrollment occur after schools have already planned staffing
levels and course offerings and schedules. Late placement processes also result in offers to more distant / not viable
locations (when a closer location has ‘reached capacity’). For this and other reasons, late placement offers are
predictably less likely to be accepted, and reduce the opportunity for families to make unfettered decisions about their
children’s education. (c)
Program boundaries be reset, and some ‘gifted in name only’ programs be closed. (Programs that are called ‘gifted
programs’ but have insufficient students, gifted classes / courses, and / or other offerings (cohort size, extracurriculars, etc.) to support or retain a viable gifted cohort and sufficient educational program.) (e)

Students be given real flexibility to cross arbitrary geographic boundaries to better meet their needs (or to remain with
previous peer cohorts, etc.), if they are willing to travel to do so. (TDSB should not block access to a program if the
student meets the identification criteria, ‘does not live in the right neighbourhood’, and is willing to literally ‘go the
distance’ to access the program.) (f)

Program sizes and attendance boundaries be expanded to realistically accommodate all students who wish to attend
that location. (g)
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Time be given for start-up programs to demonstrate (and obtain a reputation for) being able to provide gifted education
that is not a ‘program in name only’. However, while doing so, parents / students in that boundary area must also be
given real choice about whether they’ll attend that closer location, or whether they’re willing to commute to a further
location that they feel better meets student needs, aspirations, and / or family / carpool needs, previous peer group
connections, etc. Refusal to provide this option is viewed by parents as an ‘offer in name only’, when it seems apparent
that the single offer to a deficient placement will not be accepted (and is not accepted) by many or most students. (h)
Staff at start-up (newly established) and ‘under-utilized’ gifted program locations be coached and mentored by, and / or
partnered with more experienced gifted educators from other locations. Also, for staff to obtain or retain gifted class
placements, they should be recognized for demonstrably accessing and implementing the ‘best practices’ and
classroom tips and examples referred to in a recommendation above. (k)

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS:
The following additional recommendations apply to issues woven through multiple parts of the Special Education Plan:

Management discretion: For all special education students, it is recommended that all staff participants conduct SSTs,
ISTs, IPRCs, and placement decisions with flexibility and with a focus on the best interests of each child. (Exercising
management discretion to approve exceptions from literal interpretations of general policies is a suitable and
appropriate use of the experience and expertise of staff in these meetings.) (d)

Eliminate delays and lack of professional resources in a number of ways by re-thinking and streamlining processes,
including:
o eliminating unnecessary assessments,
o increasing staffing levels for needed assessments,
o starting and concluding predictable and consistent assessment, identification, and placement processes earlier
each school year,
o which would also eliminate unnecessary staff work, stress, and involvement (i.e., to respond to or ‘manage’
predictable parent complaints about delays; and then to scramble in the late spring to catch up with continually
changing enrollment numbers to re-determine class sizes, staffing needs, etc.),
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o
o
o

reduce staff burdens for excessive gifted screening barriers, by reducing the use of multiple stage, repetitive /
elimination assessments,
reduce staff burdens by eliminating or reducing reassessment of incoming students identified as gifted by other
school boards,
reduce staff to support ‘rubber stamp’ functions (i.e., eliminate requirement for ‘central staff review’ of a change in
placement status (this is unnecessary for gifted student placements, and is viewed as another unnecessary barrier
to entry); i.e., perhaps consider whether in-person full group staff attendance is needed for more straightforward
student recommendations, etc.). (n)

Acceleration policy: Implement a multi-faceted Acceleration policy, for subject area and full grade acceleration. Several
meta-studies evaluating full grade and multiple other types of acceleration have all concluded that acceleration
strategies, including full grade acceleration especially in the early years, are absolutely beneficial for suitable students.
Despite overwhelming research and experiential reports showing significant benefits and no downsides, TDSB has
previously refused to consider or implement an acceleration policy, or even to implement full grade acceleration
requests on an exception basis. In the past, there have even been attempts to hold back previously accelerated
students, even regardless of their (exemplary) grades and report card documented maturity levels! Acceleration is a
long proven, research validated, beneficial strategy for some students, that costs nothing and should be implemented
as another helpful, available tool in TDSB’s education toolkit. (o)

Primary Gifted education: Implement organized Gifted programming or a Gifted program and / or a substantially
‘differentiated’, congregated, “Enriched” program for gifted students in kindergarten through grade 3. Many gifted
students have clearly demonstrated exceptional abilities and potential, including reading, reasoning, calculating, etc. at
levels multiple grades ahead of their chronological age peers, well before entering school, and continuing in K through
grade 3.
Currently gifted students have no programming or education at their level for their first five years of public school. By
the time they might finally be moved into a gifted program in grade 4 (their sixth year in school), many have disengaged,
checked out, withered, misbehaved, been ostracized / silenced / and or bullied and / or have developed negative
attitudes about school and its relevance, all of which can persist and have significant long term negative academic,
social, and emotional impacts. (p)
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The Big Picture: The single, main, necessary system ‘intervention’ for gifted students is quite minimal: it is to initially
properly identify the full range of gifted students and in a timely manner offer them placement in a sufficiently large ISP
cohort and enriched environment that they can access and continue to access and that will meet their developmental
needs. After that (unlike students with other exceptionalities), minimal maintenance and follow up is typically needed for
most gifted students.
A focus on facilitating and streamlining initial placement in sufficiently large, diverse, accessible cohorts is the best
pedagogy, is most efficient, and prevents and eliminates a lot of ongoing and later system stress, work, and negative
student issues. We recommend that this general perspective be applied to the other specific recommendations listed
above.

The Proper Use of the GRS

On 5/29/2012 10:11 AM, Barb Cyr wrote:

Dr. Pfeiffer
Attached is a proposal for the ID & placement criteria of gifted students at the Peel DSB in Ontario. The staff who created this model claim
to have received your approval.
I think if you look closely at the criteria you will see that the structure of the proposed model defeats the purpose of using the GRS. It will
test students in grade 4. Only students who first score at or above the 98th%ile on the Canadian Cognitive abilities test (CCAT) will go on
to be assessed using the GRS. Isn’t the whole purpose of using the GRS to find students who are missed by tests such as the CCAT?
Students who are at or above the T-score of 60 will go on to be assessed using the WISC IV, only students who test at or above the
98th%ile will be identified as gifted and be offered placement in the contained gifted program.
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The GRS will be used to eliminate students rather than find gifted students. Did you really see this ID model and are you really okay with
it?
I see this model eliminating LD students, English language learners and gifted students who are no longer motivated to learn, before they
even get to the GRS.
The Trustees will vote to implement this model on June 5th, 2012.
The Peel DSB has a student population of over 150,000 students.

Regards,
Barb Cyr
President,
Association for Bright Children of Ontario, Peel Chapter

From: Steven Pfeiffer [mailto:spfeiffer@fsu.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 10:22 AM
To: Barb Cyr
Subject: Re: Did you really approve this?

Dear Ms. Cyr:
I have not approved any proposal from your Association or school district. I am not serving as a consultant or adviser to the Ontario
schools. And I have not provided any official or unofficial recommendations or advice regarding how Ontario schools might like to
proceed in identifying its high ability students.
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You are correct in your statement that the GRS was designed: 1) as a first stage screening for gifted and talented identification in
the schools and/or 2) to complement other procedures and tests as part of a comprehensive assessment for gifted and talented
programs. It was not designed to be used subsequent to or following individual ability testing to further screen or gate students of
high ability.
This is my very preliminary response to your query. I have not opened or read the attachments that you so kindly forwarded. As I
said above, I am not on retainer or serving as consultant or adviser to the Ontario schools.

Best Wishes,

Dr Steven Pfeiffer

Steven I Pfeiffer, PhD, ABPP
Professor and Director Clinical Training
Florida State University

Top of the Document
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Appendix D: Feedback on TDSB 2016 Special Education Plan regarding gifted students:
Melissa Rosen
FEEDBACK ON TDSB’S 2016 SPECIAL EDUCATION PLAN REGARDING GIFTED STUDENTS
(A) UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE AND PROFILES OF GIFTED STUDENTS:
In order to be able to deliver effective education for gifted students, it’s necessary to understand the diverse profiles, needs, and
effective solutions for these students.
For your reference, attached as ‘Schedule A’, is a fully research-based, footnoted summary of characteristics and needs of
Intellectually Gifted students, including a four-and-a-half-page bibliography of research on gifted students, which we hope you will
find to be informative and helpful.
Some highlights are summarized here:
Although Intellectual Giftedness is the second most common special education exceptionality in the population, its invisibility, its near absence
from basic teacher training and from much generalized special education literature, and its complicated history as a socio-cultural construct,
render it one of the most misunderstood and under-identified categories within Special Education.
One of the primary myths about gifted students is that ‘they’ll all be just fine, no matter what’, but this is not true, and appropriate educational
support can make a huge difference. In order to promote well-being, ensure equity and optimize outcomes, it’s necessary to understand, and
deliver educational options cognizant of, individual differences. The education system has a responsibility to overturn myths and stereotypes
about giftedness, by providing accurate, evidence-based guidance (Hutcheson & Tieso, 2014).
Historically, the concept of giftedness has often been tainted by an erroneous assumed correlation with elitism and privilege. To ensure equity of
access to programming interventions for gifted pupils, sound, evidence-based identification practices are required. It is essential to establish a
universal screening process that gives all students, regardless of gender, race, first language, socio-economic status or any other demographic
identifier, an equal opportunity to access interventions necessary to develop their full intellectual potential. While giftedness is more than just a
number, the selection criteria for students participating in gifted programs should be demonstrable by something more than a referral that is
highly susceptible to bias (e.g. Card & Guiliano, 2015; Ford, 2010; Lakin, 2016; Matthews, 2014).
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It must also be recognized that each gifted pupil has a unique learning profile. Giftedness may be expressed only in a specific domain or globally.
Specific traits may be evident in some individual pupils, but not all. Specific interventions may be effective for some individuals, but not all.
Giftedness can occur in combination with other exceptionalities or mental health issues. Some students may exhibit signs of undesirable
complications while others are fairly well-adjusted socially and emotionally for the time being. Complications resulting from giftedness often
increase the higher the level of intellectual exceptionality that is indicated. If an educator has met one gifted pupil, they have only met one
gifted pupil (e.g. Fiedler, 1991; Gross, 1993; Rogers, 2001; Webb et al., 2005).
The educational needs of gifted students cannot be effectively solved by short-term, part time or time limited interventions. For healthy socialemotional development, gifted pupils have an ongoing need to form friendships and engage in teamwork with like-ability peers, who may or
may not be of the same chronological age (Gross, 2002; Lovecky, 1995). Gifted pupils’ persistent intellectual curiosity and rapid acquisition of
concepts, can only be fully satisfied by an accelerated pace of instruction at their zone of proximal development that sufficiently increases the
complexity of the curriculum (Kanevsky& Geake, 2004; Rogers, 2001). Research strongly supports the efficacy of many forms of acceleration (for
example, as outlined in ABC Ontario’s Position Paper on Acceleration, attached as ‘Schedule B’). Use of a variety of forms of acceleration offers
one tool kit of educationally effective, easy-to-implement, no additional cost solutions to address gifted students’ needs, particularly in the early
years when congregated ISPs for Gifted students are not available. Access to a range of diverse, robust, vibrant congregated ISPs (which are also
educationally effective, easy-to-implement, no additional cost solutions) are another very important educational solution to meeting the diverse
and complex educational, developmental, social, and emotional needs of gifted students.
The asynchronous development and heightened intensity that are characteristic of some gifted children renders them particularly vulnerable to
the impact of an inappropriate educational environment. Meaning that, poor fit between gifted pupils’ abilities and their educational
programming and placement will not only result in lost opportunity to develop their full potential, but will often also lead to lower levels of
personal well-being and higher incidence of behaviour issues. In many cases, these undesirable outcomes might have been avoided, or at least
mitigated, by consistent, sufficient and appropriate interventions (e.g. Mendaglio, 2008; Neville et al., 2013; Roedell, 1984; Webb et al, 2005).
However, regardless of differing behavioural profiles, all gifted pupils need continual opportunity to accept challenge and take risks so that they
develop the resiliency to overcome obstacles and failures. Coasting through the standard curriculum at their age indicated grade-level may result
in excellent marks for some students, but for others it will lead to disengagement, boredom and frustration. In either case, the outcome does
not equate to achieving full potential if the pupil could readily perform at one, two or more grade levels higher. In both cases, the pupil is
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underachieving relative to their potential and fails to develop the necessary skills and confidence, both academic and psycho-social, to handle
future challenges (Christopher & Shewmaker, 2010; Niehart, 2002).
In worse case scenarios, gifted pupils, especially those who fail to receive optimal special education interventions, are particularly vulnerable to
a range of negative outcomes that can extend to complex mental health disorders. Gifted pupils are non-neurotypical learners whose inner
experiences and awareness are qualitatively different from the norm. Those gifted pupils who have the least resources outside of the publicfunded system to identify their exceptionality, provide interventions and address ensuing complications, are the most vulnerable of all. Without
equitable access to effective evidence-supported intervention for all gifted pupils in Ontario, the opportunity will be lost to fully develop the
unique individual capacity of these students (Ford & Grantham 2003).

(B) DEFINITION OF INTELLECTUAL GIFTEDNESS:
Another view to understanding the diverse profiles and needs of gifted students, is encapsulated in the following definition of
Intellectual Giftedness. This was prepared following and entirely based on a comprehensive, thorough, objective review of research
and studies about gifted students, and also considered other jurisdictions’ definitions of intellectual giftedness.
Definition of Intellectual Giftedness:
Intellectual Giftedness is a quantitatively assessed, advanced intellectual ability, which may be characterized by asynchronous development and
heightened intensity, which may increase with higher intellectual capacity. Giftedness is often accompanied by any, or a combination, of the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

persistent intellectual curiosity
rapid acquisition and mastery of concepts
advanced reasoning and problem solving skills
exceptional creativity and divergent thinking, or
potential for advanced achievement in a specific domain or general academic aptitude

and requires continuous interventions beyond those available in a regular school program including:
•

modified curriculum that matches the zone of proximal development
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•
•
•
•
•

increased complexity
accelerated pace of instruction
ongoing interaction with like-ability peers
specialized supports
continual opportunity to accept challenges, take risks and learn to overcome obstacles and failures.

Giftedness can occur across all demographics and co-exist with or mask other exceptionalities such as learning disabilities, and communication,
attention, behaviour or mental health disorders, as well as physical impairments.
If educational interventions are inadequate, the unique traits of gifted pupils render them particularly vulnerable to developing a range of
negative outcomes such as behaviour issues, educational disengagement, underachievement, low self-esteem, social isolation, anxiety,
unhealthy perfectionism, eating disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorders, and depression. Therefore, consistent provision of optimal
interventions is critical for supporting the well-being of gifted pupils and achievement of their full potential.

(C) FEEDBACK ON SPECIAL EDUCATION PLAN, GIFTEDNESS EXCEPTIONALITY:
We attach below the Special Education Plan subsection on the Giftedness Exceptionality, with our comments inserted.
We would be very happy to provide additional information or clarification, and to respond to any questions regarding our feedback.
We also request to be informed of and participate in any working groups or other policy and process initiatives regarding Gifted
students and their education.
-----------------------------------------------

Giftedness
Ministry Definition
An unusually advanced degree of general intellectual ability that requires differentiated learning
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experiences of a depth and breadth beyond those normally provided in the regular school program to satisfy the level of educational
potential indicated.

New TDSB “Universal Screening Process” and Identification of Giftedness
Effective September 2016, the TDSB will be introducing a universal screening process for all Grade 3 students across the board. The
purpose of this universal screening test is to provide comprehensive information to classroom teachers about the learning strengths
and needs of all students and to assist in identification and program planning for students with atypical learning profiles. Another
objective in adopting this universal screening process is to make the process of identification for giftedness more comprehensive and
equitable.
Under the new Universal Screening Process, the pathway for Gifted Identification will include the following steps:

(a) STEP 1: Universal screening of Grade 3 students through a group test, using the Canadian Cognitive Abilities Test
(CCAT 7)
This test will be administered in September and is used to assist teachers in developing a classroom profile of student
functioning to support program planning. Discussion around any required accommodations for students takes place before
testing, through the In-School Team (IST) process. Parental permission for their child to participate in the screening test is
required and collected through a signed consent form.
(b) STEP 2: Administration of the Gifted Rating Scale – School Age Record Form (GRS–S) with students who meet the
CCAT 7 criteria for potential Giftedness
GRS is a teacher measure of academic performance, creativity and motivation. It is supported by a great deal of crosscultural research and has excellent validity and reliability. It enables staff to capture a broader range of characteristics than
can be realized in IQ testing alone.
(1) Questions:
(a) What TDSB and CCAT guidance and instructions are given to teachers and other personnel who administer and interpret the CCAT
(please provide copies of or links to all documents).
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(b) What TDSB and GRS guidance and instructions are given to teachers and other personnel who administer and interpret the GRS
(please provide copies of or links to all documents).

(c) Which students have a GRS assessment?
(i) All students who are above the designated CCAT threshold?
(ii) A subset of students who are above the designated CCAT threshold, and if so, how is that subset chosen?
(iii) Any students who fall below the designated CCAT threshold, and if so, how is that subset chosen?
(iv) What is the designated CCAT threshold for further evaluation of whether a student is gifted? What guidance is given and what
is actually done for further evaluation, if any, if a student tests slightly below the designated CCAT threshold, and what is the
recommended range?
(v) Can students be nominated for GRS evaluation by other teachers?
(vi) Can students be nominated for GRS evaluation by parents?

(d) Provide numerical data on results (number of students, results) of the first year of the TDSB-administered:
(i) CCAT,
(ii) GRS,
(iii) WISC screening, and
(iv) gifted designations resulting from this process.
(v) Please provide total numbers and percentage of all students who have each test administered, listed by categories in (d) above,
by gender, and by school district.
(We assume that TDSB has already compiled and analyzed this data.)

(e) Confirm that for students who already have WISC results exceeding the gifted threshold:
(i) CCAT and GRS assessments will not be administered, and
(ii) results of CCAT and GRS assessments, if already administered, will not negate a designation of ‘gifted’ if the WISC threshold has
been met.

(2) Discussion + Concerns about CCAT:
(a) The stated purpose of CCAT testing was to have an objective, more equitable, more broad-based method of identifying a range of
educational needs, including better identifying Gifted students. (We thoroughly support this goal.)
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(b) The actual decision of whether a student is to be designated ‘gifted’ is dependent on meeting or exceeding the WISC testing threshold
(98th percentile).
(c) Although using the CCAT to better identify students who are gifted is hopefully an improvement over the previous method of teacher
identification of which students to assess with a WISC, the CCAT will identify some gifted students, but it also has flaws and will not
identify a number of other gifted students.
(d) Errors in the accuracy of the CCAT identifying gifted students increase substantially for students above the 90th percentile, and
become increasingly less accurate as the student tests higher on a WISC assessment.
In other words (using WISC scores as a measure of intellectual ‘giftedness’), the more ‘gifted’ a student is, the less likely that
student is to be identified as gifted by a CCAT screen.
(e) The CCAT is also less likely to identify ‘twice exceptional’ (“2e”) gifted students (namely, students who have a gifted exceptionality as
well as some other exceptionality).
(f) Also, in many ways, the CCAT is more of an indicator of ‘instructional readiness’ than of innate ability. Thus, students from lessenriched home environments may be less likely than other students to be identified as suitable for further evaluation.
(g) Thus, the CCAT often fails to identify as gifted, gifted students who are:
(a) Highly gifted;
(b) Twice exceptional (i.e. student is gifted and has another exceptionality); and
(c) From less-enriched home environments.
(d) Therefore, although the CCAT may help to identify a subset of students suitable for WISC testing (who previously may not have
been identified by only subjective teacher evaluation), there is also a separate subset of gifted students who will not be identified
by CCAT (or GRS) screens as suitable for WISC testing.
Discussion + Concerns about GRS:
(e) The GRS consists of a teacher’s evaluation of a student on 6 scales. The scales are: Intellectual, Academic, Creativity, Artistic,
Leadership, and Motivation. The first five are evaluations of perceived ability; the sixth is less about ability.
(f) Post-implementation analysis of the use of the GRS concludes, among other things, that a high score attained on various scales
varies in its ability to predict a high WISC score.
(g) Of the six scales, a high score on the Intellectual scale has the best predictive value of a score exceeding 98 th percentile on the
WISC.
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(h) The Sensitivity (“SE”) or ‘true positive rate’ for the GRS is the proportion of people who will test over 98th percentile on the WISC
and who are correctly identified (by attaining a T score over 60 on a GRS scale). The SE of the best GRS predictor scale, the
GRS Intellectual scale, is only 0.86.
(i) Although gifted students have varying likelihoods of demonstrating observed high ability on these six scales, to varying degrees,
some gifted students will not be observed having high performance on any of these scales. In other words, measurements over 60
on any of these scales have some ability to identify students who will test over 98th percentile on the WISC, but will not identify all
students who will test over 98th percentile on the WISC.
(j) There is strong concern that the GRS is being used as a gate-keeping mechanism to reduce the number of students eligible for
WISC testing, to a smaller subset of students than even the limited subset identified by the CCAT screen. This is directly contrary
to a stated purpose of introducing the new CCAT, GRS screening process, in order to more broadly identify more students
suitable for WISC gifted testing.
(k) Recall that the CCAT screen will fail to identify many gifted students, and the failure rate increases substantially as the ‘giftedness’
of the student increases, and if the student is ‘2e’ (or ‘3e’, etc.) and if the student comes from a less-enriched home environment.
Similarly, the GRS is an imperfect predictor of giftedness. In any event, reliance on only the results of a CCAT and/or the only the
results of a GRS will fail to identify all, and in fact a substantial number of students who would test over the WISC threshold for
being identified gifted by the TDSB.

Recommendations:
(a) Evaluate data on number and percentage of students receiving: CCAT, GRS, and WISC screening, and designation as gifted, and
compare with the five previous years’ data.
(b) Evaluate, by analysis of data and by feedback from staff and parents, whether GRS is being used as a ‘gate-keeper’ to screen out
students who would otherwise, following CCAT screening, have been referred for WISC testing.
(c) Eliminate GRS assessment as a hurdle to block WISC testing of students who meet the CCAT threshold. Proceed directly to WISC
testing for students who meet the CCAT threshold.
(d) Only use the GRS assessment as an additional path for identifying students suitable for WISC testing, for students who have not met
the CCAT threshold.
In other words, use the CCAT and GRS screens as an ‘either or’ path for identifying students to receive WISC testing. Do not use
them in combination as a ‘must surpass both’ threshold before students can receive WISC testing.
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Since both assessments are highly imperfect predictors (in different ways) of whether a student will test above 98th percentile on
the WISC, a requirement to exceed the threshold on both seems, by design, to be more likely to ‘screen out’ or ‘miss’ more gifted
students, than a requirement to exceed the threshold on either one or the other.

(e) Develop a path for referring for WISC testing, students who have not been identified by CCAT or GRS screening. This may include
IST / SST review of nominations from teachers (current and former) and from parents.
(f) Track data on number of requests made from whom, number of students who receive WISC testing, and number of students who then
receive gifted designation.
This will provide valuable feedback about the accuracy of having input from other adults who are much more familiar with the
student’s profile than the new grade 3 teacher.
(g) Also track data on number of students who:
(i)
did not meet CCAT or GRS thresholds, or
(ii)
did not receive CCAT or GRS assessments, but subsequently tested above gifted thresholds, by parent-paid (outside) WISC
assessment.
This will provide valuable feedback about a subset of otherwise ‘missed’ students, and may provide insight about how to more
accurately ‘catch’ similar students in the future.

STEP 3: School Support Team consideration of CCAT 7 and GRS test results
The test results from the CCAT 7 and the GRS–S are considered by the School Support Team (SST) to determine if further
assessment is warranted. Depending on the findings, the SST may recommend referral of a student for an individual
intellectual assessment. One purpose for such an assessment is for possible identification of Giftedness at an Identification,
Placement and Review Committee (IPRC) meeting.
Questions:
(a) What criteria does the SST use to determine if further assessment is warranted? Provide a copy of all instructions and guidelines.
(b) What further assessment is available? WISC-V testing? Other?
(c) Can students be referred by current or former teachers, and/or by parents, for TDSB-administered WISC (or other) testing?
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(d) Do SST staff have formal or informal guidelines on recommended or otherwise suggested number or percentage of student population
who should receive WISC testing? Provide information and copies of all guidelines, suggested models, etc.
(e) Do SST staff have any training on: (i) the range of profiles of gifted students, and (ii) the lack of accuracy of the CCAT and of the GRS
in correctly identifying gifted students. If they do not, and the CCAT and/or GRS are still to be used, can we provide this training?
Perhaps create a ‘required reading’ simple handbook on ‘identifying gifted students’, which addresses these issues. We would be
happy to provide input and/or to assist with preparation of this type of material.
(f) What are ‘other purposes for such an assessment’? (From above: “One purpose for such an assessment is for possible identification
of Giftedness … “).

Information about the process is posted on the TDSB website, including a Q & A about the Universal Screening Test, additional
Information for Parents and a copy of the Parental Consent Form to take the CCAT.
For students who did NOT participate in the Universal Screening Process – Grade 3 (e.g., students in Grade 3 who missed the
screening or students in Grades 4 and up), requests for psychological testing must follow the established In - School Team and
School Support Team process. For consideration of an existing or external psychological assessment in contemplation of an IPRC,
as well as parent requests for an IPRC, these must also follow the regular IST/SST process.

IPRC Determination for Exceptionality: Giftedness
In making its determination, a TDSB IPRC will consider the following:
Classroom Documentation
•

Student work samples

Educational Assessment
•
•
•
•

The most recent Provincial Report Card (and where the most recent report card is the Progress Report Card, the previous
Provincial Report Card)
Standardized educational assessments (e.g. Developmental Reading Assessment, PRIME, etc.)
Results from the Universal Screening Assessment (Canadian Cognitive Abilities Test – 7th Edition (CCAT7)
Results from the Gifted Rating Scale – School Age Record Form (GRS-S) for students aged up to 13 years, 11 months (the
upper limit of the GRS-S norms)
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•

A completed Individual Learning Profile (ILP) from the most recent School Support Team meeting, containing a
recommendation to proceed to IPRC

Input from Parent(s)/Guardian(s)
•

In addition to oral input at the IPRC meeting, any documents that parent(s)/guardian(s) may deem relevant, which may
include pictures of projects completed at home and information regarding participation in outside activities

Professional Assessment
An individual psychological assessment indicating that the student is functioning at or above the 98th percentile on the
General Ability Index (GAI) on a recently administered Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children – 5th Edition (WISC-V),
Canadian norms.
Questions / Recommendations:
(a) Is the WISC assessment the main criterion on whether a student is designated gifted?
(b) If so, provide definitive direction to IPRC personnel, that results from “Classroom Documentation” and “Educational Assessment” and
“Input from Parent(s)/Guardian(s)” categories above,
(i) cannot prevent a designation of ‘gifted’,
(ii) but can support a designation of gifted, in otherwise close or borderline situations.
(c) Clarify the above stated WISC-V threshold for gifted designation to include:
“An individual psychological assessment indicating that the student is functioning at or above the 98th percentile on the General Ability
Index (GAI), or at or above the 98th percentile on the FSIQ, on a recently administered … (WISC-V), …”

PLEASE NOTE:
1) Due to practice effects, TDSB will not accept assessments where the same intelligence test has been used twice in a 12month period.
2) Within the TDSB, an overall maximum of two test administrations will be provided by Psychological Services during the
student’s school years within the TDSB.
3) TDSB Psychological Services staff will not reassess within a 12-month period, except under special circumstances and after
consultation with a TDSB Chief of Psychological Services.
4) The WISC-V is administered when the child’s age is chronologically appropriate for grade three or later.
5) The WISC-V is the preferred choice for gifted screening. Other intelligence test results will only be accepted pending approval
by a TDSB Chief of Psychological Services.
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IPRC Determination of Giftedness (for English Language Learners)
In addition to the considerations noted above under Professional Assessment, when factors of ELL* and cultural background are
considered to have a substantial impact on the measurement of intellectual development, the TDSB IPRC will use the following
criteria:
•

A score at or above the 98th percentile on the General Ability Index (GAI), Verbal Comprehension Primary Index Scale, or
Fluid Reasoning Primary Index Scale on the WISC-V, Canadian norms.

*PLEASE NOTE: To qualify for ELL consideration, there must be evidence that the student has received ELL support over three
consecutive reporting periods within the last three years. This support must be substantiated by ELL Tracking Sheets and/or report
cards with the ELL box marked. Only the IPRC can determine when the ELL criteria will be used based on documentation and
consultation with those who know the student.

IPRC Determination of Giftedness (for Students with Learning Disabilities)
In addition to the considerations noted above under Professional Assessment, for students identified with Learning Disability, the
TDSB IPRC will use the following criteria:
•

•

Assessment information will provide clear evidence that the student has:
o Indicators of above average intellectual development
o Information-processing deficits
o Academic deficits as a result of the processing deficits
The assessment information, along with IEP information, report card information, and consultation, will lead to the student
being designated as exceptional (Communications: Learning Disabilities), prior to considering the use of the
Giftedness/Learning Disabilities criteria to identify the student with the Giftedness exceptionality

AND
•

A score at or above the 98Th percentile on the General Ability Index (GAI), Verbal Comprehension Primary Index Scale, or
Fluid Reasoning Primary Index scores on the WISC-V, Canadian norms.
Concerns:
(a) This is a major change from the previous requirement to obtain a score at or above the 84th percentile on the GAI, Verbal
Comprehension Primary Index Scale, or Fluid Reasoning Primary Index scores.
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(b) This is very inequitable to students with Learning Disabilities (“LDs”), since higher performance on a WISC is harder to attain with the
‘disability’ of an LD, despite innate cognitive abilities and other characteristics and needs of gifted students. This major change is not
supported by research, and seems only designed to inequitably and dramatically reduce the number of students with LDs who are
eligible for Gifted programs.
Recommendation:
(a) Retain the previous requirement for LD students to obtain a score at or above the 84th percentile on the GAI, Verbal Comprehension
Primary Index Scale, FSIQ, or Fluid Reasoning Primary Index scores.

* PLEASE NOTE: Only the IPRC can determine when the Learning Disability criteria for Giftedness identification will be used, based
on documentation and consultation.
Note:
(a) This statement is redundant if LD students have to achieve the same scores as non-LD students, but it also illustrates the illogic and
unfairness of requiring LD students to demonstrate the same scores as non-LD students.

Special Education Programming
Students who meet the criteria for identification of Giftedness may receive a Regular Class or a Special Education Class
placement through the IPRC process. Some students identified with Giftedness can have their learning needs met in the regular
class in their neighbourhood school with opportunities for enrichment. Others may opt to remain in the regular program and take
advantage of specialized TDSB education opportunities open to all TDSB students, such as French Immersion and a variety of
specialized programs (e.g., International Baccalaureate Program, Talented Offerings in Physical Sciences (TOPS), Advanced
Placement, Elite Athlete Programs, Schools for the Arts, etc.) IPRC placement in a Special Education Class Full Time for Giftedness
is available for students entering Grade 4 and up.
The IPRC decision about placement is based on a student’s cognitive and learning profile. Typically, students who are eligible for
Special Education Class placement with intensive program support for Giftedness:
•
•
•

Demonstrate an unusually advanced degree of general intellectual ability
Demonstrate a need for enrichment programming, requiring differentiated learning experiences of a depth and breadth
beyond those normally provided in the regular school program to satisfy the student’s level of educational potential
Have a Gifted Rating Scale – School Age Record Form (GRS-S) T score of 60 or higher in one of the 6 scales
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Concerns:
(a) This description is unclear. Is meeting or exceeding the WISC threshold the sole, fundamental determinant of whether a student is
designated gifted? If so, it should be irrelevant in the IPRC whether a GRS was administered, and what score was obtained, and thus
the third bullet point above should be deleted. We thought the sole purpose of administering a GRS was to identify students who may
be gifted, and thus should be referred for WISC testing. Please clarify.
(b) In the alternative, is inclusion of the third bullet point above (“attain a score of 60 or higher in one of the GRS scales”) a change in
policy so that this single score is sufficient to obtain a gifted designation. Please clarify.
(c) Please clarify the first statement above, that “students who meet the criteria for identification of Giftedness may receive a Regular
Class or a Special Education Class placement through the IPRC process”. Specifically, please confirm that if the student has met the
criteria for identification of Giftedness (namely by meeting or exceeding the WISC threshold or such ‘other intelligence test results
approved by a TDSB Chief of Psychological Services’), and wishes to be placed in a gifted ISP, then both an ‘ISP’ and ‘regular’
placement shall be offered, and it is entirely the student’s choice of whether to accept a ‘regular’ or ‘ISP’ placement.
(d) There are ‘horror stories’ of IPRC staff attempting to remove from gifted ISP placement, despite parent and student strong desire to
remain in the gifted ISP,.students who have already previously been designated as gifted, and even who have already been placed in
and have already completed at least one year in a gifted ISP. Please confirm that if the student has met the criteria for identification of
Giftedness (namely by meeting or exceeding the WISC threshold or such ‘other intelligence test results approved by a TDSB Chief of
Psychological Services’), and wishes to be placed or remain in a gifted ISP, then it is entirely the student’s choice of whether to accept
a ‘regular’ or ‘ISP’ placement.
(e) Limitations and inappropriate use of the GRS as a gate-keeper to reduce the number of students identified as gifted have been
discussed above. In a nutshell, although high GRS scores may correlate with, or have some relationship with giftedness, they are
tangential to the board’s sole fundamental definition of giftedness, which only requires attaining a specified score or higher on the
WISC. As a result, although high GRS scores may suggest giftedness, scores that are NOT 60 or higher do not preclude identification
as gifted. Similarly, as discussed above, although six scales are assessed in the GRS, none has perfect predictive value, and
although the Intellectual scale has the highest Sensitivity (SE = only 0.86), many students who are gifted will not be identified by the
teacher’s GRS assessment.
There are strong concerns about appropriateness of using the GRS as a ‘gate-keeper’ to reduce the number of students who
receive WISC testing, as opposed to using it as a different type of catchment screen, to identify additional students for whom the
CCAT scores were close, under the threshold, or not administered.
(f) The criteria listed in all three bullet points above are subjectively evaluated by teachers. There are strong concerns that teachers’ lack
of training and lack of relevant experience with gifted students often renders the teachers’ evaluations to be inherently inaccurate and
much less objectively determinative than their resultant numerical scores attempt to convey. This is exacerbated by the fact that these
teachers’ evaluations will typically occur in the fall, only a few months into the teacher’s assessment of a full classroom of new
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students, and thus there is insufficient opportunity to fully observe all students’ profiles, especially students who are quieter, have
disengaged from the classroom, and/or who act out in the classroom.
(g) Further, parents are extremely concerned both about the subjective nature of the evaluations, and that these evaluations are not
disclosed to parents so that parents who disagree have an opportunity to respond to (and potentially rebut) teachers’ initial untrained,
subjective assertions.
(h) Many factors innate to the nature of gifted students will obscure teachers’ evaluation of the component items in each of the above
three bullet points’ assessments. Some of these factors innate to gifted students are highlighted in our summaries above (in ‘(A)
Profiles …’; ‘(B) Definition …’; and ‘Schedule A’, attached). These factors lead to many gifted students becoming disengaged and
‘checking out’ of a regular classroom, and/or misbehaving due to boredom or perceived lack of relevance or connection to the
curriculum, peers, and task requirements. This will further negatively affect the teacher’s ability to accurately discern the student’s
abilities and potential. As a result, many of these subjective teacher evaluations will be inherently inaccurate. While they may identify
some students who may be gifted, they will miss some other students.
(i) Teachers who have inaccurate recognition of potential giftedness and therefore previously would not have referred a student for WISC
testing, may also tend to generate lower ‘scores’ on the second and third type of evaluation (listed in the bullet points above), in a selffulfilling pre-determination of whether a student should be referred for WISC testing. In essence then, the GRS and teacher’s
evaluation are still using the previous model of a decision to test heavily weighted by the grade 3 teacher’s subjective evaluation of
students. Recognizing this, it seems that in deciding whether it would be appropriate to administer a WISC test, it would be helpful to
obtain more ‘data points’ by also giving more weight to evaluations from parents and from previous or other teachers who may know
the student better.
(j) There is a wide-spread perception, including among TDSB staff, that the purpose of the GRS is to further reduce the number of
students who will be referred for WISC testing, as part of a concerted effort by the TDSB to decrease the number of students who are
identified as gifted. This needs to be clearly addressed and emphatically rebutted in all TDSB communication with and instructions to
teachers and other TDSB personnel. If a student is gifted, they have educational needs that need to be addressed, both for the
purpose of properly educating each child, and because the board is obliged to do so by legislation. This starts with properly identifying
who should be designated, without arbitrary, biased selection, or uninformed teachers implementing their own ad hoc policy.
Recommendations related to use of the GRS :
In view of these limitations, we recommend that:
(a) The IPRC decision criteria listed above (in three bullet points) be alternative, and not summative requirements. In other words,
the IPRC shall consider eligibility for a gifted ISP for students who demonstrate …. OR …. The suggestion listed above implies
that students must demonstrate …. AND …..
(b) Confirm whether “attain a score of 60 or higher in one of the GRS scales” (listed as the third bullet point in the list above) is a
change in policy so that this single score is sufficient to obtain a gifted designation. If it is not sufficient alone to obtain a gifted
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designation (i.e. instead of meeting or exceeding the WISC or other intelligence test threshold), then failing to attain a score of 60
or higher should not be a relevant consideration in designating as gifted a student who has met or exceeded the WISC or other
intelligence test threshold. This should be clarified.
(c) Due to the limited input and inherently subjective and untrained aspects of these teacher assessments, the GRS and the teacher’s
assessments should either not be considered in an IPRC, or should be used only to bolster a student’s eligibility for gifted
designation and placement, and not used to restrict a student’s eligibility, in an IPRC in which the student seeks gifted ISP
placement.
(d) For these three types of assessments (listed in the three bullet points above), seek equivalent input from, and seek additional
evaluations from the student’s previous year’s teacher(s), who have more intimate knowledge and experience with the students
than the new grade 3 teachers who have to evaluate a full class of new, diverse students in the autumn when these assessments
are completed.
(e) Give more weight (not just ‘lip service’) to issues and recommendations raised by parents, who have the longest, and considerably
most rich and diverse exposure to the student and their abilities and needs.
(f) Provide clear communication and instructions to all TDSB personnel involved with administering and reviewing the GRS, that
although high GRS scores may suggest giftedness, scores that are not 60 or higher do not preclude identification as gifted. With
this instruction, provide a summary of the Sensitivity and other data for each subsection, which clearly show less than 100%
predictive accuracy for each. Also provide context in a clear statement, that, for example, although high artistic or high leadership
scores may be correlated with and have some predictive value of intellectual giftedness, they are not necessary for the student to
meet the single, specified criterion of scoring above the designated threshold on the WISC, which is only a measure of intellectual
ability. Also, that although it measures intellectual ability, the WISC differs substantially in its measurement structure from the
teacher’s much more limited assessment of the GRS Intellectual scale.
(g) Similarly provide clear communication and instructions to all TDSB personnel and teachers that their observations of intellectual
ability and other areas of ability and motivation may be correlated with intellectual giftedness, but some gifted students, who have
already learned to disengage, ‘check out’, or misbehave due to boredom, etc., may not demonstrate advanced intellectual ability
or other abilities or motivation in the classroom.
(h) Provide explanatory context in clear communication and instructions to all TDSB personnel and teachers, that the GRS may be
helpful as an additional ‘catchment’ screen to identify more students for testing who were not identified by the CCAT, but the GRS
should not be used to block from WISC testing, students who have already tested above the CCAT threshold.
(i) All TDSB communication with, and instructions to, IPRC personnel, teachers and others regarding the use of teachers’
assessments, including the GRS, needs to clearly address and emphatically rebut some staff misperceptions that their role is to
reduce the number of students who are referred for WISC testing, and that the GRS and other teacher assessments are tools for
doing this.
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(j) Notify all parents/guardians (“Parent(s)”) of students who have had a GRS, that on request by a Parent, teachers shall give a
detailed, written synopsis of the substance and colour of the content of the GRS assessment of the student in question, and shall
be required to meet with the Parent, on request, to discuss the teacher’s evaluation. The synopsis and the subsequent meeting (if
any) shall include the teacher providing relevant specific examples of the child’s work, in support of the teacher’s assessment.
Parents who still have concerns following receipt of the synopsis and meeting with the teacher, may escalate their concerns to the
IST / SST.
(k) Eliminate the GRS entirely if it is only being used to reduce the number of students eligible for WISC testing.
In other words, if a student tests above the CCAT threshold, administer the WISC: no GRS required. The GRS should only be
used as a different mechanism to identify possible gifted students who were not identified by exceeding the CCAT threshold.
Other Recommendations:
(l) Confirm that if the student has met the criteria for identification of Giftedness (namely by meeting or exceeding the WISC
threshold or such ‘other intelligence test results approved by a TDSB Chief of Psychological Services’), and wishes to be placed
or remain in a gifted ISP, then it is entirely the student’s choice of whether to accept a ‘regular’ or ‘ISP’ placement.

When placement in a Special Education Class for Giftedness is offered and declined, attendance in the home school continues in the
regular class. An Individual Education Plan (IEP) is developed in which provision is made for the accommodations required to
address the student’s learning needs. A plan for some school-based enrichment opportunities can also be developed. Regardless of
classroom placement, an annual Review IPRC meeting is held for all identified students and it is crucial that development and careful
monitoring of the IEP take place.
Concerns:
(a) Please see concerns and additional recommendations on this section, combined with concerns and recommendations for the
following several related sections, all combined together below under the paragraph entitled “In Elementary Schools”.
Recommendation:
(a) Gifted and other special education students (seeking placement in suitable programs in which space is available), should be equitably
permitted to access and obtain alternative placement mechanisms available to all ‘regular’ students, including optional attendance,
lotteries and waitlists, sibling priority, etc.
(b) IPRC personnel should be clearly instructed that placement in an available ISP other than the ‘in district’ placement is an acceptable
option, that should be supported and permitted on request by the student / parent, in order to best meet the diverse needs of that
student.
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PLEASE NOTE: A later requested change in level of support from the regular program to a Special Education Class placement must
be done through a Central or Learning Centre Review IPRC.
Concerns:
(a) Many parents find the basic IPRC process to be an unduly delayed, stressful, pre-determined placebo in which parents’ feedback on
the needs and requests of their child are not necessarily listened to or factored into the placement decision. To require that parents of
students who are already designated gifted proceed to a higher level IPRC that is even more removed from the personnel who are
more familiar with their children, seems to be an unnecessary escalation, and in particular an overt attempt to discourage students
from moving back into a gifted ISP. Since a move back into a gifted ISP in this situation would only be requested by the parents, we
can safely conclude that all families requesting this have already made the decision that return to the ISP is the best choice for their
child. Since parental input and choice are extremely important in placing special needs students, a request by the parents to move
from a regular program to an ISP should be streamlined and facilitated to be as expeditious as possible.
Recommendation:
(a) The ‘NOTE’ above should be changed to:
“A later requested change in level of support from the regular program to a Special Education Class placement shall be done,
expeditiously, through the regular IPRC placement process.”

In Elementary Schools:
For elementary students, a Special Education Class Full Time placement begins in Grade 4. It is characterized by a prescribed pupil
teacher ratio and targeted instruction to address the full range of a student’s academic, emotional, and social development.
The program offers differentiated learning experiences within the student’s appropriate age/grade level curriculum, but at a greater
depth and breadth than is normally provided in the regular school program.
The recommended class size is 25 for Junior and Intermediate.
The number and location of these programs is determined by the profiles of students requiring Special Education Class placement
and programs are located to ensure equitable access throughout the TDSB.
Eligible students are placed in the program closest to the student’s home school where there is available space.
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A program in any given site can reach capacity, which may result in some students being directed to the next closest site location
with available program space.
Only one offer is provided – at the nearest location with available space. There are no waitlists.
The following comments pertain to these related sections above and below. Many of the underlying issues apply to both elementary and
secondary gifted ISPs, although some comments below apply more or less specifically to each.
Concerns:
(a) This policy is inequitable, in that for no discernable or justifiable reason, it discriminates against special education students, in
comparison with educational choice and options available to all ‘regular’ students within the TDSB. All ‘regular’ students, who are
willing to travel to another school, because they feel that it better meets their needs, can apply to other school(s) and be allocated an
otherwise ‘empty’ seat by the mechanism of ‘optional attendance’ or waitlists. This discrimination against special education students
is indefensible in general. Additionally, this discrimination seems additionally mean-spirited in that special education students typically
have more complex, individualized needs, and are most needing to seek and obtain placements that they feel are most suited to meet
their specific needs.
(b) This proposed discrimination against gifted students and refusal to allow them to be able to use optional attendance and waitlist
mechanisms to seek appropriate placements seems particularly egregious since:
(i) these mechanisms are available to all regular students in the TDSB;
(ii) the gifted student is still seeking and obtaining placement in a gifted ISP;
(iii) there is empty space available; the requesting student is not displacing a local student, who would have higher priority;
(iv) the student is not seeking reimbursement of transit costs from TDSB;
(v) an optional attendance placement costs the TDSB NO additional incremental cost;
(vi) the student and their family have determined that the requested placement is better able to meet the student’s needs;
(vii) there is no defensible reason, when considering the best interest of each student, to deny a student’s request to be placed in an
empty seat in a different placement location.
(c) This policy does not seem to consider or seek to address the needs and best interests of a requesting student.
(d) This policy seems likely to achieve for gifted students, either by design or by unintended consequence, a reduction in enrollment in,
and subsequent availability of gifted ISPs.
Discussion:
(a) In addition to providing a label of ‘gifted ISP’, which is a start but in itself is insufficient, there are many factors that contribute to meet a
gifted student’s needs. These include:
(i) Number, breadth and depth of selection of courses;
(ii) Attending a school with or near the student’s siblings;
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(iii) Attending a school that provides other ‘regular’ courses, and extra-curricular offerings, that are more aligned with the student’s
abilities and interests;
(iv) Attending a school that is more accessible to the student or their parents for commuting;
(v) Attending a school with the student’s friends and previous classmates;
(vi) Attending a school with a sufficiently large cohort for the student to meet important social and emotional needs in finding a
sufficient selection of like-minded peers;
(vii) Etc.
(b) Different gifted ISPs offer individual students more or less of the types of factors discussed in “Discussion” section “(a)” immediately
above. This is broadly recognized by the board and by families.
(c) The TDSB has opened some additional gifted ISP sites, for the stated purposes (which we heartily endorse) of making more sites
available closer to students’ homes, and to accommodate expected increases in placement in gifted ISPs.
(d) We strongly share the TDSB’s goal of quickly growing an appealing variety of local, effective, gifted ISPs.
The TDSB’s initial model to accomplish this goal has been to try to ‘force’ local students to attend their local, nascent ISP, with a
draconian ultimatum: ‘take what we’re offering you or you get nothing; no choice’. The unintended effect of this model is to discourage
students from accepting placement in local ISP programs they perceive as: unproven; having insufficient depth and breadth
(selection) of gifted courses; having teaching staff who are insufficiently experienced in teaching gifted students; having regular
courses or extra-curricular programs that are not aligned with their interests or needs; having insufficient and/or too many unknown
peers; being too removed from their siblings; etc. As a result, some gifted students are rejecting the offered ISP and accepting the
only offered alternative, a ‘regular’ placement, as the perceived ‘lesser of two evils’. This is particularly unfortunate and unjustifiable if
there is space available in other programs that the student feels better meets their needs and that the student is willing to
independently commute to.
Another model, which we believe would better accomplish the desired goal (of providing more, local, viable, effective, thriving
ISPs that better meet students’ needs), is to use a more appealing and more successful ‘carrot’ rather than a ‘stick’ approach.
Specifically, work on applying, and modifying as necessary, the learned experience and ‘best practices’ from established research and
from more established, successful ISPs, to the newer, less robust ISPs. Some starting suggestions are set out below. We would be
very happy to work with TDSB personnel in offering suggestions for easy-to-implement, no-cost options to accomplish this. We also
understand that TDSB staff in established ISPs would be happy and very helpful in sharing their experience and suggestions with
local and central staff working to improve other ISPs.
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Recommendations – to help build stronger ISPs:
(a) Offer more gifted courses.
Offer a greater number of courses, in a greater variety of subject areas, at all grade levels.
(b) Fill ‘not full’ classrooms offering more level 6 gifted courses by dual coding to place (for example, level 3) ‘enriched’ courses in the
same classroom at the same time as level 6 gifted courses. Select ‘regular’ students eligible to take ‘enriched’ coded courses by
demonstrated advanced ability in that subject, as demonstrated by a relatively high mark (i.e. over 80 or over 85) achieved in that
course in the previous year, and/or as nominated by a teacher or guidance counselor with knowledge of that student’s ability.
(c) Use ‘locally developed courses’ to very effectively address specific gifted students’ educational needs, at no additional cost. For
example, the very effective, expertly designed, gifted program at Northern Secondary School, which has been studied and used as a
model program for gifted programs in other North American jurisdictions, offers an excellent level 6 ‘Tech’ course in grade 9 and 10.
In each year, students independently choose to enroll in one of three sections (i.e. ‘Design Tech’, ‘Communications Tech’, or “Science
Tech’) that they feel is most aligned with their interests and educational goals. Each Tech course is divided into four sections, three of
which offer a variety of relevant topics taught in the usual classroom lecture and evaluation style. The fourth section in each course is
an independent study in which each student selects a topic, plans and communicates study and presentation deliverables, is marked
on both the product and how well they executed the approved plan, and is supervised by a teacher with background relevant to that
topic. All Tech sections are taught by teachers already teaching in that school, who already have relevant subject-area backgrounds.
This structure is cognizant of and meets many needs of gifted students to go broader and deeper in specific areas of interest. This
could be replicated in other ISPs with minimal planning, at no additional cost, with local modifications as necessary, to enhance the
quality and reputations of those ISPs.
(d) Seek meaningful input and guidance in program design from teaching and guidance staff experienced with teaching gifted students
and meeting their needs.
(e) Use a ‘train the trainer’ model, to facilitate knowledge transfer and speedy implementation of best practices, by having experienced
gifted teachers train less experienced teachers in both established and start-up ISPs.
(f) Offer and recognize gifted relevant training and experience for teachers teaching gifted courses.
(g) Facilitate teacher placement requests for teachers wishing to teach gifted courses.
(h) Recognize that every ‘start up’ program will take time to establish and to build a reputation as an appealing option, and be supportive
and patient. During this ‘growing phase’, facilitate the rapid growth of a desirable program by supporting ‘best practices’, ‘train the
trainer’, research-based program development, and implement other suggestions on expanding course offerings, using dual coding,
etc.
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In Secondary Schools:
In Secondary Schools, the IPRC placement for students identified with Intellectual Giftedness is Special Education Class with
Partial Integration. The students will take some of their courses in special education classes for students with intellectual giftedness
and they are integrated with students in regular classes for other courses.
Students in Grade 9 and 10 are required to take four special education courses offered for the intellectually gifted. The
recommended courses for schools to offer are: English, Math, Science, and Geography/History.
Students in Grade 11 and 12 are required to take two special education courses for the intellectually gifted. The recommended
courses for schools to offer are: English and Math.
Courses for students who are intellectually gifted follow the Ontario curriculum, but offer greater breadth and depth to the topics
under study. There may be some variation in the course offerings at different secondary sites.
Concerns + Discussion:
(a) These two recent changes:
(i) to reduce the recommended number of minimum gifted courses (from 4+4+3+3, to 4+4+2+2), and
(ii) to eliminate the recommendation that these numbers be a “minimum” offering, are very negative changes to gifted education,
have no justifiable reason, and can be fixed quickly, easily, and at no cost.
(b) Many gifted students need to take much more than 4+4+2+2 (=12) courses out of a total of 30 courses in secondary school,
particularly as all students of all abilities start to increasingly differentiate as to the level (tech, applied, academic, gifted) and content
(maths and sciences, languages, arts, history, geography, etc.) of courses they take at the secondary level. Not only do they need a
broader selection of courses than the minimum suggested above, but overall they need more than a total of 12 courses spread over
four years to be offered. Offer the courses, and let the students choose.
(c) All students have different areas of strengths, and by secondary school are often starting to concentrate in (and out of) different areas
of specialty. Thus, failing to offer multiple courses in multiple areas of study, fails to meet the needs of gifted students and ignores all
of the research-confirmed reasons why gifted students need gifted ISPs. For example, some students will concentrate in sciences,
but the examples above not only fail to recommend any Science course in grade 11 and 12, but completely ignore that students
concentrating in Science will take three Science courses (Biology, Chemistry, and Physics) each year. Similarly, some students will
concentrate in the Humanities, Languages, Social Sciences, History, and/or Geography, etc., and will not take any Science or extra
Math courses, but will have also have none of their relevant courses to take at the Gifted level, beyond a single introductory grade 9
and 10 History and Geography. Thus a “Gifted ISP” without sufficient variety, depth, and breadth of course selection, (and the
accompanying sufficiently large cohort), is perceived by many to be an empty, shell program, with a label but insufficient useful
content.
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This is one of the major reasons why newly created Gifted ISPs are having under-enrollment problems. From the student’s and
family’s perspective: Why would teenage students choose to move to a different school; leave their friends and peers; commit to class
sizes with insufficient cohorts to meet the social and emotional needs of any teen, let alone a gifted teen; in order to be stuck with
insufficient course offerings to meet their gifted educational needs in general, and their specific emerging areas of specialty
concentrations in particular.
(d) There is no justifiable reason why more courses (quantity, breadth and depth of selection) can’t be offered at the gifted level. There is
no different incremental cost to have the same teacher who teaches a few academic and a few gifted courses per day, teach a few
more courses at the gifted level and a few less at the academic level.
(e) Refusal to offer additional courses at the gifted level seems designed to discourage students from taken a placement in a gifted ISP,
since there isn’t that much of a difference from placement in a regular program.
(f) Conversely, more courses offered at the gifted level in more subjects is much more appealing to a wider array of students with more
diverse interests, and will attract and retain more students in gifted ISPs. Improving course selection becomes part of a ‘growing
snowball’ dynamic, interacting with another fundamental required component of successful gifted ISPs, which is to grow the size and
diversity of the cohort. Thus, more courses attract more students, and in turn, more students attract more students, which in turn
allows for a greater number of more diverse courses to be offered, which in turn attracts a greater number of more diverse students,
which in turn attracts a greater number of more diverse students, and so on.
This is a very easy, quick, no-cost ‘fix’ to start to make new, under-enrolled ISPs more appealing and to have immediate, positive
effects on growing those ISPs. This also greatly enhances the caliber and scope of TDSB education. This also easily, quickly, and at
no additional cost, meets all TDSB pre-eminent goals, of improving student “Achievement”, “Equity”, and “Well-being”.
(g) There are a variety of ways to help support adequate class size in both new and established gifted ISPs, in order to offer a diverse
range and number of courses, and to attract more students, in order to meet the needs of more students. Here are some starting
suggestions:
(i) Allow schools the option of filling otherwise ‘not full’ gifted classrooms by using ‘dual coding’ to fill some empty seats with
academically advanced students seeking and able to handle more advanced breadth and depth in that subject. For example,
allow a ‘regular’ student who attains a specified mark (i.e. 80% or 85% or higher) in Math, and/or who has a recommendation
letter from a teacher or guidance counselor, to enroll in the same classroom at the same time as the ‘gifted Math’ class, but
perhaps with a different coding (i.e. ‘level 3 math at 9:00 a.m. in room 201’, with ‘level 6 math at 9:00 a.m. in room 201’), etc.
(ii) Clarify current ambiguity by clearly specifying that students with a gifted designation enrolled in another ‘part time’ specialty
program (i.e., ‘Cyber Arts’), can be placed in ‘gifted’ (level ‘6’) courses for their non-specialty courses such as Math, English,
Sciences, Histories, Geographies, etc. (Currently some gifted students are encountering some challenges in enrolling in
courses at the gifted level.)
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(iii) Allow students with a gifted designation to take courses at the gifted level, even if they are taking less than the ‘minimum’
number of courses recommended at the gifted level for that grade. There is no justifiable reason not to do this: secondary
ISPs only offer part-time integration anyway. Failure to take a minimum number of courses at the gifted level only changes the
degree of partial integration; no full time integration is offered in any event.
(iv) Utilize ‘locally developed courses’, such as the grade 9 and 10 ‘Tech’ stream of courses at Northern Secondary School,
discussed above, to address and meet multiple students’ multiple needs for additional, relevant, gifted education.
(v) Allow students to self-select good educational ‘fit’, by equitably allowing all students to access optional attendance, waitlist,
and sibling priority mechanisms that are accessible to all other students in the TDSB. There appears to be a misconception
that requests will only flow to – i.e. larger schools, but this incorrectly prejudges individual factors in decision making. Factors
already discussed above (such as wanting to remain with previous friends and classmates) may lead to choosing a ‘smaller’
school, but many other factors will also be decisive – i.e. some students, perhaps for emotional or social reasons, or for
geographic convenience, etc., specifically inherently want a smaller, rather than larger school and cohort, etc. Let the student
select based on their own decision criteria and their best assessment of their own needs.
(vi) Etc.

Recommendations:
(a) Change the description above to specify that it is “recommended” that students in a particular grade are required to take “a minimum
of” a number of courses.
For example, change the description above to read “It is recommended that students in Grade 9 and 10 take a minimum of four
special education courses ….”.Similarly, change the requirement above to read: “It is recommended that students in Grade 11 and 12
take a minimum of two special education courses ….”.
(b) Change the description above to specify that the recommended list of courses is a “minimum” recommendation.
For example, change the description above to read “The minimum recommended courses for schools to offer are: English, Math,
Science, and Geography/History. Similarly, change the requirement above to read: “The minimum recommended courses for schools
to offer are: English and Math.”
(c) Instruct schools with gifted ISPs to offer much more than the minimum recommended number and limited selection of courses set out
above. Specifically, broader and more numerous course offerings at the gifted level should continue through all four years of
secondary school, and multiple options should be offered to properly educate across a variety of subject areas (i.e. Sciences, English,
History, Geography, Languages, Humanities, etc.)
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(d) Implement a variety of quick, easy, no-cost mechanisms to help support adequate class size in both new and established gifted ISPs,
in order to offer a diverse range and number of courses, and to attract more students, in order to meet the needs of more students.
These can include:
(i) Allow schools the option of filling otherwise ‘not full’ gifted classrooms by using ‘dual coding’ to fill some empty seats with
academically advanced students seeking and able to handle more advanced breadth and depth in that subject. For example,
allow a ‘regular’ student who attains a specified mark (i.e. 80% or 85% or higher) in Math, and/or who has a recommendation
letter from a teacher or guidance counselor, to enroll in the same classroom at the same time as the ‘gifted Math’ class, but
perhaps with a different coding (i.e. ‘level 3 math at 9:00 a.m. in room 201’, with ‘level 6 math at 9:00 a.m. in room 201’), etc.
(ii) Clarify current ambiguity by clearly specifying that students with a gifted designation enrolled in another ‘part time’ specialty
program (i.e., ‘Cyber Arts’), can be placed in ‘gifted’ (level ‘6’) courses for their non-specialty courses (i.e. Math, English, Sciences,
Histories, Geographies, etc. (Currently some gifted students are encountering some challenges in enrolling in courses at the gifted
level.)
(iii) Allow students with a gifted designation to take courses at the gifted level, even if they are taking less than the ‘minimum’ number
of courses recommended at the gifted level for that grade. There is no justifiable reason not to do this: secondary ISPs only offer
part-time integration anyway. Failure to take a minimum number of courses at the gifted level only changes the degree of partial
integration; no full time integration is offered in any event.
(iv) Utilize ‘locally developed courses’ (such as the excellent grade 9 and 10 ‘Tech’ stream of courses at Northern Secondary School,
discussed above) to address and meet multiple students’ multiple needs for additional, relevant, gifted education.
(v) Allow students to self-select good educational ‘fit’, by allowing all students to access optional attendance, waitlist, and sibling
priority mechanisms that are accessible to all other students in the TDSB. Let the student select based on their own decision
criteria and their best assessment of their own needs.
(vi) Etc.

Secondary School Boundaries for Students with Giftedness Exceptionalities
After students have been recommended to a Special Education Class for Giftedness, parents can find the closest Secondary Gifted
program site location through the link posted on the TDSB website at:
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/Findyour/School/GiftedProgramSchoolFinder.aspx.
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PLEASE NOTE: It is possible that a program in any given site can reach capacity, which may result in some students being directed
to another site location with available program space. When placement in a Special Education Class for Giftedness is offered and
declined, attendance in the home school continues in the regular program. For more information about student placement in TDSB
Secondary programs for Giftedness, see the Q and A posted on the TDSB website.
Recommendation:
(a) Gifted and other special education students (seeking placement in suitable programs in which space is available), should be permitted
to access and obtain alternative placement mechanisms available to all ‘regular’ students, including optional attendance, lotteries and
waitlists, sibling priority, etc.
(b) IPRC personnel should be clearly instructed that placement in an available ISP other than the ‘in district’ placement is an acceptable
option, that should be supported and permitted on request by the student / parent, in order to best meet the diverse needs of that
student.

IN CONCLUSION:
The stated purpose of several changes to the policies and practices for gifted identification, placement, and education, was to accurately identify
more gifted students and to better meet their educational needs.
There is considerable concern that several of the recent changes either have an unintended opposite effect, or seem either designed in theory or
implemented in practice to have the opposite effect. Some changes seem to have been made without reference to or understanding of the
considerable body of research about the profiles of gifted students and how to meet their needs. Gifted students needs can be much better and
more effectively addressed with slight changes to policies and practices, which are of virtually no consequence to TDSB practices, but are of
enormous, life-changing impact for the students. An additional fortuitous bonus is that effective gifted students education, with changes such as
those recommended here, can almost always be delivered with minimal changes to policies and process, with no changes to buildings and
facilities, and NO additional incremental cost, relative to ‘regular’ students’ education.
We very much appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on the Special Education Plan on the Gifted exceptionality section, and we very
much look forward to working collaboratively with the TDSB to expeditiously and noticeably improve education for gifted students.
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Statutory Committee

Name of Committee:

Special Education Advisory Committee

Meeting Date:

7 June, 2021

A meeting of the Special Education Advisory Committee convened on June 7 at 7:00
pm through electronic means. Steven Lynette chaired the meeting. The meeting was
livestreamed on the TDSB website.
Association for Bright Children (ABC)
Autism Society of Ontario – Toronto
Black Parent Support Group
Community Living Toronto
Epilepsy Toronto
Down Syndrome Association of Toronto
Easter Seals Ontario
Integrated Action for Inclusion (IAI)
VIEWS for the Visually Impaired
VOICE for Hearing Impaired Children
Learning Disability Association
CADDAC
LC1
Aline Chan
LC2
Jordan Glass
LC3
Olga Ingrahm
LC4
Diane Montgomery
TDSB Trustees
Michelle Aarts

Melissa Rosen
Lisa Kness
Tracey Burrell
Tracy O’Regan
Steven Lynette
Richard Carter
Aliza Chagpar
Tania Principe
David Lepofsky
Shanna Lino
Nadia Persaud
Juanita Beaudry
Nora Green
Jean-Paul Ngana
Kirsten Doyle
Izabella Pruska-Oldenoff

Also present were:
Andrew Gold, Associate Director
Angela Nardi-Addesa, System Superintendent, Special Education and Inclusion
Janine Small, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education
Jennifer Newby, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education LC4
Effie Stathopoulos, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education LC1
Susan Moulton, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education LC2
Cindy Zwicker-Reston, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education LC 3
Vanessa Pfaff, Accessibility Coordinator
Wendy Terro, Centrally Assigned Principal, Special Education
Wendy Keene, Centrally Assigned Principal
Mun Shu Wong, Media Services,.
David Schwartzbein, Manager, Psychological Services
Yvonne Martinez, Manager, Psychological Services
Shameen Sandhu, System Leader, Mental Health
Lianne Dixon, SEAC Liaison
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Part A: Recommendations
A motion was presented to SEAC by Community Representative Nora
Green regarding Specialized Programs. The motion passed by a vote of
12 to 4 with 2 abstentions.
This motion (Appendix A) states that SEAC does not recommend the specialized
program policy as it discriminates against students with special education needs and
students with income barriers.

Part B: For Information Onl y
Leadership, Learning and School Improvement Department Reports and Updates:
Reports
Summer School
Given the unpredictability of what the status of the COVID 19 pandemic will be in the
summer and the need to begin planning well before that time, the decision has been
made to offer all Summer Programs fully remote (online) for summer 2021.
The summer school programs that will be offered to TDSB students includes:




Physical Disability classes grades 1 - 8
Deaf Hard of Hearing classes grades 1 - 8
Developmental Disability classes grade 1 - 12
Approximately 300 students have been registered.
Programs will follow the same virtual learning format as last summer due it’s high
level of success and will include:





using a Virtual Classroom to communicate with students and caregivers;
delivering and assigning student work; and hosting Google Meets for virtual
lessons
providing students with a Learning Kit to complement the teaching and learning
of the program
both synchronous and asynchronous teaching and learning opportunities will be
offered as a means to allow multiple entry points for families/caregivers, to
engage and participate
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Psychological Assessment Update
The following chart was shared that outlines the number of completed and outstanding
psychological assessment referrals by Learning Centre as of May. It was noted that 31
percent of these referrals were made in the month of May.

IPRC/SEPRC Meetings
The following charts showing the number of IPRC’s and SEPRC’s completed and
outstanding by Learning Centre were shared and discussed. Coordinators will be called
back for the last week of August to work on completing SEPRC’s before school starts.
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Part C: Ongoing Matters
.A subcommittee was created to meet to discuss feedback to the K-12 Education
Standards Development Committee on How to Make Ontario Schools Accessible for
Students with Disabilities. This subcommittee will meet, collect input from SEAC
members and provide feedback.

Report Submitted by: Lianne Dixon
Appendix A- Specialized Programs Motion
Whereas the Board has stated that it has committed to equity of access to programs for
all students;
Whereas the province and Board have begun to destream secondary pathways and
typically specialized programs create streamed pathways;
Whereas the first priority of the Board should be to increase learning opportunities for
students who are in academic risk;
Whereas Specialized Programs usually use screening processes that are based on
performance standards which may be inaccessible to students with special education
needs or students with income barriers;
Whereas, the Board has not examined the impact of specialized programs or French
Immersion on the concentration of special education students in the “regular” stream of
the school;
Whereas the Board has not stated how it would support the potentially higher
concentration of special education students in the “regular” stream
Be it resolved that SEAC does not recommend the specialized program policy as it
discriminates against students with special education needs and students with income
barriers.
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Interim Expectations for Parent/Family Engagement in the
School Improvement Process
To:

Program and School Services Committee

Date:

9 June, 2021

Report No.:

06-21-4109

Strategic Directions
•
•

Transform Student Learning
Build Strong Relationships and Partnerships Within School Communities to
Support Student Learning and Well-Being

Recommendation
The extension of the 2019-2020 interim expectations for parent/family involvement in
the school improvement process to 2021-2022 with the addition of data sharing with
parents and caregivers be received.

Context
The Multi-Year Strategic Plan (MYSP) Community Engagement Action Plan (p.46)
states that staff will: establish expectations for parental and student engagement in the
school improvement process. It is recognized that diverse student and parent
perspectives are important to transform student learning, raise achievement and wellbeing, and address opportunity gaps. On March 20, 2019, the Board received a report
which outlined a consultation process for the development of interim expectations for
parent involvement in the school improvement process until related policy statements
are developed through the formal review of P:023 Parent and Community Engagement
Policy.
A consultation group was established through outreach to community advisory
committees and staff groups. Staff met with the consultation group before creating any
expectations. The first meeting focused on establishing a common understanding of the
Toronto District School Board’s school improvement process and soliciting their ideas
about the things staff should consider when developing expectations for family
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engagement in the school improvement process. The feedback gathered from the group
informed the development of interim expectations which were then shared with the
consultation group at a second meeting. Some of the themes raised in the discussion
included:
- Enhanced outreach strategies are required for families of students who are
under-served,
- Regulation 612 requires school councils to be consulted on school improvement
however this practice varies widely,
- Families aren’t aware that they can participate in the school improvement
process
- Capacity needs to be built to fulfill these new expectations,
- Explore a variety of methods and strategies for engaging families and value
multiple forms of family engagement,
- Some diverse voices and perspectives must be considered,
- School councils aspire to engage a variety of parent voices,
- Identify and promote current effective practices for an engagement at the
elementary and secondary panels and school councils and
- Provide families with information about the school improvement process.
The 2021-2022 proposed interim expectations for school teams will focus on:
 explaining the school improvement process and the value of family involvement
in it.
 Principals will seek input on the initial thinking regarding SIP goals with the
school council (as required under Regulation 613) and from all parents and
caregivers, particularly those, under-represented and under-served.
 Share School Data with parents/caregiver on (Wellbeing, Equity, and
Achievement).
Both the staff and consultation group members agree that there is value in continuing to
work together to support positive implementation from various perspectives.

Action Plan and Associated Timeline
Upon approval of the extension, staff will ensure communication to all staff by
September 2021. Additionally, several resources will be created to assist with the
involvement of parents and caregivers. This will include protocols for engagement and
communication tools
Superintendents will work with Community Support Workers, where applicable, to build
capacity among principals/vice-principals to engage families and school councils.
There will be further consideration of strategies to monitor implementation.
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Resource Implications
Not applicable

Communications Considerations
Staff will work with the Community Relations Department to develop resources and all
other communication needs and support required.

Board Policy and Procedure Reference(s)
P.023: Parent and Community Engagement Policy

Appendices
NIL

From
Curtis Ennis, Interim Associate Director of Equity, Well-Being and School Improvement
at curtis.ennis@tdsb.on.ca
Michelle Munroe, Central Coordinator, Parent and Community Engagement at
michelle.munroe@tdsb.on.ca
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Review of Secondary Alternative Schools Feasibility Report
To:

Program and School Services Committee

Date:

9 June, 2021

Report No.:

06-21-4115

Strategic Directions
•
•
•
•

Create a Culture for Student and Staff Well-Being
Provide Equity of Access to Learning Opportunities for All Students
Allocate Human and Financial Resources Strategically to Support Student Needs
Build Strong Relationships and Partnerships Within School Communities to
Support Student Learning and Well-Being

Recommendation
It is recommended that the review of Secondary Alternative Schools feasibility report be
received for information.

Context
In response to a recommendation from the Alternative Schools Community Advisory
Committee passed by the Board on May 26, 2021, staff undertook to determine the
feasibility and potential timeline of a review of all Secondary Alternative Schools in
TDSB to begin in fall 2021.

Action Plan and Associated Timeline
Under the leadership of the System Superintendent of Secondary Program and Access
and the System Superintendent of Continuing Education, Secondary Alternative
Schools, Adult Education, Educational Partnerships, Delegations & Heritage Months,
the first phase of the review, expected to be completed during the 2021-2022 school
year, will focus on an environmental scan of the Secondary Alternative Schools,
including demographics and history, and will also include an analysis of the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats faced by students, staff and communities
connected to Secondary Alternative Schools.
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The environmental scan will engage multiple stakeholders including students, staff and
families and will require collaboration of staff from multiple internal departments to
complete research and present a report including system wide findings, long-term
visioning and recommendations following completion of the review. An implementation
plan and timeline will be included in the recommendations coming forward.
Following the report and recommendations, a review of the Alternative Schools Policy,
P062 and Alternative Schools Procedure, PR584, will be completed to align it with the
recommendations coming out of the environmental scan.
A subsequent report will be presented in October 2021 to PSSC providing a detailed
timeline related to this review. As each phase of the review is completed, reports will be
presented to the Governance and Policy Committee and/or the Program and School
Services Committee as applicable.

Resource Implications
Not applicable at this time. As consultations evolve and resources are required, an
update on this section will be provided.

Communications Considerations
TDSB website will be updated as public consultation information related to this review
becomes available.

Board Policy and Procedure Reference(s)
P062, Alternative Schools
PR584, Alternative Schools
P013, Optional Attendance

Appendices
Not applicable

From
Craig Snider, Interim Associate Director, Business Operations and Service Excellence,
by email at craig.snider@tdsb.on.ca or by telephone at 416-394-2041.
Jim Spyropoulos, Executive Superintendent, Human Rights and Indigenous Education,
by email at jim.spyropoulos@tdsb.on.ca or by telephone at 416-397-3678.
Lorraine Linton, System Superintendent, Secondary Program and Admission, by email
at lorraine.linton@tdsb.on.ca or by telephone at 416-395-3626.
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Peter Chang, System Superintendent, Continuing Education, Secondary Alternative
Schools, Adult Education, Educational Partnerships, Delegations & Heritage
Months, by email at peter.chang@tdsb.on.ca or by telephone at 416-393-8937.
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Annual Enrolment in Early French Immersion/Middle French
Immersion Programs 2021-2022 and Core French Program
2020-2021
To:

Program and School Services Committee

Date:

9 June, 2021

Report No.:

06-21-4099

Strategic Directions
•
•

Transform Student Learning
Provide Equity of Access to Learning Opportunities for All Students

Recommendation
It is recommended that the report regarding Annual Enrolment in Early/Middle Immersion
French Programs 2021-22 and Core French Program 2020-21 be received for
information.

Context
Aligned with the Vision for Learning, the Multi-Year Strategic Plan and the French-as-a
Second Language Recommendations, equity of access to Intensive French programs is
a key priority.
The Early French Immersion program has been in Toronto schools since the early 1970’s.
It began in a handful of schools and has grown over the years. At amalgamation, there
were 41 Early French Immersion entry sites in the TDSB. In 2009, PR597 came into effect
which allows for the accommodation of all families who apply by a deadline in an Early
French Immersion or Junior Extended French program and outlined a process for
program growth. Since 2009, 30 new sites have opened to accommodate growing
demand in the program. Similarly, the Junior Extended French program began in 2004 in
7 schools and has since grown to 39 sites. In September 2021, due to recommendations
from the French Review, the Middle French Immersion (Grade 4 entry), will begin in 40
sites, as the Junior Extended French program phases out. Currently, there is an Early
French Immersion and Middle French Immersion program to serve every residential
address in the Toronto District School Board. Core French is mandatory in Ontario from
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Grades 4 to 8 for all students in English-language elementary schools. Policy and program
requirements for elementary school Core French programs dictate that students entering
Grade 4 must receive French instruction in every year from Grade 4 to Grade 8 and must
have accumulated a minimum of 600 hours of French instruction by the end of Grade 8.
There is one mandatory Core French credit required in Gr. 9.
ENROLMENT: The total number of JK students in 2020 was 14,842 of which 3,089*
applied to SK French Immersion and 2,619 accepted (i.e., reserved) placements for
September 2021. The number of students whose placement was accepted for 2021 was
18% of those in JK in 2020. This reflects a 23% decrease in overall applications across
the system. This decrease was reflected in all four Learning Centres (i.e., LC1 21; LC2
24%; LC3 33%; LC4 20%). For September 2021, there are 70 SK French Immersion sites,
all of which are Full Day Kindergarten (FDK). *This total reflects applicants up to February
28, 2021.
The total number of Grade 3 students in 2020 was 14,873 of which 1,064* applied to
Grade 4 Middle French Immersion and 834 accepted (i.e., reserved) placements for
September 2021. The number of students whose placement was accepted for 2021 was
6% of those in Grade 3 in 2020. For September 2021, there are 40 Middle French
Immersion sites. *This total reflects applicants up to February 28, 2021.
All on-time applicants (Early French Immersion SK entry and Grade 4 Middle French
Immersion) are offered a placement in a program. There are no system wait-lists. While
every effort is made to place students in the school identified as their area Early French
Immersion or Middle French Immersion school, this is not always possible. In cases
where the number of applications in a given area is greater than the number of allotted
program spaces in the school, redirection is the process by which applicants are
accommodated. Guiding principles for redirection include redirecting students as a group
based on English home school and redirecting to the closest Early French Immersion or
Middle French Immersion site with available program space. When a fraction appears in
the “Redirection” column of Appendix A, the denominator indicates the number of
students who were redirected to a school other than the French program school currently
associated to their designated English school as per PR597 – Early French
Immersion/Middle French Immersion. The numerator indicates the number of accepted
placements through redirection.
While the tables in appendices for each of the five programs show numbers at the entry
point, the last table in this report shows the total enrolment in these programs from SK to
Grade 12. Please note that, in the attached charts, “Accepted” refers to the number of
students whose parents/guardians have reserved a placement in the program.
Both Early French Immersion and Middle French Immersion are French-as-a-Second
Language (FSL) programs in which French is not only taught as a subject, but also serves
as the language of instruction in other subjects.
In a French Immersion program, French must be the language of instruction for a
minimum of 50 percent of the total instructional time at every grade level of the program.
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Action Plan and Associated Timeline
This current annual report will be shared at Program and School Services Committee on
June 9, with the French as a Second Language Community Advisory Committee
(FSLCAC) June 8 and Board on June 30, 2021.
Over the next several years, the TDSB will phase in changes and enhancements to
French-as-a-Second Language Programs that were approved by the Board of Trustees
in June 2019 which are all aimed at improving equity of access for students.

Board Policy and Procedure Reference(s)
PR597: French Immersion/Extended French
P080: French-as-a-Second Language

Appendices
•

Appendix A: Enrolment Data in Early French Immersion/Middle French Immersion
Programs 2021-2022 & Core French Programs 2020-2021

From
Curtis Ennis, Interim Associate Director, Equity, Well-Being and School Improvement at
curtis.ennis@tdsb.on.ca or at 416-396-9184.
Angela Caccamo, Centrally Assigned Principal, French-as-a-Second Language,
Classical & International Languages at angela.caccamo@tdsb.on.ca or at 416-3967992.
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Appendix A
Enrolment Data
Early French /Middle French Immersion 2021-2022 & Core French Programs 2020-2021

51

25

26

Birch Cliff

Beverly Glen

23

19

20

9

55

0

36
2

4

18

2

JK-5

50

5

2

JK-6

1

49

10

37

42

9

11

31
5

1

JK-8

Blake Street

52

16

36

47

4

25

22

2

JK-6

Brian

62

9

53

56

7

16

40

6

14

17

3

11

6

Brimwood

Broadacres

Broadlands

49

24
20

62

12

9

18

39

37

15

44

28

33

4

2

22

10

59

7

23

33

6

0

2

JK-6

0

1

JK-8

16

1

JK-6

59

2

1

2

Redirection

JK-8

5

Bowmore

42

4

0

School
Configuration

Allenby

Alexander
Stirling

40

Number of
classes

23

# Accepted from
Feeder Schools

13

# Accepted from
English Catchment

# of Sibling
Applicants

36

Number of
Feeder Schools

Total # of
Applicants

Adam Beck

School Name

# Accepted
Placements

(SK Entry – September 2021)
# of Non-sibling
Applicants

Early French Immersion

JK-6

JK-5

SK-5

4 to Adam Beck
1/1 Courcelette
3/3 Blantyre
16 to Clairlea
3/8 Birch Cliff
2/6 Oakridge
1/1 Taylor Creek
13 to Williamson Road
5/7 Norway
5/6 Kew Beach
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# Accepted
Placements

Number of
Feeder Schools

# Accepted from
English Catchment

# Accepted from
Feeder Schools

Number of
classes

School
Configuration

Brown

39

17

22

30

0

26

4

1

JK-6

Carleton Village

42

12

30

32

8

18

14

1

JK-8

Chief Dan George

26

3

23

18

8

4

14

1

JK-8

Cliffwood

19

7

12

20

4

11

9

1

JK-5

10

45

50

4

14

36

2

JK-6

School Name

Clairlea

Corvette

Dallington

47

12

37

12

55

# of Non-sibling
Applicants

# of Sibling
Applicants

(SK Entry – September 2021)

Total # of
Applicants

Early French Immersion

35

25

48

37

7

14

13

11

35

26

2

2

8

82

45

9

28

17

2

JK-6

Derrydown

30

8

22

26

5

9

17

1

JK-5

Duke of
Connaught

26

11

15

28

0

18

Dundas

36

8

28

Earl Beatty

44

14

30

Dunlace

20

6

32

14

54

5

17
10

18

1

JK-8

38

3

26

12

2

JK-5

42

1

34

8

2

JK-8

19

3

7

37

12

2

1

9 to George Syme
1/2 Harwood
1/3 Charles E Webster
3/3 Dennis

JK-6

90

50

9 to Humewood
2/9 Brown

JK-8

Davisville

Dewson

Redirection

JK-6

JK-6

14 to John Fisher
10/14 Maurice Cody
9 to Allenby
5/9 Oriole Park
15 to O’Connor
11/15 Fraser Mustard
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# Accepted
Placements

Number of
Feeder Schools

# Accepted from
English Catchment

# Accepted from
Feeder Schools

Number of
classes

School
Configuration

26

7

19

27

0

27

0

1

JK-8

34

5

29

27

8

3

24

1

JK-8

Elmlea

37

7

30

31

8

5

26

1

JK-5

General Crerar

14

1

13

15

7

3

12

1

JK-8

40

16

24

38

34

4

2

JK-6

49

19

42

18

School Name

Earl Haig

Ellesmere
Statton

Fern

George Syme
Gledhill

Glen Park
Howard

Humbercrest
Humewood
Islington
Jackman

John English
John Fisher

Lester B. Pearson

33

16

42

4

36

40

38

38

52

0

39

29

11

2

0

13

27

29

24

8

11

13

22

18

30

0

29

1

30

24

29

48

0

1

27

40

2

8

6

32

29

5

17

12

12

24

36

2

18

18

0

51

19

52

12

59

17

7

43
36

# of Non-sibling
Applicants

# of Sibling
Applicants

(SK Entry – September 2021)

Total # of
Applicants

Early French Immersion

11

24

40
48

42

56
51

0

4
6

38

0

4

56

2

1

1

JK-8

JK-6

JK-6

1

JK-6

2

JK-8

1

1

JK-8

JK-8

2

JK-6

2

SK-6

2

2

Redirection

JK-8

SK-8

20 to Fern
12/20 Howard

10 to George Syme
0/10 Humbercrest
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Number of
Feeder Schools

# Accepted from
English Catchment

# Accepted from
Feeder Schools

Number of
classes

School
Configuration

11

0

61

2

SK-8

# of Sibling
Applicants

61

Total # of
Applicants

# Accepted
Placements

(SK Entry – September 2021)
# of Non-sibling
Applicants

Early French Immersion

Lord Lansdowne

67

11

Millwood

46

19

North Agincourt

22

7

15

22

6

O’Connor

26

2

24

27

2

School Name

Melody Village

Morse

Northlea

42

34

56

8

34

36

13

8

26

29

27

2

1

28

1

1

JK-6

1

33

6

2

JK-8

1

22

3

21

25

3

19

4

23

JK-5

2

JK-5

1

JK-6

15

34

10

Palmerston

55

21

34

32

1

27

5

1

JK-5

Parkdale

42

2

40

34

4

9

25

2

JK-8

Pauline Johnson

23

Rawlinson

52

Perth

Regal Road

RH McGregor

34

6

17

19

9

15

37

48

4

50

16

41

11

61

24

39

36

39

Owen

24

46

0

33

34

30

28

50

42

60

3

16

35

13

59

1

1

46

2

24

0

12

1

2

1

JK-6

JK-6

2

JK-6

18

2

JK-6

2

6 to Duke of Connaught
2/6 Bruce

JK-5

4

2

Redirection

JK-8

JK-5

18 to Dewson
4/18 Palmerston
5 to Humewood
4/5 Essex
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# Accepted
Placements

Number of
Feeder Schools

# Accepted from
English Catchment

# Accepted from
Feeder Schools

Number of
classes

School
Configuration

45

5

40

42

6

27

15

2

JK-6

14

30

45

0

45

0

2

JK-8

0

1

JK-5

Rockford

Runnymede

44

Rosethorn

Second Street

43

10

41

10

Secord

30

Topcliff

20

Tumpane

37

Williamson Rd

37

Sir Adam Beck
Tredway
Woodsworth
William G. Miller

Winchester
Withrow

33

31

3

21

21

7

33

39

15

2

2

JK-5

JK-8

30

0

30

3

17

17

8

4

13

1

JK-5

12

25

37

9

32

5

2

JK-5

22

53

1

38

15

2

JK-6

20

33

10

45

10
15

31

23

35

54

1

30

13

40

14

9

68

65

11

4

37

38

3

18

TOTAL 2021-22

2,865

787

2,078

TOTAL 2020-21

4,018

882

3,146

41

40

4

22

35

Yorkview

42

8

51

77

# of Non-sibling
Applicants

# of Sibling
Applicants

School Name

(SK Entry – September 2021)

Total # of
Applicants

Early French Immersion

17

37

3

27

2

1

JK-8

10

30

0

65

2

SK-8

14

24

2

JK-5

5

2

JK-5

0

32

2

2,619

N/A

1,350

1,269

111

3,300

N/A

1,579

1,721

125

JK-8

JK-6

Redirection
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1,547

1,538

125

1

28

27

Cassandra

18

0

1

22

17

School
Configuration

29

22

Number of
classes

Briarcrest

Blaydon

# Accepted from
Feeder Schools

35

# Accepted from
English Catchment

46

Number of
Feeder Schools

1

Placements

# of Non-sibling
Applicants

47

# Accepted

# of Sibling
Applicants

Bedford

School Name

Redirection

(Grade 4 Entry – September 2021)

Total # of
Applicants

Middle French Immersion

School
Configuration

Number of
Feeder Schools
N/A

Number of
classes

3,085

# Accepted from
Feeder Schools

2,616

# Accepted
Placements

912

# of Non-sibling
Applicants

3,528

# Accepted from
English Catchment

TOTAL 2019-20

# of Sibling
Applicants

School Name

(SK Entry – September 2021)

Total # of
Applicants

Early French Immersion

8

10

25

2

JK-8

12

6

21

12

18

3

Redirection

None

1

20

1

JK-5

None

8

10

1

JK-5

None

21

1

JK-5

None

Cedarbrook

21

4

17

17

16

3

14

1

JK-8

None

Charles H. Best

16

1

15

14

5

0

14

1

4-8

None

20

4

18

2

JK-5

None

Centennial Road

Cherokee
Chester

Cliffside

18

15
34
28

2

0
0
1

16

15
34
27

17

10

20

3

6

10

4

4

2

13

6

18

1

JK-6

1

JK-6

1

JK-8

2

None

None

None
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Number of
Feeder Schools

# Accepted from
English Catchment

# Accepted from
Feeder Schools

Number of
classes

School
Configuration

30

0

30

22

9

5

17

1

JK-5

None

Diefenbaker

14

1

13

14

0

14

0

1

JK-5

None

Denlow

Duke of
Connaught

21

0

21

Placements

# of Non-sibling
Applicants

Cresthaven

School Name

# Accepted

# of Sibling
Applicants

(Grade 4 Entry – September 2021)

Total # of
Applicants

Middle French Immersion

19

7

5

14

1

JK-6

Redirection

None

19

2

17

10

9

4

6

1

JK-8

None

Dundas

35

1

34

29

11

4

25

2

JK-5

None

Fern

17

3

14

16

4

16

1

JK-8

None

Emily Carr

20

3

17

14

Forest Hill

33

4

29

27

Grenoble

36

1

35

32

Highland Creek

15

2

13

16

Greenholme

Harwood

15

16

0

0

15

16

21

1

JK-8

None

2

10

22

2

JK-6

None

8

2

14

1

8

2

12

John A. Leslie

15

1

28

3

John Ross
Robertson

6

14

13

33

9

0

10

0

5

12

16

13

38

2

12

Highland Heights
Hunter’s Glen

14

1

3

14

36

12

16

4

7

5

25

31

3

25

11

7

1

1

JK-8

JK-8

None

None

1

JK-8

None

10

1

JK-6

None

7

1

JK-8

None

6

1

32

2

JK-8

JK-6

JK-6

None

None

None
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Number of
classes

School
Configuration
JK-8

33

2

JK-6

13

0

13

11

10

Pleasant

47

1

46

41

8

8

North Agincourt

Poplar Road
Presteign
Heights

24

12

2

1

22

11

Placements

Maple Leaf

School Name

# Accepted

Number of
Feeder Schools

1

# of Non-sibling
Applicants

9

# of Sibling
Applicants

2

Total # of
Applicants

# Accepted from
Feeder Schools

(Grade 4 Entry – September 2021)
# Accepted from
English Catchment

Middle French Immersion

25

8

11

8

5

20

4

4

1

1

Redirection

None

JK-6

None

JK-6

None

None

17

2

15

18

6

5

13

1

JK-5

None

Rawlinson

19

3

16

16

14

1

15

1

JK-8

None

Ryerson
Community

24

0

24

17

20

1

16

1

JK-8

35

2

33

30

13

3

27

1

JK-8

26

1

25

19

8

12

7

1

JK-6

Stanley

17

0

17

13

10

8

5

1

JK-5

Valleyfield

23

1

22

22

6

1

JK-6

905

834

N/A

Renee Gordon

Second Street
Sir Samuel B.
Steele

Swansea

Wilkinson

TOTAL 2021-22

27

0

49

16

36

11

982

77

27

33

25

23

47

33

8

2

0

45

5

15

21

1

2

2

18

2

6

16

265

569

48

JK-5

None
None
None

None
None

JK-8

None

JK-6

None

None
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1,569

1,254

N/A

443

811

53

TOTAL 2019-20

1,527

102

1,425

1,143

N/A

392

751

51

38

0

36

2

TOTAL 2021-22

38

0

38

36

2

TOTAL 2020-21

36

5

31

23

1

TOTAL 2019-20

62

5

57

60

2

Bowmore

35

0

35

35

Number of
classes

Accepted

Applicants

# of Non-Sibling

# of Sibling
Applicants

School Name

6-8

None

(Grade 7 Entry - September 2021)

Total # of
Applicants

Extended French

School
Configuration

Number of
classes

Accepted

Applicants

# of Non-sibling

38

Redirection

2

School
Configuration

Cosburn MS

Redirection

(Grade 6 entry – September 2021)

# of Sibling
Applicants

School Name

Total # of
Applicants

Intensive Extended French

School
Configuration

# Accepted

100

Number of
classes

# of Non-sibling
Applicants

1,669

Number of
Feeder Schools

# of Sibling
Applicants

TOTAL 2020-21

School Name

Placements

Total # of
Applicants

# Accepted from
Feeder Schools

(Grade 4 Entry – September 2021)
# Accepted from
English Catchment

Middle French Immersion

JK-8

Redirection

None
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Charles Gordon
Earl Grey

35

0

35

35

2

7-8

None

26

4

22

19

1

7-8

None

33

0

33

25

1

7-8

None

Glen Ames

49

Henry Hudson

44

0

44

36

2

7-8

None

JR Wilcox

8

0

8

6

1

JK-8

None

6-8

None

7-8

None

7-8

None

Glenview

JB Tyrell

King Edward

64

18

0

7

0

49

57

18

44

54

15

2

2

1

Queen Alexandra

34

0

34

28

1

Sir Ernest McMillan

24

0

24

17

1

Winona*

36

0

36

36

2

Sir Alexander
Mackenzie

Swansea

36

16

0

4

36

12

34

16

2

1

TOTAL 2021-22

458

15

443

400

21

TOTAL 2020-21

796

13

783

663

26

TOTAL 2019-20

912

12

900

696

27

7-8

7-8

JK-8

7-8

JK-8

None

None

None

None

None

Note: * Hawthorne II Bilingual Alternative Junior School feeds into Winona in Gr. 7.

Total Enrolment in French Immersion & Extended French Programs
Year

Elementary
French
Immersion

Elementary
Extended
French

Secondary
French
Immersion

(SK to Grade 12)

Secondary
Extended
French

Total
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2000-1

11,242

1,667

1,645

856

15,410

2002-3

10,921

1,412

2,576

760

15,669

2001-2

11,206

2003-4

11,047

2004-5
2005-6
2007-8

2010-11
2012-13

16,497

11,483

2,670

2,427

1,314

17,894

3,394

3,706

2,406
2,428

2,430

1,319
1,352

1,293

17,154
19,039

19,736

3,954

2,408

1,291

20,463

14,285

4,246

2,506

1,525

22,562

15,724

2014-15

2,098

12,810

14,956

2013-14

16,030

1,245

13,415

2011-12

1,147

16,197

2,335

12,307

2009-10

2,176

801

1,746

11,865

2008-9

1,660

2,606

11,171
11,331

2006-7

1,584

16,556

4,180
4,381
4,546

4,830

2,482
2,628
2,728

2,776

1,371

1,803
1,845

1,994

21,448
23,768
24,843

26,156

2015-16

17,476

4,848

2,855

1,970

27,149

2017-18

18,631

5,376

2,899

1,915

28,821

2016-17

18,067

2018-19

18,961

5,224
5,606

2,852
3,061

1,870
1,861

28,013
29,489

2019-20

18,991

5.647

3,183

2,001

29,822

2020-21

18,485

5,570

3,365

2,084

29,504

Total Enrolment in Core French (Gr. 4 to12)

Enrolment as of October 2020

Grade Level

Total # of Students CORE French

Grade 4

13,768
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Grade 5

14,384

Grade 6

14,199

Grade 8

14,322

Grade 7

13,708

Grade 9

14,941

Grade10

3260

Grade 11

1618

Grade 12

1190

TOTAL 2020-21

91,390

TOTAL 2019-20

94,966

TOTAL 2018-19

90,998

System Total at Program Entry Points
Program

Early Immersion (SK Entry)

Middle Immersion (Grade 4 Entry)

Intensive Extended (Grade 6 Entry)
Grade 7 Extended (Grade 7 Entry)

Accepted
April 2021

No. of
Classes

System
Waitlists
2020-21

System
Waitlists
2019-20

System
Waitlists
2018-19

2,619

111

0

0

0

36

2

0

0

0

834

400

48

21

TOTAL 2021-22

3,889

182

TOTAL 2020-21

5,295

207

TOTAL 2019-20

5,038

207

Transportation

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

French Immersion & Extended (SK to 12)

0

0

0
0
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Grade Level

Total # of Students
Transported by Bus

Grade Level

Total # of Students
Provided TTC Tickets

Empty Seat
Riders on
School Bus

SK

307

Grade 6

0

0

77

0

Grade 1

272

Grade 7

12

Grade 3

276

Grade 9

0

Grade 2

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6
(2+ trsf req.)

316

Grade 8

528

Grade 10

57

Grade 12

449

Grade 11

0

0

0

0

TOTAL 2020-21

2,260

TOTAL 2020-21

89

0

TOTAL 2019-20

4,096

TOTAL 2019-20

305

205

TOTAL 2018-19

4,587

TOTAL 2018-19

1,653

165

NOTE: This includes all students on transportation or TTC. Many students may either be attending virtual
learning and/or families have made alternate arrangements.
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Technology Modernization - 1:1 Device Program
To:

Program and School Services Committee

Date:

9 June, 2021

Report No.:

06-21-4116

Strategic Directions
•
•
•

Transform Student Learning
Provide Equity of Access to Learning Opportunities for All Students
Allocate Human and Financial Resources Strategically to Support Student Needs

Recommendation
It is recommended that the report be received.

Context
Creating and executing a strategic plan for the distribution of a 1:1 model supported by
digital learning tools and content resources to all TDSB learners, now and in the future,
is pressing and imperative. The pandemic, recent global economic and social changes
have illustrated the importance of equipping students with digital learning skills,
experiences, and opportunities. Now is an opportune time for action.
This digital learning strategy honours the TDSB’s commitment to student success for all
as put forward in A Vision for Learning (2016) and it responds to the recommendations
found in the Office of the Auditor General of Ontario’s Value-for-Money audit (2018). It
will lay the foundation for a consistent learning experience that supports improved
achievement levels for all students. This strategy addresses the following critical goals:
fostering deep learning through the use of pervasive technology and providing equitable
access to current digital resources for all students at every TDSB school.
In A Vision for Learning, the TDSB committed to enabling “all students to reach high
levels of achievement and to acquire the knowledge, skills, and values they need to
become responsible members of a democratic society.” Moreover, to attain high levels
of achievement, our students must become “deep thinkers, problem solvers, creators,
collaborators, leaders, global citizens, entrepreneurs, and communicators.” To meet
these goals, our students and teachers require expanded pedagogical capacity and
pervasive technology.
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In A Rich Seam: How New Pedagogies Find Deep Learning (2016), Fullan and
Langworthy propose “a new model of learning partnerships between and among
students and teachers, aiming towards deep learning goals and enabled by pervasive
digital access.” Within this deep learning partnership, the focus is shifted from passive
content mastery by students to active creation and use of new knowledge in the world
beyond the classroom.
The ubiquitous presence of technology is background but crucial. When technology is
introduced sporadically or haphazardly, the focus can be on the technology rather than
the learning. When technology is pervasive, routinized and seamless, it facilitates and
amplifies deep learning.
“Technology is not just a tool. It can give learners a voice they may not have had
before.” - George Couros
In the provincial Value-for-Money audit, the auditors acknowledged that “Ontario does
not have an IT strategic plan for its schools” and issued a series of recommendations to
address this gap. The auditors noted that the TDSB “did not have a policy on the ratio of
students to computers. At some schools, eight students shared one computer, whereas
in other schools, each student was assigned an individual computer.” Given that the
TDSB is committed to honouring all student voices, we must support that commitment
by funding the technology to amplify student voices.
Currently, there are pockets of excellence in the TDSB, but digital tools and resources
are not systematically distributed. The auditors note that “classroom IT equipment
ranged from new and modern, to outdated hardware… older technology could also
adversely affect the learning experience and was more vulnerable to cybersecurity
threats because vendors were no longer providing regular security updates.” To
address these issues, the board is assessing the technological needs for their schools
with a goal of completion by March 2021. The assessment was expected to address
“computer-to-student ratios, types of technologies to use in the classroom, the optimal
age of technology systems and devices, as well as the refresh cycle of classroom
technology.”

Action Plan and Associated Timeline
Implementing a district-wide digital learning strategy, including a student laptop program
will enable the TDSB to provide students with the learning experiences and
opportunities to prepare them to be competent & capable responsible citizens.
Student Device Program
The student laptop program will consist of two phases, implementation, and
sustainment. The implementation phase will take place over a four-year period
allocating devices to students in grade five and grade nine simultaneously. Spreading
the activity over four years will allow for balancing of the financial and human resource
demands of the program and allow adjustments to be made annually as required. Grade
five has been selected as an elementary entry point due to a balance of student
maturity and ability to utilize the device consistently for educational purposes as well as
providing a minimum of two grades worth of support for elementary schools from a
device allocation perspective. Grade nine has been selected as the entry point for
secondary students due to support student learning as they begin high school. It will
also support secondary schools with devices over a four-year implementation period.
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After four years all students in grades five to twelve will have a device assigned to them.
At this time the maintenance phase of the program will begin. Students entering grade
five will continue to receive a new device. The device will be refreshed when students
enter grade nine with a new device. At the end of grades eight and twelve devices will
be collected from students. These will be used as replacements for damaged devices
and for parts to perform repairs.
Feedback from teachers, students and parents has indicated the laptop format is
preferable for the physical keyboard and ability for the screen to be upright without a
case or human intervention. Chromebooks are the recommended device for the student
laptop program. Chromebooks are cost effective laptops running the Chrome Operating
System and are the devices purchased most often by TDSB schools. They are
designed to provide quick start up times and fast performance when accessing online
sites and resources such as Google Workspace for Education, the Brightspace
Learning Platform and TDSB’s Virtual Library. Chromebooks can also be used without
an internet connection. Chromebooks have been used in TDSB for over six years with
approximately 106 000 in our schools today. The devices have been very reliable and
provided an excellent return on investment based on the amount of student use and
reliability. Chromebooks are the number one selling educational device in North
America.
The student laptop program will be implemented over a four-year period balancing the
financial and human resource demands of the program. Staff from IT Services and
Leadership and Learning will be required to support a student laptop program.

Resource Implications
The digital learning strategy will carry both human and financial annual costs.
The student laptop program will cost approximately $10.4 million dollars annually for
devices. This amount will be required for the first four years of implementation and then
maintenance and refresh ongoing. The cost of an individual Chromebook is
approximately $307.





Year 1: 34 000 students ($10,438,000)
Year 2: 34 000 students ($10,438,000)
Year 3: 34 000 students ($10,438,000)
Year 4: 34 000 students ($10,438,000)

The program is subject to funding availability.
One option is to centrally fund schools in a certain position on the Learning
Opportunities Index and to implement a sliding scale cost sharing model for other
schools.
A team of people will be required to support schools, teachers, students and their
families. These people could be an addition to the people who currently support the
Digital Lead Learner Program. It is anticipated two full time people will be needed to
support the student laptop programs in addition to existing staff from IT Services and
Leadership & Learning.
Prior to launch of the student device program resources will need to be created and
curated to assist teachers, students and families on topics including but not limited to
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Digital Citizenship, Privacy and Safety, Curricular Connections and Acceptable Use.
This work will be completed in the summer of 2021. Professional learning will be
provided for teachers of grades five and nine to support the purposeful use of
technology for deep learning.

Communications Considerations
There will be communication requirements for students and families, teachers,
classroom staff, principals, and school support staff.

Board Policy and Procedure Reference(s)
P088 - Acceptable Use of IT Resources

Appendices
•

NA

From
Peter Singh, Executive Officer, IT & IM Services, by telephone at 416-396-7627 or by
email at peter.singh@tdsb.on.ca.
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Update on the Implementation of Multi-Year Strategic Action
Plan: Academic Pathways
To:

Program and School Services Committee

Date:

9 June, 2021

Report No.:

06-21-4125




Strategic Directions
Transform Student Learning



Provide Equity of Access to Learning Opportunities for All Students

Recommendation
It is recommended that the update on the implementation of the Multi-Year Strategic
Action Plan: Academic Pathways be received for information .

Context
The Toronto District School Board is committed to identifying and eliminating all forms of
systemic racism and oppression that lead to inequitable outcomes for Indigenous and
Black students, students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, and students identified
with special education needs. The work of Academic Pathways and disrupting streaming
structures from Kindergarten through to secondary school is part of this ongoing
commitment.
We continue to support all students by creating inclusive learning environments with high
expectations that meet the needs of all students and support all future education
pathways.
We have worked over the course of three years to support schools to prepare the majority
of students to study at the Academic level in Grades 9 and 10. Starting in September
2021, almost all Grade 9 students will be studying at the Academic level (The Ministry of
Education has also introduced a destreamed Grade 9 mathematics course, MTH1W, for
September 2021). Effective September 2022, almost all Grade 10 students will be
studying at the academic level.
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Grade 9-10 Program of Study: Enrolment Trends
The following information is for active students at the end of school year only. A
student’s overall program of study has been calculated from the five Grade 9/10
courses that have program levels (i.e., English, Math, Science, Geography (Gr. 9) /
History (Gr.10), and French).. If the majority of the courses taken by a student were at
the academic level, the overall program level of study was “Academic”. If the majority of
the courses taken by a student were at the applied level, the overall program level of
study was “Applied”. If the majority of the courses were neither at the academic level
nor at the applied level, the overall program level of study was assigned to “Other”.

Figure 1: Grade 9 Program of Study (Active Students as of June 30th)
School Academic Academic Applied Applied Other Other
Year
(#)
(%)
(#)
(%)
(#)
(%)

Total
Count

201415

12,621

76%

2,898

18%

992

6%

16,511

201516

12,461

77%

2,615

16%

1,035

6%

16,111

201617

12,698

79%

2,408

15%

1,020

6%

16,126

201718

12,936

80%

2,145

13%

1,028

6%

16,109

201819

13,956

85%

1,484

9%

913

6%

16,353

201920

14,643

89%

893

5%

967

6%

16,503
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Figure 2: Grade 10 Program of Study (Active Students as of June 30th)
School Academic Academic Applied Applied Other Other
Year
(#)
(%)
(#)
(%)
(#)
(%)

Total
Count

201415

12,677

76%

2,766

17%

1,227

7%

16,670

201516

13,146

77%

2,600

15%

1,253

7%

16,999

201617

12,916

78%

2,357

14%

1,231

7%

16,504

201718

13,079

79%

2,287

14%

1,167

7%

16,533

201819

13,355

81%

2,000

12%

1,125

7%

16,480

201920

14,110

84%

1,456

9%

1,160

7%

16,726
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At a future Program and School Services Committee meeting (October or November,
2021) we will provide an interim update on enrolment trends that includes the 2020-21
school year. As well data will be disaggregated so that trends for various groups can be
seen (e.g. socio-economic status, self-identified ethno-racial background, gender,
program of study by special education needs, program of study – English language
learners, family structure, etc)

Action Plan and Associated Timeline
Grade 9 and 10 Academic


In collaboration with numerous central departments, system-wide professional
learning sessions on instruction, assessment, and the moral imperative for
Academic-only classes were delivered to secondary administrators, Curriculum
Leaders and lead teachers in English, French, Geography, Mathematics,
Science, Guidance, Student Success, Special Education and Teacher Librarians
(January-May 2021)



The Academic Pathways website
(https://sites.google.com/tdsb.on.ca/tdsbacademicpathways/) has been created
to share professional learning materials, internal and external reports on
academic streaming, and instructional resources for secondary teachers.



Central Lead Teachers of Secondary Mathematics and Academic Pathways were
hired and are developing teacher resources to support the effective
implementation of the new Grade 9 destreamed mathematics curriculum.



The TDSB destreaming team, composed of leaders from across the system,
developed a readiness assessment tool to help Learning Network
Superintendents and secondary school administrators prepare for the
implementation of Grade 9 Academic-only courses for September 2021 and to
identify areas of strength and growth to inform the development of school
improvement plans.
The Locally Developed Compulsory Courses (LDCC) Strategy was developed to
review placement of students in Grade 9 LDCC. The process requires the
collaboration of teachers, administrators and families to determine, on a case-bycase basis, the appropriateness of a student’s placement in a Grade 9 LDCC,
and the approval of a parent and the Superintendent.



MYSP Action(s)

Work to Date/Achievement

Next Steps/Analytics

Provide professional
learning to Guidance
Counsellors and Student
Success Teachers in the
elementary and

Professional learning to
Provide professional
Guidance Department Leaders learning to math and
and Student Success teachers student success teachers
focusing on Equity in
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MYSP Action(s)

Work to Date/Achievement

Next Steps/Analytics

secondary levels to
support effective
transitions for all students
in the most appropriate
course pathway

Guidance & Student Success
(April & May 2021)

on effective intervention
tools and strategies.

Professional learning to Senior
Team regarding course
selection, academic pathways
and LDCC (October 2020,
January 2021)

Work with community
organizations to engage
parents in order to
provide supports and a
better understanding of
available courses and
pathways.

Professional learning to
Learning Network
Superintendents regarding
Academic Pathways and
Transitions (January 2021)
Webinars for parents
regarding Academic & Career
Planning, with information
about Academic Pathways via
Parents as Partners (October
2020)
Grade 8 to 9 Transition
Information Night for families
(December 2020)
Professional learning to
secondary Student Success
Teachers to support effective
transitions and supports in
Academic-only classes
(February 2021)
Process implemented to
review placement of students
into LDCC (February 2021)
Appendix A
Collaborate with system
teams (Guidance,
Special Education, Early

System-wide and local school
professional learning sessions
on instruction, assessment,

Collaborate with Early
Years, English/Literacy,
and Mathematics
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MYSP Action(s)

Work to Date/Achievement

Next Steps/Analytics

Years, Continuing
Education, Indigenous
Education) to support
successful transitions for
all students and direct
supports where they are
most needed

the moral imperative, and the
professional duty for
Academic-only classes to
1000 secondary school
administrators, curriculum
leaders and lead teachers in
English, French, Geography,
Mathematics, Science,
Guidance, Student Success,
Special Education and
Teacher Librarians (JanuaryMay 2021)

departments to support
reading and foundational
math instruction for K-2
students.

Professional learning to
support school based
collaborative inquiry on
addressing educational debt in
adolescent literacy for 72 early
reading intervention schools
facilitated by the central
English/Literacy department
(February – May 2021)
Professional learning
facilitated by Hybrid TeacherCoaches in English,
Geography, History, and
Science to support teachers
with differentiated and
culturally responsive
instruction (September 2020 to
present)
Professional learning sessions
for administrators and aspiring
leaders on setting conditions
to support Academic
Pathways. (March–May 2021)
Professional learning for
administrators via a panel of

Provide professional
learning opportunities for
elementary teachers (e.g.
Grades 4-8) on
instruction, assessment
and the professional duty
of Academic Pathways
through effective inclusion
in the areas of language
and mathematics.
Provide professional
learning on evidencebased interventions when
students in Grades 4 to 8
are multiple years below
grade level, which would
inhibit their success in
academic programing in
secondary school.
Provide support for
secondary schools in
preparation of academic
only courses in Grade 10
for September 2022.
Collect data on credit
accumulation of grade 9
courses in 2021 – 2022
school year.
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MYSP Action(s)

Work to Date/Achievement

Next Steps/Analytics

experienced principals who
shared insights about leading
schools through the
dismantling of academic
streaming (May 2021)
Revised the Grade 8-to-9
transition process to reflect a
tiered, asset-based approach
that includes staff and
students (May 2021)
Developed the Academic
Pathways website to provide
professional learning, teaching
resources and supports to
educators.
Develop the Academic
Math Strategy to include
a plan for professional
learning for teachers,
supports for parents and
students to access
outside the classroom,
and opportunities for
cross-panel collaboration
in Grades 7-10

Professional learning in
collaboration between the
Central Math Team and Hybrid
Teacher-Coaches in
Mathematics on inclusive
secondary mathematics
teaching (January 2021 to
present).
Professional learning to
special education coordinators
and consultants on inclusive
mathematics related to the
new Grades 1-8 math
curriculum to support
Academic Pathways (JanuaryJune 2021)
Presented at Parents as
Partners and PIAC
conferences on supporting

Enhance the TDSB
Mathematics for Families
website
(https://sites.google.com/t
dsb.on.ca/tdsbmathematics-forfamilies/home) to include
greater supports for
students and parents and
effectively communicate
these resources to all
schools.
Provide ongoing
professional learning
support to Grades 7-10
teachers on inclusive,
differentiated, and
culturally responsive
mathematics learning.
Develop and implement a
secondary mathematics
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MYSP Action(s)

Work to Date/Achievement

Next Steps/Analytics

mathematics at home
(October-November 2020)

leadership learning plan
whereby current and
aspiring math leaders
engage in focused
professional learning on
culturally responsive
mathematics education.
Facilitate learning
opportunities between
Grades 7-10 teachers,
including within feederreceiving school
networks.

Additional Actions

Developed the KindergartenGrade 1 IEP strategy to
interrupt early streaming and
historical overrepresentation of
Black students in special
education programs.
Developed a Destreaming
Readiness Assessment Tool
to guide and support the work
of Learning Network
Superintendents and
Secondary Principals as they
prepare for the Sept 2021
implementation of Grade 9
destreaming. Appendices B &
C
Developed the Teacher
Leadership Collective, a group
of 80-100 teachers from K-12
across the TDSB who will
serve as co-learners and sites
of excellence to illustrate
effective inclusion, culturally

Further develop a
comprehensive strategy
to address streaming
structures and practices
as early as Kindergarten
and throughout
elementary and
secondary grades.
Continue to develop the
Teacher Leadership
Collective to strategically
facilitate learning
experiences for staff to
support Academic
Pathways.
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Work to Date/Achievement

Next Steps/Analytics

responsive teaching, and
Indigenous education.
Met with Coalition for
Alternatives to Streaming in
Education (CASE) to discuss
their research findings and
how they can support TDSB
with resources and
presentations.

Resource Implications
Schools will be provided guidance on strategies for use of budgets to support Academic
Pathways such as release time for professional learning, collaboration and moderated
marking.

Communications Considerations
Communications plan to be drafted in consultation with Communications Officer, as
required.

Board Policy and Procedure Reference(s)
N/A

Appendices



Appendix A: Locally Developed Compulsory Course Process
Appendix B: School Readiness Assessment Tool



Appendix C: Learning Network Readiness Assessment Tool

From
Andrew Gold, Associate Director – Leadership, Learning and School Improvement at
andrew.gold@tdsb.on.ca or 416-397-3069
Tamara Grealis, Centrally Assigned Principal - School Operations, Outdoor Education
at tamara.grealis@tdsb.on.ca or 416-396-6334
Jason To, Co-ordinator Math/Numeracy and Academic Pathways at
Jason.to@tdsb.on.ca or 416-396-5615
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Locally Developed Compulsory Course (LDCC) Recommendation Process
The Toronto District School Board is committed to identifying and eliminating all forms of systemic
racism and oppression that lead to inequitable outcomes for Indigenous and Black students,
students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, and students identified with special education
needs. The work of Academic Pathways and disrupting streaming structures from Kindergarten
through to secondary school is part of this ongoing commitment.
As we continue to support all students by creating inclusive learning environments with high
expectations, as well as to prevent the reproduction of academic streaming in new forms, the
following information will support schools in offering and placing students into Locally Developed
Compulsory Courses (LDCC).
With the implementation of de-streamed courses and the removal of Applied level courses, careful
consideration must be given to student placement in LDCCs. Please keep in mind that LDCCs
were originally intended to prepare students for Grade 11 workplace preparation courses.
Students who have college or university aspirations should take academic or de-streamed
courses and receive support if needed. For students who successfully complete LDCC courses,
opportunities for lateral move to Academic/de-streamed courses can be provided, as appropriate.
Please note LDCCs are not intended to replace Applied level courses.
Schools should consider student placement in the LDCCs on a case-by-case basis (see process
below). Placement will require a team to review that includes elementary and secondary schools
and must include families and students in the process. The team will collaborate to identify and
appropriately place students who may want to take a LDCC. Superintendents will support schools
with approval of these placements. Secondary schools would go through a similar process should
a student be newly identified who may be appropriate for an LDCC. *Please note, this process
does not apply to congregated sites.
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Staff Responsible

Timeline

Consider students where a LDCC course and the
workplace pathway may be most appropriate, given
their post-secondary aspirations and learning
profiles.

Elementary Teacher, Principal,
Student Success and / or Special
Education representation, Families

March 1-12

Develop student profiles outlining the need for LDCC
in collaboration with parents.

Elementary Teacher, Principal,
Student Success and / or Special
Education staff

March 1-12

Discuss students identified for enrolment in a LDCC
with Superintendent.

Elementary staff, Superintendent

March 11-19

Communicate with families and students regarding
recommendation and pathway.

Elementary staff

March 22-25

Share student profiles with Grade 9 school
Principal/Vice Principal

Elementary Teacher, Principal,
Student Success and / or Special
Education staff

March 26

Secondary school reviews and confirms students
recommended for LDCC

IST at Secondary School

March 29-April 9

Students timetabled into LDCC as recommended

Timetabling VP/ Guidance

April-Early May

Prompting questions
● What evidence is informing the decision?
● How have I engaged families in the discussion on pathways and outcomes?
● With appropriate accommodations and/or modifications will this student be successful?
Which students may an LDCC be appropriate for?
The LDCC course may be appropriate for students with:
●

Complex special education learning needs who would require significant modifications and supports to
achieve in the academic course that vary significantly from the course expectations that would not lead to
the attainment of a credit.

●

LEAP students who meet the criteria through a formal process involving the ESL Department. See LEAP
Guide for criteria information. Of special note, not all LEAP students require LDCC.

The LDCC course is not appropriate for students with:
●

Social emotional and/or behavioural challenges

●

Mental health and well-being concerns who can achieve in academic with supports, accommodations
and/or modifications in place

●

An IEP and the ability to achieve in Academic with supports, accommodations and/or modifications in place

●

An exceptionality and the ability to achieve in Academic with supports, accommodations and/or
modifications in place

●

English language learning needs. ELLs or students enrolled in a LEAP program who can achieve in
academic with accommodations and/or modifications and supports

●

Attendance concerns who can achieve in academic with accommodations and supports
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Locally Developed Compulsory Course (LDCC)
Recommendation Form
Careful consideration must be given to student placement in LDCCs, as they are intended to prepare students for
Grade 11 workplace preparation courses. Students who have college or university aspirations should take
academic or de-streamed courses and receive support if needed. For students who successfully complete
LDCC courses, opportunities for lateral move to Academic/de-streamed courses can be provided, as appropriate.
Please note LDCCs are not intended to replace Applied level courses. Please refer to the prompting questions
on page 2 in order to support your recommendation.

Student Name:

DOB :

Elementary School:

OEN:

Form Completed by:

Date:

Name of Guardian Consulted:

Date:

LDCC Courses Recommended (check all that apply):
❏ English (ENG1L)

❏ Mathematics (MAT1L)

❏ Science (SNC1L)

Rationale and/or Evidence for Recommendation:

Supports Recommended:

Elementary Principal Signature:

Date:
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Superintendent Signature:

Date:
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School Readiness Implementation Assessment Tool - Secondary Administrators
The TDSB is committed to challenging streaming beginning in the Early Years and continuing into
secondary school. As a system we will continue to offer inclusive, equitable learning environments for
all of our students. Our focus for academic pathways is about having high expectations for all students,
without losing the rigor and providing both staff and students with the supports they need so all students
are successful at an academic level.
The TDSB is committed to moving forward with changes that will address systemic discrimination and
help break down barriers, especially for Indigenous, Black and other racialized students, students living
in poverty and students with disabilities and other special education needs.
This Academic Pathways Implementation Readiness Assessment Tool is developed to support your
work in preparation for full implementation of Academic Pathways in all core subjects and the new Destreamed Mathematics course for September 2021.
This tool is to be used to engage school teams in reflective discussions on readiness and guide planning
for the implementation of academic only and de-streamed math classes.
Please use the scale to assess your school’s readiness in order to support your actions.
These are guiding questions and are meant to support your planning and preparations. They are not
restrictive, and schools may have additional areas of focus/planning that will be examined. Next steps
should be used to assist with your preparation for September 2021.

Leadership Reflection
Do you as an Administrator feel equipped to lead this work? What supports and resources will support
this work?
Have you engaged in critical reading of books and articles, joined book studies and/or participated in
webinars and professional learning related to de-streaming and related topics?
Have you reviewed the TDSB Equity Leadership Competencies? What further learning or professional
development do you need to ensure that you are using and implementing the equity leadership
competencies in your professional practice as a school leader?
Actions you can seek to further your understanding between now and June 2021:
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Engaging Stakeholder Communities
As a school staff, (i.e., teachers, classroom educators, Guidance Counsellors, etc.) we have a shared
understanding that streaming led to unequal post-secondary school access and success and therefore
de-streaming contributes to success for all students.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Students have input and inform de-streaming plans.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Parents/Guardians understand the need for de-streaming and inform plans and accountability measures.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Consider how some of these questions and actions will build your School Improvement Plan.
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Professional Learning - Increased Educator Capacity for effective, culturally responsive instruction,
assessment and evaluation in de-streamed classrooms

Develop Anti-Racism Professional Learning for School Staff
Professional learning for school staff challenges systemic and individual racism, discrimination, and
constructions of ability that view some students as more capable of learning than others. Consider
specific processes, policies and resources (e.g., critical theories such as anti-oppressive discourse,
critical race theory, critical disability studies etc.) your school has used which have enabled successful
and sustainable cultural shifts through instruction.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Action to be taken between now and June 2021:

Pedagogy and new practices in classrooms are embedded and integrated in professional learning,
collaboration and grounded in theory that impacts classroom practice (e.g., teachers using culturally
relevant and culturally sensitive literacy practices in English classrooms, etc.)
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Develop Professional Learning Plans for Educators and Support Staff
All educators and support staff are engaged in collaborative inquiries (including supports for instruction
and assessment practice in de-streamed classrooms) that are decolonizing and anti-racist and stimulate,
challenge, encourage and support all learners. The plans include time to co-develop instruction,
assessment, evaluations and accommodations for use in classrooms.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing
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Action to be taken between now and June 2021:

We have accessed board-level supports (e.g., Equity Leads, Black and Indigenous Graduation Coaches,
Program Coordinators, etc.) and resources to support the implementation of Academic Pathways:
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Action to be taken between now and June 2021:

Consider how some of these questions and actions will build your School Improvement Plan.

Structures and Supports

Strengthen Transition Planning Processes
Transition plans support students entering Grade 9 and onward. Plans include Student Success
supports and considerations of Individual Education Plans (IEPs).
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Action to be taken between now and June 2021:

Accomplishing
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Provide Guidance for Individual Student-Focused Timetabling
Individual student-focused timetabling is in place to support student learning in academic only or destreamed math classes (e.g., course bundling, non-semestered math, other timetabling strategies to
support student needs, etc.):
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Action to be taken between now and June 2021:

Strengthen Course Selection Review Processes
The TDSB plan to specifically review any student registration in Locally Developed Compulsory Credit
Courses (LDCC)has been followed with the goal that, whenever possible, students should be supported
with appropriate accommodations in a de-streamed or academic only course. Students should enroll in
the LDCC only when their learning needs cannot be accommodated in a de-streamed or academic only
course.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Action to be taken between now and June 2021:

We continue to critically examine other streaming processes within our school (eg. specialized programs,
enriched courses, etc.) to ensure they are not further marginalizing particular groups of students.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Action to be taken between now and June 2021:

Accomplishing
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Student Supports
We have developed a school-level plan for implementing wrap-around supports (e.g., Learning Outside
the School Day - for example, before and after school tutoring, after school hands-on enrichment
opportunities aligned with student interests, etc.) for students in academic only or de-streamed math
classes:
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Action to be taken between now and June 2021:

Consider how some of these questions and actions will build your School Improvement Plan.

*Thank you for taking the time to complete this assessment of your School implementation readiness
and for sharing your ideas and strategies for our continued work.
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This Academic Pathways Implementation Readiness Assessment Tool is developed to support your
work with your Learning Network in preparation for full implementation of Academic Pathways in all
core subjects and the new De-streamed Mathematics course for September 2021.
This tool can be used to engage your Learning Network of secondary school teams in reflective
discussions on readiness and guide planning for the implementation of academic only and de-streamed
math classes. Please use the scale to assess your LN’s readiness in order to support your
actions.
These are guiding questions and are meant to support your planning and preparations. They are not
restrictive and Learning Networks may have additional areas of focus/planning that will be examined.
“Actions” should be used to assist with your preparation for September 2021.
A School Readiness Implementation Assessment tool has also been developed to support school
teams in preparing for Academic Pathways implementation. Please work with your Secondary Learning
Network Administrators to support their work.

Engaging Stakeholder Communities

As a Learning Network, (i.e., Administrators, coaches, etc.) we have a shared understanding that
streaming led to unequal post-secondary school access and success and therefore de-streaming
contributes to success for all students.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Students In our Learning Network have input and inform de-streaming plans.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Accomplishing
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Parents/Guardians in our Learning Network understand the need for de-streaming and inform plans
and accountability measures.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Consider how these questions and actions will help to build School Improvement Plans.

Professional Learning: Increased Capacity for effective leadership of culturally-responsive instruction,
assessment and evaluation in de-streamed classrooms

Develop Anti-Racism Training Plans for System Leaders and School Staff
Professional learning for school administrators and coaches challenges systemic and individual racism,
discrimination, and constructions of ability that view some students as more capable of learning than
others. Consider specific processes, policies and resources (e.g., critical theories such as antioppressive discourse, critical race theory, critical disability studies etc.) your LN has used which have
enabled successful and sustainable cultural shifts.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Accomplishing
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Strengthen Instructional Programs in De-streamed Classes
As a Learning Network we access central staff who are trained in anti-racism and anti-oppression
principles to support secondary administrators with Academic Pathways implementation and school
leadership.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Develop Professional Learning Plans
As a Learning Network we have developed a plan to allow educators to engage in collaborative inquiries
(including supports for instruction and assessment practice in de-streamed classrooms) that are
decolonizing and anti-racist and stimulate, challenge, encourage and support all learners. The plans
include time for administrators to co-develop and share ideas that have already been
implemented in their schools.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Consider how these questions and actions will help to build School Improvement Plans.
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Structures and Supports

Leverage Staffing Supports
Our Learning Network has accessed board-level supports (e.g., Equity Leads, Black and Indigenous
Graduation Coaches, Instructional Leaders, etc.) and resources to support the implementation of
Academic Pathways.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

As a Learning Network we have examined strategies to develop school-level plans for implementing
wrap-around supports (e.g., before- and after-school tutoring, after-school hands-on enrichment
opportunities aligned with student interests, etc.) for students in de-streamed classes.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Strengthen Transition Planning Processes
Transition plans support students entering Grade 9 and onward. Plans include Student Success
supports and considerations of Individual Education Plans (IEPs). Administrators are provided time to
co-develop and share ideas that have already been implemented in their schools.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Accomplishing
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Provide Guidance for Individual Student-Focused Timetabling
In our Learning Network, individual student-focused timetabling is in place to support student learning in
de-streamed classes (e.g., course bundling, non-semestered math, other timetabling strategies to
support student needs, etc.).
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Strengthen Course Selection Review Processes
As a Learning Network we have followed the board plan to specifically review any student registration in
Locally Developed Compulsory Credit Courses (LDCC) with the goal that, whenever possible, students
should be supported with appropriate accommodations in a ministry-defined course (i.e., De-streamed or
Academic Pathways courses). Students should enroll in the LDCC only when their learning needs
cannot be accommodated in a ministry-defined course.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

As a Learning Network, we continue to critically examine other streaming processes within our schools
(eg. specialized programs, enriched courses, etc.) to ensure they are not further marginalizing particular
groups of students.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

Please describe resources or processes your Learning Network has used that have effectively supported
students and families that we can share and learn from when supporting de-streaming.
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4. Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting

As a Learning Network we have developed a clear plan to ensure that data collection, analysis and
reporting processes are in place to monitor progress and report on all de-streaming outcomes and
indicators.
1_________________________________4
Beginning

Accomplishing

Actions to be taken between now and June 2021:

*Thank you for taking the time to complete this assessment of your Learning Network implementation
readiness and for sharing your ideas and strategies for our continued work.
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Our Mission

We Value
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To enable all students to reach high levels of
achievement and well-being and to acquire
the knowledge, skills and values they need
to become responsible, contributing
members of a democratic and
sustainable society.

Each and every student’s interests, strengths, passions, identities and needs
A strong public education system
A partnership of students, staff, family and community
Shared leadership that builds trust, supports effective practices and enhances high expectations
The diversity of our students, staff and our community
The commitment and skills of our staff
Equity, innovation, accountability and accessibility
Learning and working spaces that are inclusive, caring, safe, respectful and environmentally sustainable

Our Goals
Transform Student Learning

We will have high expectations for all students and provide positive, supportive learning environments.
On a foundation of literacy and math, students will deal with issues such as environmental sustainability,
poverty and social justice to develop compassion, empathy and problem solving skills. Students will
develop an understanding of technology and the ability to build healthy relationships.

Create a Culture for Student and Staff Well-Being

We will build positive school cultures and workplaces where mental health and well-being is a priority for
all staff and students. Teachers will be provided with professional learning opportunities and the tools
necessary to effectively support students, schools and communities.

Provide Equity of Access to Learning Opportunities for All Students

We will ensure that all schools offer a wide range of programming that reflects the voices, choices, abilities,
identities and experiences of students. We will continually review policies, procedures and practices to
ensure that they promote equity, inclusion and human rights practices and enhance learning opportunities
for all students.

Allocate Human and Financial Resources Strategically to Support Student Needs

We will allocate resources, renew schools, improve services and remove barriers and biases to support
student achievement and accommodate the different needs of students, staff and the community.
Build Strong Relationships and Partnerships Within School Communities to Support Student Learning and Well-Being
We will strengthen relationships and continue to build partnerships among students, staff, families and
communities that support student needs and improve learning and well-being. We will continue to create
an environment where every voice is welcomed and has influence.

To read the full Multi-Year Strategic Plan, visit www.tdsb.on.ca/mysp
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Acknowledgement of Traditional Lands
We acknowledge we are hosted on the lands of the Mississaugas of the Anishinaabe (A
NISH NA BEE), the Haudenosaunee (HOE DENA SHOW NEE) Confederacy and the
Wendat. We also recognize the enduring presence of all First Nations, Métis and Inuit
peoples.
Reconnaissance des terres traditionnelles
Nous reconnaissons que nous sommes accueillis sur les terres des Mississaugas des
Anichinabés (A NISH NA BAY), de la Confédération Haudenosaunee (HOE DENA
SHOW NEE) et du Wendat. Nous voulons également reconnaître la pérennité de la
présence des Premières Nations, des Métis et des Inuit."
Funding Information Requirement
At the special meeting held on March 7, 2007, the Board decided that to be in order any
trustee motion or staff recommendation that would require the Board to expend funds
for a new initiative include the following information: the projected cost of implementing
the proposal; the recommended source of the required funds, including any required
amendments to the Board’s approved budget; an analysis of the financial implications
prepared by staff; and a framework to explain the expected benefit and outcome as a
result of the expenditure.
[1]Closing of certain committee meetings
(2) A meeting of a committee of a board, including a committee of the whole board, may
be closed to the public when the subject-matter under consideration involves,
(a) the security of the property of the board;
(b) the disclosure of intimate, personal or financial information in respect of a member of
the board or committee, an employee or prospective employee of the board or a pupil or
his or her parent or guardian;
(c) the acquisition or disposal of a school site;
(d) decisions in respect of negotiations with employees of the board; or
(e) litigation affecting the board. R.S.O. 1990, c. E.2, s. 207 (2).
(2.1) Closing of meetings re certain investigations – A meeting of a board or a
committee of a board, including a committee of the whole board shall be closed to the
public when the subject-matter under considerations involves an ongoing investigation
under the Ombudsman Act respecting the board

